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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the detection of incipient faults caused by trees falling on high voltage
covered conductor (HVCC) lines. A tree falling on a HVCC line does not cause an immediate
power supply interruption, but it causes partial discharges (PD) which eventually lead to
breakdown of the conductor covering. At 110 kV voltage level the breakdown may occur in a
few hours. The breakdown and a power supply interruption to customers might be avoided if
the incipient tree faults could be detected automatically within a few tens of minutes of the
tree fall. This thesis presents a method based on on-line partial discharge measurements and a
pilot system for automatic detection of incipient tree faults (ITF’s) on HVCC lines and
analyses the factors affecting the functionality of the method. The thesis is based on the
analysis of measurement data acquired during several periods of field tests conducted in
different seasonal and weather conditions on a full scale 110 kV CC line. During the field test
periods trees were felled on the line to imitate windfalls to study the PD phenomenon related
to ITF’s and to study the propagation of broadband PD signals on the line. Additionally, tests
with natural trees in contact with an HV covered conductor were conducted in the laboratory
to characterize the PD phenomenon.
The laboratory tests show that there is a considerable variation in the magnitudes, waveforms
and rise times of the PD pulses related to ITF’s. According to the field tests, the variation in
the PD magnitude is large considering both individual trees measured in one season and
groups of trees measured in different seasons. The average PD magnitude is clearly smaller
and the resistance and earthing resistance of trees clearly larger in freezing conditions in
winter compared to non-freezing conditions during other seasons.
The thesis includes an extensive analysis of different factors contributing to the propagation
and detection of broadband PD signals on a practical 110 kV CC line. According to the field
test results there is a considerable scatter in the propagation attenuation of the travelling
waves originating from the incipient tree faults. The attenuation of the pulse peak-to-peak
current at a distance of approximately 9.3 km was 0.4…3.7 dB depending on the incipient
fault. The scatter is explained by the differences in the power spectral densities and the
propagation modes of the signals of different incipient tree faults. The former originates from
differences in the waveforms of the PD pulses and the latter from differencies in the amount
of capacitive coupling of the signal between the three phases determined by the capacitance
between each phase conductor and the tree. The attenuation is smallest in the case of incipient
short circuit faults involving a direct phase-to-phase contact and having the most harmful
consequences.
According to the field test results, the time domain reflectometry (TDR) method would allow
the location of incipient faults with an accuracy better than one line span if a measuring
system having a sampling rate in the order of 10 MS/s is used. The thesis shows that the
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current transformer used as a PD sensor in the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection
(IFD) system acts as a surge impedance discontinuity with a frequency dependent reflection
coefficient on the HVCC line. Thus, at high frequencies the PD sensors along the line
effectively segment the line into shorter portions, facilitating fault location by the TDR
method.
The thesis shows that the effect of termination of the line end at the substation on the
measured PD magnitude depends on the PD sensor. Disconnecting the 110/20 kV transformer
from the line end decreases the PD magnitude measured by an inductive sensor to less than
one third and increases the PD magnitude measured by a capacitive sensor by a factor of
1.1…1.3 compared to the state of normal operation with the transformer connected to the
line. The inductive sensor measures the current wave travelling in the phase conductor and
the capacitive sensor measures the voltage wave between the phase conductor and ground.
The operation of the incipient fault detection system was verified by extensive field tests
involving over 30 trees felled on the line and by two incipient earth faults, which occurred
due to natural windfalls during the past 5 years for which the line has been in normal
operation. The analysis of these incipient fault cases indicates that the method works reliably.
The maximum line length which can be covered by one IFD unit depends on the seasonal
conditions in the location of the line, percentage of incipient faults required to be detected,
the characteristics of the incipient faults in terms of the propagation modes and pulse shapes
and the sensitivity of the incipient fault detection system. Due to the large number of
variables, the maximum line length covered by one IFD unit should be considered case by
case. Assuming the incipient tree faults studied in this thesis occurring mainly in non-freezing
conditions, a sensitivity of 40 mV (peak-to-peak) for the IFD unit installed at the end of the
line and a condition that at least 80 % of the faults should be detected would yield a
maximum line length of at least 30 km as a conservative estimate.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Electrical power transmission and distribution networks are an important part of the
infrastructure of a modern society. Power lines have an essential role in delivering the
electrical power from centralized generating plants to distributed customers. Most of the
power lines, especially at higher voltages (≥ 60 kV) and at long transmission distances (tens
or hundreds of kilometres) are constructed as overhead lines. Although the use of
underground cables is gradually increasing, they are used mainly at urban areas. In many
European countries the share of underground cables of the total circuit length of 60…150 kV
networks is only a few percent as Table 1-1 illustrates.
Table 1-1. Share of overhead lines of the total 60…150 kV circuit length in a few European countries [Ano03b,
Ano05d, Ano06c].
Overhead
[km]

Under
ground
[km]

Total circuit
length
[km]

Overhead
[%] 3)

Belgium
Denmark

4777
10256

395
1902

5172
12158

92.4
84.4

Under
ground
[%] 3)
7.6
15.6

Finland 1)
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain

15368
50111
71609
36228
6011
19001
8953
37639

159
1896
4740
449
3655
624
358
559

15527
52007
76349
36677
9666
19625
9311
38198

99.0
96.4
93.8
98.8
62.2
96.8
96.2
98.5

1.0
3.6
6.2
1.2
37.8
3.2
3.8
1.5

Sweden 2)
UK

12582
21836

245
3789

12827
25625

98.1
85.2

1.9
14.8

1)

110 kV circuit lengths

2)

130 kV circuit lengths, including 99 % of the national grid

3)

Percentage of underground cables or overhead lines of total circuit length

Increasing consumption of electric power forces utilities to reinforce transmission and
distribution networks either by building new power lines or by upgrading existing lines. Due
to high land prices and difficulties in obtaining building permits for new lines, the utilities are
forced to seek for new alternatives to increase their transmission and distribution capacity.
These factors together with the general trend towards more environmental friendly solutions
in engineering increase the interest in novel power line concepts. On the other hand,
operation on reregulated markets compells the grid companies to improve their effectiveness
and to seek for more cost effective network solutions.
Conventional overhead power lines require a relatively wide right-of-way due to the large
phase clearances and safety clearances from the live parts of the line to surrounding objects.
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This characteristic is pronounced at higher voltage levels (> 60 kV) and may restrict or
prevent the building of new lines, especially in densely populated areas. In such a case,
increasing the capacity of existing lines may be the most feasible option. This may be done,
for example, by converting single lines to double lines or by upgrading them to a higher
voltage level. For example, in many central European countries there are needs to increase
the transmission capacity of existing 60…70 kV power lines due to the increase in power
consumption. This can be done, for instance, by upgrading the lines to higher voltages
provided that there is space for the wider right-of-way required by the upgraded line or that
the upgrading does not increase the width of the right-of-way. The width of the right-of-way
of a high voltage line is mainly dictated by the need to prevent trees or other surrounding
objects from coming into contact with the phase conductors. A tree falling on or otherwise
coming into contact with a bare conductor line would cause an immediate interruption of
power supply and, due to the high voltage level, the interruption would affect a large group of
customers. Additionally, it would be a potential safety hazard for anyone in the immediate
proximity of the tree.
Covered conductor (CC) lines are overhead power lines constructed with conductors having a
thin insulating layer on the phase conductors. They are designed to withstand temporary
contacts with grounded objects such as trees falling on the line or between the phase
conductors without an immediate supply interruption. Therefore, the right-of-way for a
110 kV CC line could be reduced to 12…14 m, which is approximately half of the right-ofway of a 110 kV bare conductor line with portal towers. This makes compact covered
conductor lines ideal for upgrading projects and new installations on densely populated areas.
Additionally, the narrow right-of-way reduces costs related to the expropriation of the rightof-way and the construction and maintenance of the line. With covered conductors, an
existing bare conductor line can easily be upgraded to a higher voltage level without the need
to widen the right-of-way. As an example of the upgrading potential of 60…70 kV overhead
lines, in 2004 the 33 739 km circuit length of 63 kV overhead lines owned by the French
transmission network operator RTE (Réseau de Transport d’Electricité) accounted for 68 %
of the total circuit length of the companys 63…150 kV overhead lines [Ano05a]. The
corresponding shares of 90 kV and 150 kV overhead lines were 30 % and 2 %.
In medium voltage networks (< 45 kV) covered conductor lines are commonly used in many
countries worldwide. For example, in 1997, the total length of medium voltage covered
conductor lines was approximately 5000 km in both Finland and Sweden, 3000 km in
Norway and over 1500 km in UK. In Japan, Australia and the north eastern USA there are
also large lengths of MVCC line [War97a]. At voltages above 45 kV, however, covered
conductor technology is not established and most of the HVCC lines built are still of an
experimental nature. Trial lines have been constructed, for example, in Sweden at 52 kV, in
Norway at 66 kV, in the USA at 69 kV and in Finland at 110 kV.
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A tree falling on a covered conductor line does not cause an immediate supply interruption,
but requires actions from the operator of the line to prevent an unplanned outage. At 110 kV
voltage level the conductor covering withstands the contact with a tree typically for one or
more hours. Therefore, at this voltage level the use of a narrow (12…14 m) right-of-way on
CC lines at forest areas is reliable and economical only if the line is equipped with a system
which automatically detects the trees falling on the line. The response time of the system
must be short enough to allow the operative staff to arrange an alternative supply for the
customers via network reconfiguration. This way, the line can be de-energized in a controlled
manner before an electrical breakdown of the conductor covering occurs thereby avoiding a
power supply interruption to customers. Since the conductor covering remains intact, the line
can be re-energized as soon as the tree is removed from the line.
The term “incipient tree fault” (ITF) is used in this work to describe the operational state of
the line in which a tree has fallen on the line, but has not yet caused an earth fault due to the
electrical breakdown of the conductor covering. Although a fallen tree on a covered
conductor line is an abnormal state for the line, it does not cause an immediate power supply
interruption. Therefore, it is not a fault in the established sense of the word, because it does
not immediately prevent the operation of the line. Only in the event of electrical breakdown
of the conductor covering does the incipient fault develop into an earth fault, which normally
causes an immediate tripping of the line. The term incipient tree fault covers two different
incipient fault types: the incipient earth fault (IEF) and the incipient short circuit fault (ISF).
The term “incipient earth fault” covers those cases where a tree is in contact with one or more
phase conductors and possibly the ground wire, but the phase conductors are not in direct
contact with each other. The term “incipient short circuit fault” covers those cases where a
tree is in contact with one or more phase conductors and possibly the ground wire and,
additionally, two or more phase conductors are in direct contact with each other. The term
“magnitude of partial discharges” is used as a general term for the apparent charge defined as
in [Iec00a] and the peak-to-peak voltage of the partial discharge pulse.
Since a tree in contact with an energized covered conductor line causes partial discharges, the
detection of this abnormal operational state of the line can be implemented using on-line
partial discharge measurements. In this thesis, the system designed for the detection of trees
fallen on a covered conductor line is called an incipient fault detection (IFD) system.
Generally, the application of PD measurements to the detection of a tree falling on a CC line
requires a more rapid response than, for example, condition monitoring applications for
which PD measurements are conventionally used. In many condition monitoring applications
even a periodic measurement conducted on a yearly basis is adequate. On the other hand, an
instantaneous automatic switching operation required for example, in protective relays is not
necessary. The requirement for the response time of the IFD system for trees falling on a CC
line is dictated mainly by the time for which the conductor covering withstands the partial
discharge stress caused by the tree falling on the line and the time needed for the network
reconfigurations and de-energizing of the line section having the fallen tree.
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In this thesis, the term “medium voltage (MV)” is used of equipment and networks in which
the maximum phase-to-phase rms voltage Um is 1 kV ≤ Um ≤ 45 kV. The term “high voltage
(HV)” is used of all equipment and networks in which the maximum phase-to-phase rms
voltage Um is 45 kV < Um ≤ 420 kV.

1.1

Aim of the work

The main aim of the work was to study whether it is possible to detect trees falling on a
110 kV covered conductor line with partial discharge measurements with such preconditions
that a practical and reliable IFD system could be implemented at a reasonable cost. The
feasibility of incipient tree fault detection based on PD measurements depends to a large
extent on the maximum distance from an incipient fault at which it can be detected and on the
success in implementing a reliable and automatic system for the measurement and analysis of
the PD signal. Regardless of the environmental conditions the system should be able to
deduce, based on the measured signal, whether a contact between the monitored CC line and
a tree has occurred. If the deduction indicates an incipient tree fault on the line, the system
should generate an alarm to the network operations centre (NOC).
The partial discharge resistance, the breakdown processes and the breakdown probability of
the conductor covering affect the operational characteristics of the line and the response time
requirement imposed on the IFD system, but they are not discussed in this work. This
exclusion was made because the response time of the pilot installation of the IFD system was
short enough (10…15 minutes) to ensure, that the requirements for the PD resistance of the
conductor covering are dictated mainly by the time needed for the manual reconfiguration of
the network to arrange alternative power supply for the customers and because the
development of the conductor covering material has not yet been finalized. Thus, the
evaluation of the operational characteristics of the whole line concept is not possible. Interim
results of the PD endurance of a novel conductor covering material suitable for the ForestSAX line and the possibilities of enhancing the PD endurance by polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxanes (POSS) are presented in [Lin06a].

1.2

Research problem and methods

The main areas relevant to this study are presented in Figure 1.1. The maximum distance at
which the incipient faults may be detected depends on the magnitude of the partial discharges
caused by a tree falling on the HVCC line and on the propagation attenuation of the signal
while it propagates from the incipient fault location to the sensor of the PD measuring
system. The empirical research of the behaviour of these two factors forms the core of this
work. Additional factors of relevance are the nature and magnitude of external interference
signals, which are always present in measurements conducted in power networks, and the
sensitivity of the incipient fault detection system. In order to verify the functionality of the
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IFD method on a full scale 110 kV CC line a pilot IFD system was implemented as a part of
the projects in the background of this thesis.

A. 110 kV covered
conductor (CC)

2. Propagation of PD signal on
a 110 kV covered conductor line

- structure of conductor covering
- electrical properties of
conductor covering

1. Partial discharges (PD)
caused by tree on a CC line

B. Tree

- PD phenomenon
- signal generation
- properties of the PD signal
- intensity and PD pattern of the signal
- different fault configurations
- effect of environmental conditions
- PD intensity as a function
of time

- structure
- electrical properties

4. External
interference

- narrow-band
- wideband

- travelling wave phenomenon
in multiconductor systems
- behaviour of the line and related network
components as a function of frequency
- effect of surge impedance discontinuities
on the signal propagation

3. Automatic measurement
and analysis of the signal

- sensor
- measuring unit
- signal processing and analysis
algorithm

Figure 1.1. Main areas relevant to the detection of trees falling on 110 kV covered conductor lines based on
partial discharge measurements.

In power cables the grounded shield on the outer layer of the main insulation prevents any
objects outside the shield from disturbing the electric field distribution in the insulation.
Covered conductors do not have this shield, and therefore any conducting, semiconducting or
dielectric object in the vicinity of the conductor distorts the electric field in the conductor
covering and in the surrounding air. A sufficiently strong field distortion leads to partial
discharges in the air around the conductor covering and the field distorting object. The partial
discharges manifest themselves, among other things, as small current pulses in the tree and in
the conductors of the line in contact with the tree. A tree falling on a covered conductor line
forms a very complex electrode configuration and the characteristics of the PD signal induced
by it may be affected by a number of factors. The magnitude and pulse shape in the three
phase conductors of the line may be affected by factors such as the number of phase
conductors (and ground wire) in contact with the tree, the electrical characteristics of the tree
and their temporal and seasonal variation. Mapping the extent of variation of PD
characteristics caused by these factors is important considering the evaluation of the
feasibility of the IFD method based on PD measurements.
There is no previously published information on the magnitude, duration or other
characteristics of partial discharge pulses induced by a tree in contact with a 110 kV covered
conductor line, thus the results presented in this work are new. To relate the information
obtained in this work to prior knowledge about the electrical properties of trees, the
resistances and earthing resistances of trees were measured, likewise some parameters
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characterizing the environmental conditions where the partial discharges take place.
Additionally, the measurement of these parameters allows the evaluation of the potential
correlations between these parameters and the PD magnitude, which is relevant given the
practical application of the IFD method based on PD measurements in different
environmental conditions.
Considering the evaluation of the operation of conventional protective relays (based on lower
frequency voltage and current measurements) in incipient tree faults, consideration of only
the resistance and earthing resistance of trees is not sufficient, because the capacitance
between the tree and the conductor has a considerable effect on the resulting fault impedance.
This capacitive reactance may be taken into account, for example, by measuring the 50 Hz
current flowing in the tree trunk. In this thesis the characteristics of the incipient tree faults
mentioned above have been studied based on data acquired in extensive field tests and tests
conducted in a high voltage laboratory.
Detection of incipient earth and short circuit faults on covered conductor lines is usually
characterized by a distance ranging from hundreds of metres to several kilometres between
the PD sensor and the incipient fault. On the other hand the duration of partial discharge
pulses is in the order of nanoseconds to microseconds. This implies that the PD pulses
propagate from the incipient fault to the PD sensor as travelling waves. A power line is a
multiconductor transmission line having mutual coupling between the three phase conductors
and the ground wire. The transfer function of the line between the PD signal source and the
PD measuring unit is both distance and frequency dependent. Along the line there may be
several points of surge impedance change such as bifurcation points, transposition points,
changes of line geometry and power apparatus connected to the line. At every point of surge
impedance change on the power line, part of the travelling wave energy is reflected back and
part of the wave energy continues forward as illustrated in Figure 1.2. This causes additional
signal distortion and propagation attenuation. On the other hand, the reflections occurring at
surge impedance changes can be utilised to locate the partial discharge source. The amount of
attenuation and distortion experienced by the PD pulses as they travel along the line is an
important parameter considering the distance at which the incipient faults can be detected and
affects the cost efficiency of the IFD system. Knowledge of the coupling between the three
phase conductors is relevant for the interpretation of the results of PD measurements
conducted on the line. At the line ends the terminating impedance may change depending on
the number and frequency dependent characteristics of power apparatus connected to the line.
This may affect the results of PD measurements conducted at the line ends.
The propagation of high frequency signals in power networks has been studied in the context
of overvoltage transients and power line carrier (PLC) systems, but not all the results are
directly applicable to PD measurements. Power line carrier systems are narrowband systems
and the frequencies of interest are limited to a few hundred kHz, while PD pulses are
broadband signals extending to tens or hundreds of MHz in frequency. The propagation of
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atmospheric overvoltage transients is analogous to PD propagation phenomenon, although in
the case of overvoltage transients there are some additional factors causing attenuation such
as corona. From this background, the results related to the propagation of PD signals on a
110 kV CC line presented in this work are new. The propagation of the PD signal induced by
a tree falling on a 110 kV CC trial line was studied on the basis of data acquired in the field
tests arranged on the Forest-SAX trial line.
Partial discharges caused by
a tree falling on the line

PD sensors

PD sensors

PD sensors

Figure 1.2. Propagation of partial discharge pulses on a power line as travelling waves.

Partial discharge measurement has been used for several decades as a non destructive test
technique to evaluate new high voltage insulation designs and as a quality control measure
after manufacture of power apparatus. During the past two or three decades, the use of PD
measurement as a diagnostic technique to assess the condition of high voltage electrical
insulations in operating equipment has increased, first as a periodic and later as a continuous
on-line measurement. In this thesis, on-line measurement denotes a measurement conducted
on an operating apparatus without need to interrupt or interfere with its operation. Continuous
refers to a measurement conducted continuously or with a time interval which is short
compared to the potential evolution of the incipient insulation defect into a breakdown. Full
utilization of the potential of a continuous on-line measurement necessitates automatic
analysis of the measured data and seamless communication from the monitoring unit to the
operational staff, which arranges a controlled de-energization of apparatus or network part
with the incipient fault, when necessary. An advantage of PD measurements as a diagnostic
technique is that due to the propagation of PD pulses in the power network, the PD sensor
does not necessarily have to be directly connected to the power apparatus diagnosed.
The application of PD measurements to the detection of trees falling on a covered conductor
line differs from most other on-line or off-line PD measuring applications, because the
electrical and physical distance between the PD source (tree falling on the line) and the PD
measuring location may be several kilometres. This introduces new aspects to the
dimensioning and implementation of the measuring system and to the interpretation of the
measurement results. In most continuous on-line PD measuring applications the distance
between the PD source and the PD sensor is short, a few metres at most. Gas insulated
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switchgear (GIS) and power cables are exceptions to this with a typical distance of tens or
hundreds of metres between the PD source and the measuring location.
The relationship between the factors discussed above and the distance at which a tree falling
on the line can be reliably detected is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the signal expressed, for example, as the ratio of the peak-to-peak voltage of the PD pulses
to the peak-to-peak voltage of noise decreases exponentially as a function of distance d
between the partial discharge source and the measuring location, due to the frequency
dependent propagation attenuation characteristic of the line. If the propagation attenuation is
known the distance at which a tree falling on the line can be detected may be determined on
the basis of the PD magnitude at the location of the tree and the noise voltage observed at the
location of the PD sensor and the signal-to-noise ratio required for the detection of the PD
pulses at the location of the PD sensor.

Signal-to-noise ratio required for
the detection of partial discharges caused
by a tree falling on the line

SNR

Ratio of PD signal to noise
as measured by the PD monitoring system
at the location of the tree

Ratio of PD signal to noise
as measured by the PD monitoring system
at the location of the PD sensor

Noise

0
Maximum distance at which a tree
falling on the line can be detected

d

Figure 1.3. Factors relevant to the feasibility of the fault detection system from the technical viewpoint.

In order to deduce whether the pulses in the measured signal are caused by a fallen tree on the
line or some other partial discharge or source of interference, all the pulses occurring in the
measured signal must be picked up and analysed. Most methods used to distinguish between
different types or sources of PD are based on the statistical analysis of the magnitude and
phase of occurrence of individual PD pulses. Due to the stochastic nature of the partial
discharge process, the magnitude of the PD pulses has a large dispersion. In order to reliably
distinguish between partial discharges caused by the tree on the CC line and other partial
discharges (or other pulse shaped disturbances) a considerable portion of this natural
dispersion should recur in the PD pulses picked up from the measured signal. In other words,
it is not sufficient to be able to detect just the highest PD pulses caused by the tree falling on
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the line, a significant portion of the smaller ones must be detected as well to justify a
statistical analysis of the pulse magnitudes. By taking some point of the magnitude
distribution of the partial discharge pulses and some point of the magnitude distribution of the
noise as reference points one can define a requirement for the signal-to-noise-ratio and the
sensitivity of the measurement. In this work, the order of magnitude of each of these
quantities is estimated and their implications on the implementation and performance of the
IFD system are assessed.

1.3

Author’s contribution

The author’s role in the planning of the field and laboratory tests and measurements related to
topics 1 and 2 in Figure 1.1 was decisive. In the field tests, the planning and supervision of
the practical work related to felling the trees on the line and operating the network was
conducted by the personnel of the co-operative power company Fortum Sähkönsiirto Oy
under the supervision of Lasse Karhunen, B.Sc. The resistivity measurements of earth and
trees were planned and conducted by Fortum Power and Heat, Teknologia under the
supervision of Matti Kuussaari, M.Sc.
Most of the PD measurements conducted on the Forest-SAX trial line at Pyntösjärvenaukee
measuring location and dealt with in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis were conducted by the
author. The rest of the PD measurements were conducted by Vesa Latva-Pukkila, M.Sc.,
Pekka Nevalainen, M.Sc., Sami Yli-Äyhö, M.Sc. and Tiila Sallinen, M.Sc. The laboratory
measurements related to Chapter 3.6.1 of this thesis were conducted by Henrik Suomi, M.Sc.
and laboratory technicians Mikko Kunnari and Hannu Soini supervised by the author and Dr.
Kari Kannus, Docent. The video recordings were conducted by the author. The calculus
based on the measured data and the analysis of the measurement results presented in Chapters
3 and 4 of this thesis were done by the author.
The general boundary conditions for the implementation of the measuring system were
agreed upon in advance in the steering committee of the Forest-SAX project (described
briefly in Chapter 1.5). The boundary conditions included the number and location of
measuring locations along the line, the arrangements for data communication between the
measuring loctions and the network operations centre and the arrangements for power supply,
grounding and equipotential bonding of the measuring systems.
The detailed planning and implementation of the measuring system (including the analogue
signal conditioning cards and the measuring unit) was conducted by ABB Substation
Automation Oy before the field tests were started. The Rogowski coils of the PD sensors
were designed and implemented by ABB Corporate Research Oy, Vaasa and the coils were
installed into the IMB 123 current transformers by ABB Switchgear AB, Ludvika. The
author’s role in the hardware development was consultative and focused on specifying the
desired values and conceptual solutions or principles of operation for the measuring system.
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The development of algorithms for signal processing and PD data analysis was done in
Matlab environment by Vesa Latva-Pukkila, M.Sc. The author’s role in algorithm
development was consultative in planning the principles of operation and selecting the graphs
and parameters for the PD data analysis based on the authors experience on PD
measurements and PD pattern recognition. The design of narrow band interference
suppression and pulse pickup algorithms and the detailed implementation of the PD data
analysis algorithm were conducted by Vesa Latva-Pukkila. The notch filters dealt with in
Chapter 5.2 were designed and constructed by Pekka Nevalainen, M.Sc. supervised by the
author. The frequency response measurements of the notch filter and the buffer amplifier and
integrator used with the alternative sensor solutions addressed in Chapter 5.1.2 were
conducted by Tiila Sallinen, M.Sc. and Pekka Nevalainen, M.Sc.
The analysis of the measurement and test results related to the incipient fault detection (IFD)
system presented in Chapter 5 and the verification of the operation of the IFD method in
Chapter 6 were done by the author. The implementation of the measuring system and the PD
data analysis algorithms are presented in general terms in this work, since they are relevant
background information for Chapters 5 and 6. The PD sensor and the analogue signal
conditioning card are also relevant parts of the measuring system used in the signal
propagation studies presented in Chapter 4.

1.4

Background of the work

At Tampere University of Technology, the research in the field of electrical on-line partial
discharge measurements was started by the author and his colleague Kirsi Nousiainen,
Lic.Tech. in 1997 in co-operation with ABB Transmit Oy, which was also the main financier
of the work at the time. At first, the research was focused on applying on-line PD
measurements to the detection of trees falling on 20 kV covered conductor lines [Pak00a]. A
pilot on-line PD measuring system for 20 kV networks was developed based on a transient
recorder platform provided by ABB Transmit Oy and the propagation of PD signal on 20 kV
covered conductor lines was studied with field tests. Algorithms for digital filtering and
analysis of PD data were developed based on the earlier studies of the author on PD pattern
recognition and the experience and the ideas of the author, his colleague Vesa Latva-Pukkila,
M.Sc. and Mats Björkqvist, B.Sc. of ABB Substation Automation Oy. Vesa Latva-Pukkila’s
role was essential in implementing the ideas of this group into functional algorithms in
Matlab environment. As a result of the work of this group, three patent applications related to
the recognition and location of partial discharge source and to the determination of the
number of discharge sources (and discriminating between multiple discharge sources) were
submitted in October 1999. The patents were granted in Finland in May 2001 [Bjö01a,
Bjö01b, Bjö01c] and in the United States in 2002 and 2003 [Pak02a, Pak02b, Pak03a]. The
corresponding European patents were granted in 2005 and 2006.
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1.5

Progress

The projects related to 20 kV CC applications were followed by the Forest-SAX project
focusing on development of a system for detecting trees falling on 110 kV covered conductor
lines. This project was started with a preliminary research in November 1998 and most of the
measurements reported in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis were done on this project,
likewise the tests in the background of Chapter 6. The measuring system of the IFD units of
the Forest-SAX line is based on the on-line PD measuring system for 20 kV networks
referred to in Chapter 1.4. The Forest-SAX project was financed by six Finnish companies:
ABB Substation Automation Oy, Eltel Networks Oy, Ensto Sekko Oy, Fingrid Oyj, Fortum
Sähkönsiirto Oy and Prysmian Cables and Systems Oy, Finland. The project received public
financing from the National Technology Agency of Finland (TEKES), the Ministry of
Environment, Finland, the Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finland and the LIFE
Environment Programme of the European Union. Additionally, the project was financed by
the Development Fund of Electric Power Technology (Sähkövoimatekniikan kehityspooli)
and the Finnish Electrical Safety Development Association (Sähköturvallisuuden
edistämiskeskus ry, STEK).

1.6

Outline of the thesis

This thesis consists of five main chapters. Chapter 2 gives a brief review of the literature on
issues relevant to this work in the areas of CC lines and partial discharges adjacent to
polyethylene surfaces. A brief description of the theoretical background related to
propagation of travelling waves on transmission lines is also presented followed by a review
of the literature on issues related to on-line PD measurements and PD data analysis.
Chapters 3 and 4 summarise the main results of the field and laboratory tests conducted in
this work in the areas of characterizing the partial discharge phenomenon related to a tree
falling on a 110 kV covered conductor line and the propagation of partial discharge pulses on
a 110 kV covered conductor line.
Chapter 5 presents the incipient fault detection system developed on the Forest-SAX project
behind this thesis. The chapter outlines the implementation of the main blocks of the incipient
fault detection system. The chapter provides the background neccessary for the verification of
the method in Chapter 6.
Chapter 6 summarises the practical experience gathered on the incipient fault detection
system during the period of over 5 years in which the system was in everyday use on the
Forest-SAX trial line. The results of the verification tests made during the last two field test
periods are also reported in this chapter. Additionally, Chapter 6 outlines some possibilities
for future work. Chapter 7 gives a summary of the thesis and presents the main contributions
of the thesis.
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2 ASPECTS OF PD MONITORING OF CC LINES
2.1

Covered conductor lines

A covered conductor (CC) line is defined in this work as an overhead power line with phase
conductors having an electrically insulating cover, but no conducting shield. The conductor
covering is not designed to withstand the full operating voltage for long periods of time
(months or years). However, it withstands full operating voltage stress temporarily in case of
conductors clashing, a tree falling on the line or a foreign object such as, for example, a
fishing rod or a crane temporarily touching the conductors.
Currently, there are no directly applicable standards for high voltage covered conductors. At
medium voltages, there is a European standard for covered conductors for overhead lines
(EN 50397-1) and another standard is in the making dealing with accessories of CC lines
(prEN 50397-2) for rated voltages above 1 kV AC and not exceeding 36 kV AC [Les04a]. In
the U.S. ANSI/ICEA S-70-547-2000 “Weather Resistant Polyethylene Covered Conductors”
deals with covered conductors. In the U.S.A covered conductors are divided into three
groups: weatherproof wire, tree wire and aerial spacer cables [Cla97a]. The weatherproof
wires and tree wires and the lines built with them are very similar to the CC’s and the CC line
structures commonly used in Europe.
Typically, in medium and high voltage covered conductors the aluminium alloy or steel
reinforced aluminium (FeAl) conductors are covered with one or more layers of
thermoplastic or cross-linked polyethylene [Cla97a, Nop93a, Ano98c, Ano04a, Ano05c]. The
standard covered conductor used in Scandinavia for system voltages up to 24 kV has a
covering thickness of 2.3 mm [Vol95a, Nop93a]. The covering is often made of a single layer
of weather resistant carbon black filled XLPE, but multilayer constructions with alternative
materials are also available [Ano05c]. The high voltage covered conductor manufactured by
Prysmian Cables and Systems Oy for lines of Um=123 kV has a nominal covering thickness
of 8 mm, while in the HVCC manufactured by AMO Kraft AB for 52 kV it is 4.6 mm.
Hendrix Wire & Cable, Inc. manufactures a 69 kV HVCC for spacer cables with a nominal
covering thickness of 13.2 mm. In all three HV covered conductors the covering consists of
three layers: a semiconductive conductor screen, main insulation without UV-stabilizers and
a weather resistant outer layer with an UV-stabilizer such as carbon black.

2.1.1

History of medium and high voltage covered conductors

In the United States, so-called weatherproof line wires have been in use for many decades
[Cla97a]. The conductor coverings reduce outages due to storms and wind, where objects
might contact the lines or the conductors would come into contact with each other. Some
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early coverings consisted of a combination of natural rubber compounds and asphaltsaturated cotton braids. These coverings did not weather well. Modern covered line wires
have a thin layer of thermoplastic or crosslinked polyethylene coverings which sustain
environmental stresses well. In Australia covered conductors have been used in small
quantities since the 1950’s with PVC, HDPE and nylon as covering materials [Har94a].
In Finland, the first medium voltage covered conductor lines were introduced in the mid
1970’s. Nokia Cables Oy (now Prysmian Cables and Systems Oy, Finland) presented the
SAX trademark in 1981 and the 20 kV SAX system has been installed in Finland since 1984.
In Finland, medium voltage covered conductors are manufactured by Prysmian Cables and
Systems Oy and Reka Cables Oy. In Sweden and Norway the use of medium voltage covered
conductor lines started in the late 1980’s. The early CC installations suffered from problems
related to conductor breakage and corrosion. Problems related to conductor breakage were
avoided by adding arcing protection devices at the poles and by abandoning the smallest
conductor cross sections (< 50 mm2). Fully greased conductors were introduced for
longitudinal watertightness and corrosion protection [Vol95a, Als93a, Nop93a].
The application of covered conductors to high voltage lines has been studied since the late
1980’s. The first trial line at 110 kV was set up in Finland in 1993 and the first commercial
installation was made for the company Tuusulanjärven Energia in 1996 [War97a]. In
Norway, the first 66 kV BLX trial line was installed by the company Hallingdal Kraftnett in
1994 [Als99a].

2.1.2

State-of-the-art of covered conductor lines

Covered conductor lines are used worldwide in medium voltage networks with several
different constructions. In Scandinavia, the medium voltage covered conductor system is
known as BLX in Norway and Sweden and PAS or SAX in Finland [Vol95a]. In North and
South America covered conductor systems are often constructed as spacer cables [Cla97a,
Roc02a, Soa96a]. In 1997, the total length of medium voltage covered conductor lines was
approximately 5000 km in both Finland and Sweden, 3000 km in Norway and over 1500 km
in the UK. In 2000, there were over 800 km of MVCC lines in Slovenia [Hos02a, Les04a]. In
Japan, Australia and the north eastern USA there are also large lengths of MVCC line
[War97a].
At voltages above 45 kV, covered conductor technology is not as established as it is at
medium voltages. Most of the existing HVCC lines are still of an experimental nature. At
higher voltages, especially above 110 kV, the development and use of CC technology is
motivated more by environmental issues (e.g. compact line structure, narrow right-of-way,
low electromagnetic fields) than by reliability. This applies especially to the Forest-SAX line
used as a test environment in this work. In some cases, as in the case of a momentary contact
between vegetation and phase conductors, the reliability of a covered conductor line is
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superior to that of a bare conductor line. The use of covered conductors could also reduce the
number of transient faults and high speed automatic reclosings in the network if they are
caused, for example, by tree branches, animals or conductor clashing. So far, the number and
length of HVCC lines is so small that it is not possible to draw conclusions about their
reliability compared to bare conductor lines. The experience acquired from MV networks is
not directly applicable to HV networks, because in MV networks the right-of-way of both
bare and covered conductor lines is narrow enough to allow trees to fall on the line. On high
voltage networks, the right-of-way of a bare conductor line is wide enough to prevent the
trees from falling on the line, whereas in the case of a high voltage CC line with a narrow
right-of-way, a falling tree may reach the phase conductors.
In Finland, there are currently two high voltage covered conductor lines, both operating at
110 kV voltage level. The first one (the Mätäkivi-Sula line) was built in 1996. Half of the line
was built with covered conductors and the other half with bare conductors [Oja98a]. The
covered conductor portion of the line is approximately 3 km long. The second high voltage
covered conductor line, the Forest-SAX line [Pak04a] used as a test line in this work, was
built in 1999. The line is 9.1 km long. In Norway, the first 66 kV covered conductor trial line
was built in 1994 (by Hallingdal Kraftnett). In the USA the first 69 kV Aerial Spacer Cable
system (covered conductor line with spacers) was installed in 1996 [Kuh99a]. In Sweden,
tests have been made by Graninge on a 52 kV CC line with a narrow right-of-way on forest
areas, but without a detection system for incipient faults.
For the Finnish 110 kV CC line between Mätäkivi and Sula, covered conductors were chosen
mainly for environmental reasons. The line is located on a growing urban area, where
compact line structure and aesthetics apearance are important. The phase-to-phase clearance
in the covered conductor tower is over 40 % smaller than in the bare conductor tower
allowing shorter poles and lower electric and magnetic fields compared to bare conductor
lines. The tower structures used in the line are presented in Figure 2.1 (the two leftmost
towers). The line has been in faultless operation now for almost 8 years. The construction
costs of the covered conductor portion of the line [Oja98a] were estimated to be
approximately 25 % higher than those of a bare conductor line, but 80…90 % less than those
of an underground cable. It should be noted that, for example, the poles and insulators of the
Mätäkivi-Sula CC portion are different from those of the Forest-SAX line and the line is
constructed on a normal 110 kV right-of-way (trees cannot fall on the line).
The features characteristic of the 110 kV Forest-SAX-line are a narrow (12 m wide) right-ofway and compact, light structures, such as self supporting, wooden I-poles and composite line
post insulators [Pak04a]. Due to the narrow right-of-way trees can come into contact with the
conductors. The PD detection system developed in this work is used to prevent unplanned
outages caused by trees or other foreign objects getting in touch with the conductors. The
Forest-SAX line is 9.1 km long and approximately 2/3 of the line length is surrounded by
forest. The Forest-SAX tower structure is presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. From left to right: Bare conductor and covered conductor towers used on the Mätäkivi-Sula 110 kV
line [Oja98a], wooden I-pole used on the 110 kV Forest-SAX line [Oja00a] and a portal tower commonly used
on Finnish 110 kV bare conductor lines [Oja00a]. Dimensions are in millimetres.

2.1.3

Characteristics of covered conductor lines

A covered conductor line is a form of power line between bare conductor overhead lines and
underground cables. The construction, electrical characteristics and installation costs are
closer to a bare conductor overhead line than a cable. Especially at higher voltages (> 63 kV)
it can be seen mainly as an alternative to bare conductor lines. CC lines have several
advantages compared to bare conductor lines. The insulated conductors allow smaller phase
clearances than bare conductors. This characteristic is usually utilized in all covered
conductor systems. As a result of the small phase clearances, the line structure is compact
allowing narrower right-of-ways compared to conventional bare conductor lines. This enables
more efficient land usage and reduces the environmental effects of the line. These
characteristics are useful in both densely and sparsely populated areas. Smaller phase
clearances compared to bare conductor lines reduce magnetic fields caused by the line
[Oja98a]. This is becoming increasingly important due to national and international
regulations and recommendations on electromagnetic fields caused by power lines.
A covered conductor withstands clashing for a considerable time and fallen trees temporarily
without supply quality problems. Accidental contact with earthed objects such as fishing rods
or cranes does not normally cause safety hazard or supply interruption. The tolerance of CC
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lines to conductor clashing can be utilized especially in challenging terrain, for example,
mountain areas and waterway crossings where the line spans may be long. In forest areas,
covered conductors withstand temporary and even sustained contact with a tree for a limited
period of time. Thus the requirements for tree trimming are not as stringent as for bare
conductor lines. At higher voltages, where bare conductor lines are usually built so that
falling trees cannot reach the conductors, covered conductors can be used to enable a
considerably narrower right-of-way. However, the full utilization of this characteristic
requires a way of detecting the fallen trees on the line before they cause an electrical
breakdown in the conductor covering. If the conductor covering withstands the stress caused
by a fallen tree on the line long enough, even visual inspection after storms may be adequate
for this purpose.
The main advantages of the Forest-SAX line compared to a HVCC line on a wider right-ofway or bare conductor line are the smaller environmental impact, economical land use and
the cost savings in expropriation of the right-of-way and the construction and maintenance of
the line. The right-of-way is approximately half of that of a bare conductor line with portal
towers (approximately one fourth if the marginal zones required by a bare conductor line are
taken into account). Thus, it is easier to find the space and get a building permit for the line.
The right-of-way is also cheaper and easier to expropriate, the initial tree cutting costs in the
construction phase are lower and the tree trimming costs during the use of the line are lower.
The narrow right-of-way makes the Forest-SAX concept ideal for upgrading projects.
Another advantage of CC lines is the reduction of magnetic fields compared to corresponding
bare conductor lines. The magnetic fields caused by a bare conductor line with wooden portal
towers (portal), vertical CC line of Mätäkivi-Sula (CC-vertical) and the Forest-SAX trial line
(CC-triangle) are presented in Figure 2.2. The line referred to as ‘CC-ideal’ is similar to the
Forest-SAX trial line, but with phase spacings of 1.5 m instead of the 1.9…3.3 m of the
Forest-SAX line. The magnetic field reduction achieved with CC lines is 30…50 %
compared to typical bare conductor lines.
Due to the small number and the experimental nature of HVCC lines constructed so far, it is
difficult to estimate their construction and operating costs compared to conventional bare
conductor lines. The construction costs depend to a large extent on the structures used, on the
price of the components and the related installation work, each of which is still unestablished.
For example, with the structures used on the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line, there is more
installation work compared to a typical Finnish bare conductor line with portal towers due to
the use of AGS clamps and the PD detection system. The material costs are also higher due to
the AGS clamps, the composite line-post insulators, the covered conductor and the PD
detection system. On the other hand, the narrow right-of-way and the simple self supporting
pole structure reduce the construction costs.
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Compared to an underground cable network, a covered conductor network is more flexible
and, especially at higher voltages (> 63 kV), much cheaper to construct. It is easier to make
changes, for example, add branches or transformer stations, to a covered conductor network
than to an underground cable network. The dimensioning of the conductors in terms of losses
and temperature rise is less critical than in underground cables. Thus an overhead CC line has
a larger overloading margin than a cable. Fault location and repair is easier than in cable
networks, because faults are visible and no digging is required. On the other hand, cable
networks are less susceptible to atmospheric overvoltages and their effect on the landscape is
smaller than that of overhead lines.
Magnetic flux density at a height
of 1 m above ground, I=100 A

Portal
Vertical
CC-ideal

CC-vertical

CC-triangle

Figure 2.2. Magnetic field reduction achieved with Finnish CC lines compared to bare conductor lines [Oja00a].

2.1.4

Incipient fault detection on covered conductor lines

Because of the high impedance of the intact conductor covering, fallen trees on CC lines
cannot be detected by conventional earth fault detection methods. Due to the low impedance
of tree (tens or hundreds of kilo-ohms) compared to conductor covering (tens of megaohms at
50 Hz) the tree at the contact point of a covered conductor is at a very low potential. The tree
heavily distorts the electric field around the conductor and causes partial discharges in the air
gap bounded by the surface of the tree and the surface of the conductor covering. Continuous
PD activity caused by the tree causes carbonization on the conductor covering and tree.
Eventually this will lead to electrical breakdown of the conductor covering, causing the fault
impedance to fall to some tens or hundreds of kilo-ohms.
If an electrical breakdown occurs in only one phase, a permanent earth fault occurs, which is
usually tripped by conventional protective relays, depending on the settings of the relays and
the fault impedance. The fault causes a supply interruption to the customers fed by the feeder
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including the faulty CC line. The interruption may be relatively long for those customers to
whom the supply cannot be restored via network reconfiguration, since the tree has to be
removed before the supply restoration is possible. Additionally, the conductor covering
should be repaired to maintain the characteristics of the line in case of future tree falls.
If the electrical breakdown of conductor covering occurs in two or three phases, a short
circuit occurs if the phase conductors are in contact with or close enough to each other. A
short circuit fault has more harmful consequences than an earth fault, since it causes a voltage
dip at all feeders connected to the same busbar of the feeding substation as the covered
conductor line with the short circuit fault. Furthermore, the short circuit forces cause
additional stress to the network components, especially the windings of the feeding
transformer. If there is a considerable short-circuit risk it may be justified to de-energize the
line immediately, without first arranging an alternative power supply for the customers
supplied by the CC line. Therefore, it would be advantageous to recognize incipient fault
configurations involving phase-to-phase contacts as early as possible, to avoid the harmful
consequences.
On MVCC lines the conductor covering usually withstands the stress caused by a tree fallen
on the line long enough (weeks or months) so that a visual inspection after storms is adequate
to prevent supply interruptions caused by the electrical breakdown of the conductor covering.
The 110 kV covered conductor used in this work should withstand the partial discharge stress
caused by a tree falling on the line for approximately one or more hours before the
breakdown of the conductor covering, provided that the phase conductors are not in direct
contact with each other. Based on the expected time to breakdown, a response time of
10…20 minutes for the incipient fault detection system would be adequate in case of
incipient earth faults to leave enough time for the network operator to arrange an alternative
power supply for the customers before the de-energization of the line. The case involving a
direct contact between the phase conductors has not been studied widely enough to justify a
reliable estimate of the time to breakdown. However, due to the detrimental consequences of
a short-circuit fault, it would be important that the response time of the incipient fault
detection system should be short enough to ascertain that the risk of short-circuit fault
remains on an acceptable level in all circumstances. Based on the limited experience obtained
during the Forest-SAX project, this is likely to require a response time in the order of
5…10 minutes. Such a short response time requires a system which automatically detects the
incipient faults. As shown in this thesis, such a system can be implemented, for example, by
continuous on-line PD measurements.

2.2

Partial discharges adjacent to polyethylene surfaces

A partial discharge is a localized discharge that only partially bridges the insulation between
conductors. The discharge region may be bounded by a conductor or a dielectric. The
discharge is confined to part of the insulation due to a non-uniform electric field distribution
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or non-uniform dielectric strength of the insulation. In the particular case of a tree falling on a
covered conductor line the discharge region is bounded on one side by a dielectric, which in
the HVCC studied in this work is cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE), and on the other side by
a semi-conductive natural tree as presented in Chapter 3. The discharge is confined to only a
part of the insulation due to the non-uniform dielectric strength of the insulation in the radial
direction and to a non-uniform electric field distribution in the axial direction relative to the
longitudinal axis of the conductor.
Partial discharges can be classified into three or four groups according to the differences in
the electric field geometry of the discharge site and the effects of the discharges on the
surrounding media: internal discharges, surface discharges and corona discharges. The fourth
group, discharges in electrical trees, is a special case of internal discharges [Kre89a, Dan93a].
Another way of classifying partial discharges is based mainly on visual characteristics of the
breakdown channel and the waveshape of the discharge current. For example, discharges in
short gap spaces or cavities can be divided into pulseless glow, pseudoglow and spark
discharges. Spark type discharges are characterized by rapid rise times, high luminosity and
narrow breakdown channels, whereas pulseless discharges emit a diffuse glow. Pulseless
glow and pseudoglow cannot be detected with conventional partial discharge pulse detectors
[Bar95a, Nov00a, Dan93a]. A third way of classifying partial discharges and explaining the
phenomena related to them is based on the basic physical discharge mechanisms: the
Townsend and streamer mechanisms [Dev84a, Mor90a, Hud93a, Dan93a]. Considering the
incipient tree faults, corona discharges are likely to occur on the sharp points of the tree and
surface discharges are likely to occur on the XLPE surface of the conductor covering. Both
types of discharges are dealt with in this chapter.

2.2.1

Characteristics of corona discharges

Corona discharges occur in gases at sharp points in the electrical field. They may occur in the
high voltage side as well as at the earth potential. For both positive and negative polarity,
corona may manifest itself in one or more of several different modes depending on the
applied voltage, electrode shape and surface conditions.
The negative corona process (corona at cathode) is usually categorized as Trichel pulses,
pulseless glow and negative streamers. Trichel discharges appear as continuous, usually faint
glow. At a point electrode the discharge originates at the point tip but continuously changes
its position in the outer space, forming a luminous cone. At a hemispherical electrode the
discharges may occur simultaneously at several spots, changing their position over time. Rise
times in the order of 4…50 ns have been reported for Trichel pulses [Gia68a, May73a] with
half value widths double this interval. At its inception, the amplitude of the pulses varies
from 10 nA at a slender point electrode to a few tens of milliamperes at a large electrode.
With increasing voltage the repetition frequency of pulses increases and amplitude decreases.
After Trichel pulses reach their maximum frequency, pulseless glow forms as the voltage
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increases. Negative streamers appear as the voltage increases further. The negative streamer
current consists of a DC component and superimposed pulses. The rise time of these pulses is
in the order of 0.5 μs, which is long compared to any other corona pulses [Ano82a, Gia68a].
The positive corona (corona at anode) has three distinct forms: onset pulses, Hermstein’s
glow and positive streamers. Onset pulses appear as streamers or burst pulses. The streamer
represents a luminous trace directed radially outwards from the electrode. It is composed of a
stem in the high field region with some branching with less intensity in the lower field area.
The streamer tip constantly changes its position, which gives the discharge a brush-like
appearance. The mean rise time of onset pulses is in the order of 5…30 ns [Gia68a, May73a]
and half-peak decay about 5…100 ns. The amplitude of onset streamers varies from a few
tenths of milliamperes to a few hundred milliamperes. Onset streamers may be followed or
preceded by burst pulses on larger conductor surfaces. These may take the form of ionization
pulses spreading along the surface of the anode. As the voltage increases, Hermstein’s glow
appears in the form of an ionizing layer. The resulting corona current is a direct current with
small ripples with a repetition rate of up to a few MHz. As the voltage increases further,
breakdown streamers occur originating from spots of higher activity on the ionized
Hermstein’s layer. The rise times of positive streamer discharges are usually in the
nanosecond range (below 100 ns) [Ano82a, Gia68a].
Under AC conditions, all the corona modes previously described may be present as illustrated
in Figure 2.3. However, the negative space charge produced during the negative voltage half
cycle suppresses the burst pulses and onset streamers and helps to develop the Hermstein’s
glow. Correspondingly, the positive space charge produced during the positive voltage half
cycle limits the area of Trichel pulse appearance and helps to develop the negative stable
glow. The form of corona discharge depends on factors such as the form and radius of the
sharp edges of the electrode and the instantaneous voltage between the electrodes [Gia68a].

Figure 2.3. Positive and negative corona modes at a spherical electrode against ground at different power
frequency alternating voltages. 1. Streamers, 2. Glow, 3. Breakdown streamers, 4. Trichel pulses and 5.
Negative glow [Nas71a].
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2.2.2

Characteristics of surface discharges

Two typical PD pulse patterns produced by discharges on the surface of dielectrics or
discharges in multiple cavities in a dielectric are presented in Figure 2.4 [Ano69a]. Typical of
both patterns presented is the occurrence of the discharges in advance of the voltage peaks. In
the cases presented in Figure 2.4 a) the amplitudes are often nearly the same on both halfcycles, but differences up to 3:1 are normal. Electrode configuration (ii) in Figure 2.4 a)
represents a case similar to two phase conductors of a covered conductor line in contact with
each other. The cases presented in Figure 2.4 b) are characterized by a greater amplitude
difference between the half cycles. The discharges on one half cycle are typically greater in
number and smaller in magnitude than on the other half cycle [Ano69a]. The amplitude
difference is mainly due to the discharge region being confined to a metal electrode on one
side and to a dielectric on the other. A tree in contact with a covered conductor is reminiscent
of the electrode configuration (ii) of Figure 2.4 b).
a)
Metal or carbon
Cavities
(i)
Dielectric
Metal or carbon

Metal or carbon
Dielectric
(ii)
Discharges

Discharges
Metal or carbon
Dielectric
(iii)
Metal or carbon

b)
Metal or Carbon
Dielectric
(i)
Cavities
Metal or Carbon

Metal or Carbon
Discharges
Dielectric

(ii)

Metal or Carbon

Figure 2.4. Two typical PD pulse patterns produced by multiple cavities or surface discharges. The discharge
pulses are superimposed on an elliptical time base representing the sinewave of the test voltage. The positions of
the voltage peaks are indicated by “+” and “-”, the voltage zeros by “0” and the rotation of the time base by the
arrow [Ano69a].
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Raising the voltage above the discharge inception voltage permits surface discharges in
longer gaps. Both the number and the magnitude of surface discharges increases rapidly when
an increasing AC voltage is applied. There is a pronounced phase asymmetry, with larger
discharges occurring in half cycles when the smaller electrode is positive [Mas95a, Gib00a].
When the voltage is raised sufficiently, very large discharges occur occasionally in the
negative half cycles (Figure 2.5 b). The reason for this has been suggested to be that the
shorter discharges in the negative half cycles fail to neutralize surface charges left near the
ends of the longer discharges in the positive half cycles so that positive charge accumulates
during several cycles until a long peripheral discharge occurs. It has been concluded that
these peripheral discharges are caused by the formation of relatively stable ions which are
deposited on the surface [Mas78a, Mas95a].

a)

b)

Figure 2.5. Lichtenberg figures recorded when (a) 50 kV pulses were applied to a rod electrode above a sheet of
acrylic resin with positive (upper half of the figure) and negative (lower half of the figure) pulses. (b)
Photographic and electrical records of surface discharges from a rod electrode on a 1.2 mm acrylic sheet with 20
kVrms AC [Mas95a].

The recurrence of surface discharges is affected among other things by the shape of the
applied voltage, the dimensions of the arrangement and the permittivity of the dielectric
[Gib00a]. When the electrode is positive, electron avalanches from the surface of the
dielectric leave positive ion space charge on the solid, whereas with the electrode being
negative, electrons or negative ions are deposited on the solid. The deposited charge affects
the recurrence of the discharges [Mas78a]. The effect of charge accumulation on the
dielectric surface on the phase resolved PD patterns has been demonstrated in [Fro98a] in
case of different dielectrics with the electrode configuration presented in Figure 2.6. The total
electric field at the discharge site is the sum of the field of the charge deposited on the surface
of the insulator during the previous half cycle and the applied field. This causes the
occurrence of the PD pulses to shift towards smaller phase angles as shown in Figure 2.7. An
increase in the permittivity of the dielectric increases the phase shift [Fro98a].
After a continued discharge stress the discharge behaviour may be modified by the increase
in the surface conductance so that the discharges become intermittent or cease after some
hours unless the test voltage is raised [Mas78a]. According to Hudon [Hud90a] the change in
conductivity has only a slight influence on the average amplitude of the partial discharges,
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and their time evolution. According to [Bar79a] the surface resistivity of the areas of
polyethylene samples affected by partial discharges in atmospheric air ranged from 106 ohms
(wet surface) to 1011 ohms (dry surface) per square compared to 1015 ohms per square for the
area not exposed to partial discharges. Somewhat similar behaviour is reported in [Hud90a]
for epoxy and in [Mor90a] for glass and plexiglass (PMMA) although tested with different
electrode configurations and in unvented test cells. The increase in conductivity occurs
during the first hours or tens of hours of discharge exposure [Hud90a]. The change in surface
conductivity at the discharge site appears quasi-permanent in the sense that after ceasing the
PD exposure the conductivity will gradually decrease to a value closer to that observed before
the initiation of the discharge [Bru94a].

Figure 2.6. Experimental setup used to study the effect of permittivity of a dielectric surface on the surface
discharge phenomenon [Fro98a].

Figure 2.7. a) Phase resolved PD density distribution for PD along the dielectric, b) phase resolved distribution
of the mean PD magnitude. The test voltage was 12 kVrms for air and teflon and 6 kVrms for glass [Fro98a].

Devins [Dev84] studied discharges occurring in air in the electrode configuration presented in
Figure 2.8 b). A sum of a DC voltage (0…3 kV) and an overvoltage pulse (0…100 V) of
10 ms duration was applied to the gap. He distinguished two types of pulses occurring
between the electrodes: “Townsendlike” discharges occurring in smaller gaps and having a
generally symmetrical shape with more or less flat tops and “streamerlike” discharges
occurring in larger gaps and at larger overvoltages relative to the breakdown voltage of the
gap. Similar Townsendlike and streamerlike discharges have been observed in dielectric
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bounded cavities by Holbøll [Hol92a] and Morshuis [Mor90a, Mor95a]. The pulse width of
Townsendlike discharges is essentially independent of overvoltage, but increases
considerably with increasing gap length as shown in Figure 2.8 a). A similar behaviour of the
pulse width as a function of the height of dielectric bounded cavity has been observed by
Morshuis [Mor95a]. The pulse magnitude is independent of gap length, but increases with
increasing overvoltage or the voltage above sparking voltage of the gap as shown in Figure
2.9 a). The pulse magnitude of streamerlike discharges is strongly dependent on the gap
length as shown in Figure 2.9 b) and the effect of overvoltage is smaller than in
Townsendlike discharges [Dev84a]. The pulse width of streamerlike discharges is dependent
also on the height of cavity in case of dielectric bounded cavities [Mor95a]. The pulse rise
times of the Townsendlike discharges observed by Holbøll [Hol92a] in dielectric bounded
cavities were approximately tenfold and the pulse magnitudes considerably smaller
(estimated factor 102…103) compared to streamerlike discharges.
Morshuis [Mor90a, Mor95a] found a transition from the dominance of streamerlike
discharges with rise times from below 1 ns to approximately 10 ns to the dominance of
Townsendlike discharges with rise times up to approximately 1 μs to occur during the first
hour of PD activity in voids between glass plates, PMMA plates and in voids in polyethylene.
At the same time increase in surface conductivity of the void was observed.
a)

b)

25 mm

G

HV electrode
(stainless steel)
Glass plate
Ground electrode
(copper)

di

50 mm

Figure 2.8. a) Pulse width of Townsendlike discharges as a function of gap length G in b) the electrode
configuration used by Devins [Dev84a].
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Figure 2.9. a) PD magnitude as a function of the difference between the voltage applied to the gap (Vo) and the
sparking voltage (Vs) of the gap. b) PD magnitude of streamerlike discharges as a function of gap length with
different insulation thicknesses di in the electrode configuration presented in Figure 2.10 b [Dev84a].

2.3

Propagation of partial discharge signal on power lines

A partial discharge occurring, for example, on the surface of a covered conductor or in a
power apparatus connected to the power line appears as a short current pulse on the line. The
duration of partial discharge pulses is usually in the order of 10-9…10-6 s. Due to the great
electrical length of power lines, in the order of 102…105 metres, the propagation of short PD
pulses has to be dealt with as a travelling wave problem. In other words, the resistances,
inductances, conductances and capacitances have to be considered as distributed along the
length of the line. Since the experimental research of wave propagation and the effect of
surge impedance discontinuities on an HVCC line are a relevant part of this work, a brief
description of the theoretical background of these phenomena is presented in this chapter.
Power lines can be divided into two main categories with respect to wave propagation. Power
cables (underground or overhead) typically have a coaxial structure with a solid dielectric,
whereas overhead power lines are typically multiconductor lines with atmospheric air as a
dielectric. The structure of power cables differs from that of communications cables; power
cables have semiconducting screens or shields on the surface of the inner conductor
(conductor shield) and on the inner surface of the conducting sheath (ground shield). In high
voltage cables, they are essential for the electrical field grading at the interfaces between the
conductor and the dielectric. At high frequencies, the semiconductive shield layers cause
additional losses [Ste92a, Xu05a]. In the conductors of overhead power lines, semiconducting
conductor shields are not used except in some covered conductors at operating voltages
usually higher than 5 kV. Additionally, the losses of air dielectric are smaller than those of
the oil-paper and XLPE insulations commonly used in underground power cables.
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2.3.1

Characteristic parameters of a transmission line

A transmission line is a distributed-parameter network and must be described by circuit
parameters that are distributed throughout its length. A differential length Δx of a
transmission line, shown in Figure 2.10, is described by the following parameters:

r – resistance per unit length
l – inductance per unit length
g – conductance per unit length
c – capacitance per unit length
i(x+Δx,t)

i(x,t)
rΔx

lΔx

u(x,t)

gΔx

cΔx

u(x+Δx,t)

Δx

Figure 2.10. Equivalent circuit of a differential length Δx of a transmission line.

The propagation constant γ of the line can be expressed as

γ = α + jβ = (r + jωl )( g + jωc)

( 2.1 )

The real and imaginary parts, α and β, of the propagation constant are the attenuation constant
(Np/m) and phase constant (rad/m) of the line respectively. The attenuation is commonly
expressed in decibels per metre (dB/m). Both the attenuation constant and phase constant
depend on frequency.
For a wave travelling in one direction, the ratio of the voltage and the current at any point x,

U + ( x) / I + ( x) (the plus superscript denotes the wave travelling in the +x direction as an
example), is called the characteristic impedance of the line, Z0:

Z0 =

r + jωl
g + jωc

( 2.2 )

The propagation constant γ and the characteristic impedance Z0 are characteristic properties
of a transmission line and they depend on r, l, g, c and ω, not on the line length [Che93a,
Gre91a]. In the special cases of a lossless line (r = 0, g = 0) and a distortionless line (r/l = g/c)
the phase velocity, i.e. the velocity at which the waves travel along the line, is constant
(independent of frequency). Thus, dispersion of the signal does not occur. On a distortionless
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line the voltage and current waves have the same shape and their proportionality is
determined by the characteristic impedance of the line [Che93a, Aro03a]. Although the wave
is attenuated, it travels undistorted along the line.

2.3.2

Aspects of wave propagation on practical power lines

Practical power lines are usually neither lossless nor distortionless. Attenuation and distortion
are caused by energy losses and by variations in inductance and capacitance. The energy
losses are caused by the conductor resistance modified by the skin and proximity effects, the
ground resistance modified by the non-uniform distribution of the ground currents, leakage
over the insulators, dielectric losses in insulation, radiation loss at very high frequencies and
corona at high voltages. As a travelling wave moves along a power line, the crest of the wave
decreases in magnitude (attenuates), the wave becomes more elongated (and its irregularities
are smoothed out) and the voltage and current waves cease to be similar. The last two
changes occur together and are called distortion. Theoretically, it is possible to have
attenuation without distortion, as in a distortionless line discussed in Chapter 2.3.1, but the
converse is not possible [Bew63a, Gre91a].
With broadband signals, such as partial discharge pulses, frequency dependent attenuation
constant and phase constant cause distortion of the pulse shape. Different frequency
components of the pulse attenuate differently and propagate at different velocities causing
them to arrive at the measuring sensor at different instants. In most cases, the partial
discharge phenomenon is asymmetrical with respect to the three-phase system. Thus, on
overhead lines, the ground acts as one of the return conductors for the travelling wave current
and affects the line parameters and the wave propagation. Multiconductor lines above ground,
such as three-phase power lines, support multiple modes of travelling waves, each with their
own specific velocity and attenuation. The velocity of the mode involving the ground return
is lower and the attenuation higher than those of the modes involving only the phase
conductors [Gre91a, Swi66a, Fri72a].
Research on high frequency (HF) characteristics of overhead high voltage transmission lines
was considerable during the development of PLC (power line carrier) systems, especially
during the 1960’s and 1970’s. The frequencies of interest in these studies were usually
between a few tens and a few hundreds of kHz. A large part of the experimental data
published and available on the propagation attenuation and velocity of travelling waves on
practical overhead power lines originates from these studies. The propagation attenuation of
overhead power lines is affected by a number of factors, such as the height of conductors
above ground, the spacing between the conductors and the existence of ground wires.
Additionally, climatic factors such as frost and rain may increase the attenuation [Rob72a,
Per68a]. The propagation of high frequency signals on multiconductor lines may be
examined by modal analysis. On a single circuit three-phase line there are three propagation
modes, each of which have a specific attenuation and velocity. On the three phase horizontal
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line referred to in Figure 2.12 the modes are defined as shown in Figure 2.11. The attenuation
of mode 1 is lowest and that of mode 3 with the ground as a return conductor the highest. In
mode 1 the current in the centre phase is approximately twice the current in the outer phases,
flowing in the opposite direction to the outer phases.

Figure 2.11. Propagation modes on a single circuit three phase horizontal line [Fri72a].

The measured attenuation of the two line modes (modes 1 and 2) on two high voltage single
circuit transmission lines in the USA with similar horizontal configurations and no
transpositions is presented in Figure 2.12. Each phase consists of four 485 mm2 ACSR
conductors in squares of 456 mm. The distance between the conductors is approximately
13.5 m and the height of the conductors from the ground approximately 30 m. The 500 kV
Don Marquis-Baker line is 110 km long and the 765 kV Dumont-Jefferson line is 324 km
long. The mode definitions are those presented in Figure 2.11. The attenuation of mode 3
with the ground return could not be measured due to the long line lengths and the high
attenuation of this particular mode.
α [dB/
100 km]

kV
kV

f [kHz]

Figure 2.12. Measured mode 1 and mode 2 attenuation of a 110 km long 500 kV line and a 324 km 765 kV
horizontal bare conductor line [Fri72a].

Somewhat similar attenuations as the mode 1 and 2 attenuations in Figure 2.12 have been
obtained for a 500 kV horizontal three phase line in [Swi66a] and for a 220 kV horizontal
three phase line with central conductor energization and outer conductor energization,
correspondingly, in [Ind83a]. The measured and calculated attenuation of a transposed
400 kV line in [Nar87a] corresponds approximately to the mode 2 attenuation of the 765 kV
line presented in Figure 2.12.
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The Bodio-Cunardo line in Switzerland [Gal64a] with a triangular configuration is presented
in Figure 2.13 a). The measured and calculated propagation attenuations of the mode 2 signal
and the calculated propagation attenuations and velocities of the different propagation modes
are presented in Figures 2.13 b) and 2.14 respectively. The numbering of the modes is
different from that used in Figure 2.11; in this case mode 1 represents the high attenuation
and low velocity “ground mode” involving the ground return. The mode distribution vectors
and the corresponding propagation attenuations and velocities at a frequency of 100 kHz for
the Bodio-Cunardo line are presented in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Calculated mode distribution vectors and propagation constants for the Bodio-Cunardo line. The
mode distribution vectors refer, respectively, to bottom, middle and top conductors [Gal64a].
Mode no.
1
2
3

a)

Mode distribution vectors
Voltage
Current
0.291 – j0.002
1.489 + j0.044
0.257 – j0.005
1.306 + j0.014
0.231 – j0.005
1.000 + j0.000
0.092 – j0.127
3.581 – j0.495
-0.127 – j0.015
-4.956 + j0.515
0.028 + j0.006
1.000 + j0.000
-0.383 – j0.006
-0.605 – j0.010
-0.130 + j0.021
-0.213 + j0.024
0.741 + j0.000
1.000 + j0.000

Attenuation
[dB/km]
0.559

Velocity
[km/s]
284 550

0.0498

298 850

0.0480

299180

b)

1
2

3

kHz
Figure 2.13. a) Configuration and b) the measured and calculated propagation attenuations of mode 2 signal on
the Bodio-Cunardo line [Gal64a]. (1) measured, (2) calculated with a matrix method presented in [Wed63a] (3)
calculated with a simplified method.
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f [Hz]

Figure 2.14. Propagation attenuation and propagation velocity (in terms of deviation from the speed of light u)
of modes 1, 2 and 3 on the Bodio-Cunardo line [Gal64a].

On practical power lines, mode conversions between the propagation modes may occur at
line discontinuities and line ends. Such mode conversions arise in the case of dissimilar
reflections in the three phases due to different reflection coefficients. They may cause, for
example, a signal representing a single mode to be transformed into a signal representing a
combination of two or more modes. Due to the different propagation velocities of the modes
they may superimpose to cancel each other at certain frequencies and propagation distances
[Swi66a, Fri72a].
The effect of rain and frost and the effect of the ratio between conductor spacing and height
of conductors above the ground on the propagation attenuation on a high voltage overhead
line is presented in Figure 2.15. Decreasing the conductor spacing and increasing the height
of conductors above the ground decreases the attenuation as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). Thus,
the reduced phase clearances of the Forest-SAX line studied in this work reduce the
propagation attenuation compared to a bare conductor line with normal phase clearances
assuming the same average height of conductors above the ground on both lines. Rain and ice
increase the attenuation due to the introduction of a lossy water or ice layer around each
conductor in the otherwise lossless medium of air dielectric [Per68a]. For example, rain
would increase the attenuation by a factor of 2 and frost by a factor of 3.5 at a frequency of
100 kHz [Rob72a].
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In [Mar05a] propagation of a step voltage and transient voltages (20 μs and 50 μs pulses)
applied to the three phase conductors of a horizontal single-circuit 345 kV overhead line with
and without ground wires is studied by simulations on one of the outer phases of the line. The
results show that, on a line with ground wires, the velocity of the propagation decreases as the
ground resistivity is increased. Without ground wires, the impact of increased ground
resistivity becomes much greater. With ground wires, the propagation attenuation is smaller
than without ground wires, as shown in Figure 2.16. Sag increases attenuation, since it
decreases the effective height of the conductors above the ground [Ind83a].
a)

b)
dB/100

kHz

kHz

Figure 2.15. Effect of a) the ratio between the spacing between conductors and the height of conductors and b)
rain and frost on the propagation attenuation of a high voltage overhead line [Rob72a].

a)

b)

Figure 2.16. a) Line structure of a 130 km long 220 kV overhead line and b) the calculated effect of earth wires
and sag on the propagation attenuation on the line in case of central conductor energisation. Curves I and II are
calculated without sag and curve III with sag and the earth wires [Ind83a].

The total attenuation observed by measurements between two locations on the line is a
combination of the attenuations of the line portions on the path between the transmitting and
receiving point, the reflection/refraction attenuation caused by surge impedance
discontinuities on the propagation path, the potential losses occurring at the discontinuities,
e.g. in power apparatus and the attenuation caused by line bifurcations on the propagation
path.
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2.3.3

Reflection and refraction of waves

Practical power lines are finite in length and usually terminated with an impedance different
from to the characteristic impedance Z0 of the line. The line may also consist of several
portions with different characteristic impedances, or there may be a local discontinuity, such
as a power apparatus, a transposition point, a line bifurcation or a change in line geometry on
the otherwise continuous line. When a wave arrives at a discontinuity in a line, where the
characteristic impedance of the line changes, two new wave pairs are initiated so that the
proportionality between the voltage and the current waves on both sides of the discontinuity
are preserved, as demanded by the characteristic impedances of the lines on which they are
travelling. The proportions of the incident wave reflected and refracted at the termination or
junction of the line are determined by the reflection and refraction coefficients.
The voltage reflection coefficient ρp is given by

ρp =

Z 2 − Z1
Z 2 + Z1

( 2.3 )

and the voltage refraction or transmission coefficient τp

τp =

2Z 2
Z 2 + Z1

( 2.4 )

where Z1 is the surge impedance of the line on which the wave is travelling and Z2 is the
effective surge impedance seen by the wave when it reaches the termination or junction, i.e. it
is the parallel combination of the surge impedances of all other lines and circuits connected to
the junction [Bew63a, Bic76a, Aro03a]. The equations for the reflected and refracted voltage
and current waves can be summarized as in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Reflected and refracted voltage and current waves at a surge impedance discontinuity of a line.

Equivalent circuit

Reflected wave

Voltage
Current

u1r =
Z1

Z2

Refracted wave

Z 2 − Z1
u1
Z 2 + Z1

u2 =

2Z 2
u1
Z 2 + Z1

Z 2 − Z1
i1
Z 2 + Z1

i2 =

2
i1
Z 2 + Z1

i1r = −

There is very little information available on the impedance behaviour of substation and line
equipment on the frequency range most relevant to this work, i.e. on the range from a few
tens of kHz to a few MHz. A couple of examples of driving point impedances of three phase
power transformers measured with a network analyser are presented, however, in Figures
2.17 and 2.18. The different measurement configurations are denoted by a string of letters
reflecting the connection pattern of the analyzer at the terminals of the transformer starting
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from high voltage terminals to low voltage terminals. The notations are E – excited
(energized) relative to ground, G – grounded. The instrumentation and measurement
procedures are dealt with in more detail in [Cal90a].
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Figure 2.17. Driving point impedances of a three phase, two winding 138/26.4 kV 93.3 MVA delta/wye
connected substation transformer, showing the symmetry in each of the three phase responses. Connections (a)
EGG GGG, (b) GEG GGG, (c) GGE GGG [Liu92a].

Figure 2.18. Driving point impedances of a three phase, three winding 120/23.3/23.3 kV, 240 MVA
wye/wye/delta connected substation transformer, showing the responses on exciting each winding. Connections
(a) EGG GGG GGG, (b) GGG EGG GGG, (c) GGG GGG EGG [Liu92a].

The Figures show that the driving point impedance measured on the primary side is mainly
capacitive at frequencies above 100 kHz and the magnitude of the impedance decreases with
increasing frequency. At 1 MHz the impedance of both transformers is less than 100 ohms.
As an example, the surge impedance of the 110 kV Forest-SAX line presented in Chapter 2.1
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at 1 MHz is approximately 800 ohms for the zero sequence propagation mode involving the
ground return and approximately 350 ohms for the line modes [Pak04a]. If a transformer
characterized in Figures 2.17 and 2.18 is connected to an overhead line with a surge
impedance of several hundreds of ohms (real), an impedance mismatch occurs at the point of
connection causing reflections of travelling waves.

2.3.4

Lattice diagram

The lattice diagram introduced by Bewley [Bew33a] is a useful tool in examining travelling
waves in a system composed of several lines or line portions. The lattice diagram is a spacetime diagram with time on the vertical axis and the line length in terms of travel time of the
wave on the horizontal axis. If the travelling velocity of waves is the same for each line
portion, the line portions are mapped as directly proportional to their length. Otherwise, the
lengths are scaled according to the velocity of travelling waves on the line portions. This way
the diagonals all have the same slope and the time scale on the vertical axis is applicable to
every line portion. Figure 2.19 presents an example of a lattice diagram for a line consisting
of four line portions with three discontinuities between them. These discontinuities may
consist of any combinations of impedances in series with line or shunted to ground. The
lattice diagram can be used to calculate, for example, the voltages at each discontinuity of the
line at different instants. Originally, the lattice method assumed lossless lines with parameters
independent of frequency, but the method has subsequently been developed to overcome
these limitations [Bic76a]. In this work, it has been used to determine the instants at which
pulse reflections from different surge impedance discontinuities will arrive at the
measurement location.

Figure 2.19. Lattice diagram representing successive reflections [Bew33a]. In this Figure, α is the attenuation
factor for section between discontinuities no. 1 and no. 2, β is the attenuation factor for section between
j

j

discontinuities no. 2 and no. 3. Factors ai and bi are the reflection and refraction coefficients at the
discontinuities.
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2.4

On-line partial discharge measuring system

Certain characteristics are common with on-line PD measurements but absent (or present to a
minor extent) in off-line measurements. The magnitude and variety of external interference
signals is greater in on-line measurements due to the fact that disturbances are conducted to
the test object from other parts of the power network. If the distance between the partial
discharge source and the PD sensor is great, the frequency dependent attenuation of the
propagation path and the potential reflections from surge impedance changes will distort the
PD signal. These phenomena affect the interpretation of the measurement results and, on the
other hand, the design of the measuring system. Additionally, the design of an on-line PD
measuring system is affected by several practical and economic constraints, which may be of
less significance in its off-line counterpart designed for periodic measurements. An on-line
PD instrument should be inexpensive and easy to use, preferably automatic, so that it can be
permanently installed at each site (or in all apparatus) to be monitored. In normal operation,
PD measurement and the interpretation of the measurement results should be automatic and
the instrument should be able to operate regardless of external interference. User intervention
should be necessary only in cases of the PD instrument detecting abnormal PD activity.
Communication functions are essential to enable the network operator to take the necessary
actions in case an incipient fault is detected in the network and to enable remote control and
monitoring of the on-line instrument.
The condition monitoring of motor and generator stator windings is probably the most well
known and most widely used on-line application of PD measurements [Sto05a]. Applications
have been developed for GIS [Pea95a], cables [Wal01a, Wie05a], switchgear [Ber00a] and
instrument transformers [Boi93a, Bla94a]. With very few exceptions, continuous on-line PD
monitoring has only been applied in the past 10 years. This has been partly due to the lack of
effective noise separation techniques and partly due to the high price of hardware capable of
collecting, storing and processing the necessary PD data [Sto05a]. Most of the applications
developed so far (excluding the PD monitoring of power cables) are concerned with
individual power apparatus, where the PD sensors can be installed close to the potential PD
source and the signal propagation in the power network is of minor concern.
In this work an on-line PD measuring system is used to detect fallen trees on a HVCC line. A
simplified block diagram of an electrical on-line PD measuring system with some of the main
functions of each block is presented in Figure 2.20. The system consists of a coupling device
(a PD sensor), a transmission system, a PD instrument, a system for data analysis and a
communication system. The aim of cost-effectiveness often related to on-line instrumentation
imposes requirements on both the coupling device and the electronics performing the
measurement and analysis of the measured data and communicating with the remote user. If
the coupling device contains high voltage insulations, the cost of the device tends to be high,
thus dominating the total cost of the measuring system, especially at high voltage levels.
Direct connection of the coupling device to the primary circuits of the power network may
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also have an adverse effect on the reliability of the network. Therefore, solutions utilizing
existing network components as coupling devices or integrating the coupling device into a
HV apparatus needed for other purposes in the network are preferable. The electronics
performing the measurement and analysis of the measured data is usually easier to simplify
and scale down in costs than a coupling device containing high voltage insulations.
Coupling

Amplification

Disturbance
rejection

Anti-aliasing
filtering

Discharge
recognition

Amplification

Filtering

Signal
transmission

Impedance
matching

Coupling
device
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system
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Interfacing

Diagnosis

Data
analysis
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Figure 2.20. A simplified block diagram of a digital PD measuring system.

From the design perspective, the relevant parameters characterizing a digital on-line PD
measuring system can be summarized as:
1. The frequency range of the system, in other words the range between lower and upper
cut-off frequencies f1 and f2 at which the transfer function of the measuring system has
fallen by 6 dB from the peak pass-band value. The bandwidth Δf is defined as
Δf = f 2 − f 1 . In this context, the measuring system refers to the coupling device and
the analogue parts of the instrument, that is, in Figure 2.20 the blocks preceeding
sampling.
2. The sampling frequency or the time interval between consecutive samples of the
measured signal.
3. The number of quantification levels used in the analogue-to-digital conversion of the
measured signal.
4. The sensitivity of the system, in other words, the magnitude of the smallest partial
discharge pulse, which can be detected by the system.
2.4.1

Bandwidth of the measuring system

In this work, the bandwidth of the measuring system is dealt with on the assumption that the
lower cut-off frequency f1 of the measuring system is some tens or hundreds of kHz. This is
the case in many on-line PD monitoring applications, but there are also applications where
the lower cut-off frequency f1 is high (tens or hundreds of MHz) both in absolute terms and
compared to the bandwidth of the system. Such applications are presented e.g. in [Fru95a,
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Gul99a]. The number of publications dealing with on-line PD measuring systems is large, but
only a few deal with the optimization of the measuring system bandwidth or justify the
bandwidth selected for a particular application. The optimal bandwidth of the measuring
system is affected by a number of factors and some of them may be unknown or subject to
change depending e.g. on the location or type of the incipient fault to be monitored or on the
disturbance signals present at the measuring site. In practical applications the bandwidth is
usually fixed, and therefore it is often a compromise between different objectives.
The bandwidth may be optimized, for example, to achieve a maximal sensitivity in discharge
detection, to produce a reliable quantification of apparent charge q of the partial discharge
pulses according to [Iec00a] or to obtain maximal accuracy in discharge source location on
the basis of the time domain reflectometry method [Bog82a, Zae92a, Du97a]. In any case,
information about the frequency characteristics of the signal to be measured is relevant. If the
reliable quantification of the apparent charge q is relevant, the frequency of occurrence of the
PD pulses has to be considered as well to avoid errors caused by superposition of consecutive
pulses. The correct registration of the magnitudes of individual pulses is relevant in PD
pattern recognition as well, since superposition of consecutive PD pulses or PD pulses and
interference pulses alters the PD patterns. In addition to these technical constraints, the
optimization is often affected by economic constraints related to building a cost-effective
measuring system. Increasing the bandwidth of a measuring system usually increases the
price of the system due to higher quality coupling device, amplifiers and A/D converters.
In a lossless system, the frequency spectrum of the PD signal is preserved between the points
of generation and detection. For such a system, the optimum signal-to-noise ratio under any
circumstances is obtained when a filter with frequency characteristics matched to the signal is
used for detection [Bog82a]. In case of practical power networks the signal is seldom the
same at the point of origin and at the point of measurement. The signal is attenuated and
distorted as it travels from the origin of the signal to the measurement sensor. For a power
line, the amount of attenuation and distortion depends on the power line characteristics and
the location of the signal origin and measurement sensor on the line. Thus, the matching of
the frequency characteristics of the filter to the signal is not as straightforward as in an ideal
case of a lossless system.
Figure 2.21 shows the calculated detection sensitivity as a function of distance between the
PD source and the measuring location for two practical systems with different losses. In the
500 kV gas insulated transmission line (GITL) the calculated propagation attenuation is
approximately 3 dB/km at 1 GHz. The propagation attenuation of the 28 kV XLPE insulated
power cable is approximately 2.5 x 10-9 dB/Hz⋅m. In other words, at 10 MHz the attenuation
is approximately 25 dB/km. The calculated detection sensitivities are presented for the
matched filter case and for a number of detection bandwidths assuming ideal rectangular
filters. In the case of the GITL with low losses the sensitivity improves with increasing
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bandwidth at all distances considered and the best sensitivity is achieved with a filter matched
to the signal [Bog82a].
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Figure 2.21. Partial discharge detection sensitivity vs. distance to the PD source for a 500 kV GITL (gas
insulated transmission line) and a 28 kV distribution cable with different bandwidths [Bog82a].

In the case of the XLPE cable, the optimum detection bandwidth varies considerably with the
position of the discharge source. At an increasing distance between the PD source and
measuring location the best sensitivity is achieved at a decreasing bandwidth. For example, at
a distance of 2 km the optimum bandwidth would be in the order of 1 MHz [Bog82a,
Ous06a]. At an adequately small bandwidth (a few tens or hundreds of kHz in the case of the
XLPE cable) the sensitivity seems to be almost independent of the distance between the
discharge origin and the detector. On the other hand, a large bandwidth is advantageous in
discriminating between partial discharge pulses originating from a nearby source and
interference pulses originating from a more remote source, because the information about the
location of the source is contained in the high frequency components of the signal [Bog82a,
Kra00a, Her93a].
An alternative approach in optimizing the bandwidth of the measuring system instead of
optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio, is to ensure the proper quantification of the apparent
charge or generally, the pulse magnitude. In PD measurements conducted according to
IEC 60270 the quantification of the apparent charge is based on integration of the PD current
pulse. This integration is usually done by means of analogue filter circuits. According to
[Zae92a] two major recommendations should be followed in designing filters for PD
measurements from this perspective:
1. The spectrum of the current pulses which have to be integrated should exceed the
upper cut-off frequency of the filter by a factor of ten or more.
2. The bandwidth of the filter should be at least larger than twice the highest repetition
rate of the input pulses.
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In on-line PD measurements these requirements are often difficult to meet, since the PD
signal is already considerably distorted on the way from the PD source to the PD sensor. The
spectrum of the PD pulses is narrowed due to the attenuation of high frequencies during
propagation. Additionally, the quantification of apparent charge may be complicated by the
potential pulse reflections in the power network. The reflected pulses may be superimposed
on the original pulse propagating directly from the PD origin to the PD sensor.
A third viewpoint in optimizing the bandwidth of the measuring system originates from PD
source location. Figure 2.22 shows a simulation of the location accuracy achieved with time
domain reflectometry (TDR) method with different measuring system bandwidths for a
100 m long cable [Du97a]. The figure shows the standard deviation of the location estimate
as a function of the upper cut-off frequency of the measuring system with the fault located in
the middle of the cable. Increasing the upper cut-off frequency above 30 MHz does not result
in any further improvement in the location accuracy.

Figure 2.22. Location estimation performance by means of standard deviation for various instrument cutoff
frequencies. The PD location is assumed to be in the middle of the cable [Du97a].

In PD measurements conducted according to IEC 60270, the recommended upper cut-off
frequency of a wideband PD measuring system is limited to a maximum of 500 kHz and the
bandwidth to 400 kHz. Measuring systems designed according to IEC60270 have been
applied to on-line measurements, but generally larger bandwidths are used in on-line
measurements than in the laboratory. The lower cut-off frequency of an on-line measuring
system is usually some tens or hundreds of kHz and the upper cut-off frequency ranges from
hundreds of kHz to tens of MHz. In [Fro90a, Grü93a] an upper cut-off frequency of 10 MHz
has been used in on-line PD monitoring of rotating machines and power plants. In [Kan99a,
Bor04a] upper cut-off frequencies of 20…80 MHz have been used for on-line PD monitoring
of hydrogenerators and MV switchgear systems. In on-line PD monitoring of rotating
machines and GIS even larger bandwidths have been applied with an upper cut-off frequency
in the order of 1-2 GHz [Sto92a, Ham92a]. These are known as UWB (ultrawideband) or
UHF (ultra high frequency) methods. The large bandwidth increases the sensitivity of the
measurement provided that the partial discharges are measured close to their origin so that the
high frequencies of the PD signal are not attenuated excessively. It also facilitates the
measurement of the direction of pulse propagation and pulse travel time [Sto91a]. A
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measuring bandwidth of hundreds of kHz to 1 MHz in conjunction with a variable centre
frequency in the range from a few MHz to tens of MHz has sometimes been used in on-line
PD monitoring of rotating machines to enable suppression of interference originating from
unwanted locations [Fru95a, Gul99a]. Some suppression methods for pulse shaped
disturbances require a relatively large bandwidth so that differences in the waveshapes of
pulses having different origins remain measurable. According to [Hap05a] a frequency range
20…100 MHz would be advantageous in discriminating between PD signals and stochastic
pulse shaped disturbances. Borghetto et al. has demonstrated a method for separation of PD
pulses originating from different sources on the basis of pulse shapes using a measuring
system with an upper limit frequency of 25 MHz [Bor04a].
The selection of the bandwidth (or the frequency range) is one of the crucial decisions in
designing an on-line PD measuring system. It has elaborate effects on the measuring system
from both technical and economic points of view. The bandwidth places a minimum
requirement for the sampling frequency of the A/D converter and affects the technical
performance of the system in PD recognition and location. An excessively narrow bandwidth
may cause superposition errors and thus PD pattern recognition errors with pulses having a
high repetition rate. In PD location it may cause distortion of the pulse shape and
consequently errors in measurement of the propagation times of the PD pulses and thus in the
PD location. In on-line measurements the repetition rate of the partial discharge of interest is
one factor to be considered, but the occurrence and repetition rate of pulse shaped
interference (e.g. from power electronics and interfereing PD) is equally important. The
optimal frequency range depends on the characteristics of the signal to be measured including
the expected interference signals.
As a summary from the technical point of view, the following factors (not neccessarily in this
order) may be considered relevant in selecting the frequency range of an on-line PD
measuring system:
1. The frequency band of the PD signals of interest at the point where the PD measuring
system is connected to the power network, affected by:
a. The frequency band of PD signals at the point of origin.
b. The frequency dependent attenuation and potential effect of resonances on the
propagation path between the point of origin of PD and the coupling device of
the measuring system.
2. The expected repetition frequency of the PD pulses of interest and interference pulses
at the point where the PD measuring system is connected to the power network.
3. The requirement for PD pattern recognition accuracy.
4. The need for PD location and the requirement for its accuracy.
5. The need for determination of the apparent charge of the PD pulses.
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Furthermore, the magnitude and frequency composition of disturbances and noise originating
from the network and the measuring system itself relative to the signals mentioned in items 1
and 2 is a relevant factor. In addtion to these technical aspects, there are often economic
constraints related to the price of the measuring system. If the PD measuring system is
integrated into some other system or, for example, existing network components are used as
coupling devices, these may limit the bandwidth choices.

2.4.2

Sampling and quantization of the analogue signal

The output signal of the coupling device is typically in an analogue form, i.e. the signal is
continuous both in time and in amplitude. Automated analysis of the PD signal by software
algorithms, however, requires that the signal is in a digital form. Thus an analogue-to-digital
(A/D) conversion process is neccessary. In that process, the bandlimited signal is sampled,
converting the analogue signal into a discrete-time, continuous amplitude signal. The
amplitude of each signal sample is quantized into one of 2B levels, where B is the number of
bits used to represent a sample in the A/D converter. The discrete amplitude levels are
represented or encoded into distinct binary words each of length B bits. Thus the resulting
digital signal exists only at discrete points in time and at each time point can only have
discrete values.
In PD measuring systems the signal is usually sampled continuously with a constant sample
interval for a predetermined time, after which the signal is analysed. Provided that the
sampling frequency is high enough, both the pulse shape and the pulse peak value can be
registered with a good accuracy. If several 50 Hz cycles are sampled continuously with a high
sampling rate, e.g. tens of megasamples per second, it is also possible to digitally filter the
data before determining the peak values of the PD pulses. In the case of PD measurements,
the method requires a lot of memory and data processing capacity in relation to the actual
number of PD pulses processed, but performs well in a noisy environment.
In addition to this continuous sampling, another method using so called sequence triggering
mode available in some oscilloscopes was used in this work. In the sequence triggering
method, as the signal meets the trigger conditions, the sampling is started and n equidistant
samples are acquired (corresponding to the duration of approximately one PD pulse) after
which the sampling is stopped. The sampling is re-started as the signal meets the trigger
conditions again. By setting the trigger conditions so that background noise and interference
do not meet the trigger conditions, it is possible to record only the PD pulses and ignore the
background noise between the pulses. The method results in more efficient use of the
memory capacity, since interference and background noise is not stored. In a noisy
environment, however, it may be difficult to maintain the performance of the method if the
properties of the interference and the properties of PD pulses are such that their
discrimination by trigger conditions is not possible. Furthermore, it is necessary to have some
a priori information about the highest frequency components and the duration of the pulses in
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order to adjust the sampling frequency and the length of each memory segment optimally to
minimize the memory consumption and to ensure that the essential information contained by
the pulse becomes registered.
The sampling theorem states that if the highest frequency component in a signal is fmax, then
the signal should be sampled at the rate of at least 2 fmax for the samples to describe the signal
completely [Ife93a]. Sampling at less than the rate specified by the sampling theorem leads to
aliasing so that the original signal cannot be recovered if the sampled data was converted
back to analogue. In PD measurements, aliasing causes errors in registration of the peak value
of the PD pulse and the time stamp or the phase angle of occurrence of the PD pulse peak (or
any other amplitude related reference point of the pulse). Both of these cause errors in the
PRPD pattern used for the recognition of the discharge source. The latter may also cause
error in the location of the discharge source based on time domain reflectometry or pulse
travel times. To fulfill the sampling theorem in a practical PD measuring system the signal or
noise outside the frequency band of interest has to be removed. This is accomplished by
filtering the signal with an analogue low-pass (anti-aliasing) filter before sampling. In
practice aliasing cannot be completely avoided because of noise and because an anti-aliasing
filter cannot completely remove the signal energy outside the band of interest. Thus, one has
to decide the level of aliasing that is acceptable and then design a suitable anti-aliasing filter
and choose an appropriate sampling frequency to achieve this. An example of a practical
response of an anti-aliasing filter is presented in Figure 2.23, where fc is the cut-off frequency
and fs is the stopband frequency. The filter introduces an amplitude distortion into the signal
as its response is not flat in the passband. Furthermore, the signal components greater than fs
will be attenuated by Amin, whereas those between fc and fs the transition width will have their
amplitudes reduced monotonically as a function of frequency.

fc

fs

Figure 2.23. Practical frequency response of an anti-aliasing filter [Ife93a].

Because of the nonideal response of practical filters, the effective Nyquist frequency is taken
as fs (the stopband edge frequency). The Nyquist frequency refers to half the sampling
frequency [Ife93a]. The A/D converter resolution should be taken into account by designing
the filter to attenuate the frequencies above the Nyquist frequency to a level not detectable by
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the A/D converter. Thus, for a system using a B bit linear A/D converter, the minimum
stopband attenuation of the filter would typically be

(

Amin = 20 log 1.5 ⋅ 2 B +1

)

( 2.5 )

For 8-bit and 12-bit A/D converters used in some commercially available on-line PD
measuring systems, the minimum requirement for stopband attenuations according to
equation 2.5 would be 56 dB and 80 dB respectively. This should apply to the whole
stopband. Excessive transmissions or insufficient attenuation at frequencies greater than fs
cause error in the magnitude estimate of a PD pulse if there are frequency components greater
than fs in the input signal of the A/D converter [Bro99a]. The analogue filter at the front-end
of a DSP system also introduces other constraints, such as phase distortion. The phase
distortion is usually not linear with frequency. In many cases, the steeper the roll-off (that is,
the narrower the transition width), the worse the phase distortion. Thus, it may be
advantageous to oversample the signal instead of using an anti-aliasing filter of high order.
This allows the use of simple anti-aliasing filters, which minimizes the phase distortion
[Ife93a].
In PD measuring systems oversampling is commonly used in order to keep the filter
structures simple and to minimize the aliasing error in the determination of the PD pulse peak
value. There are no clear guidelines for the dimensioning of the oversampling ratio for PD
meaurements in the literature. A sampling frequency of 6 or 8 times the Nyquist frequency is
recommended in [Osv95a]. According to [Gul93a], when a PD detector with a bandwidth of
40 to 400 kHz is used then a sampling rate of at least 5 MS/s is required to digitize the PD
peaks. In [Bor04a] on-line measurements of hydrogenerator stator windings with a
commercially available measuring system have been reported. A bandwidth of 25 MHz of the
A/D converter input signal and a sampling rate of 100 MS/s were reported resulting in an
oversampling ratio of approximately 4.
The dynamic range of a measuring system is defined here as the ratio of the specified
maximum level of the input signal voltage to the minimum detectable level of the input signal
voltage. In a PD measuring system the dynamic range is important, since the magnitude
variation of PD pulses is in most cases large, and therefore it is usually necessary to record
both high and low magnitude discharge pulses with the same amplification settings. This is
necessary in determining the so-called PRPDA pattern of a partial discharge and particularly
important if the magnitude of interference signals is high compared to the PD signal of
interest. The dynamic range of a digital PD measuring system is affected by the resolution of
the A/D converter, the noise generated in amplifiers and the imperfections of anti-aliasing
filters. In commercially available PD instruments and on-line measuring systems, resolutions
from 8 bits to 12 bits have commonly been used. Numerous on-line PD measuring systems
have been reported in various publications, but usually, the systems are characterized by their
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bandwidth, possibly the sampling rate and sensitivity, not the dynamic range. All of these
factors, however, are relevant considering the performance of the system.
2.4.3

Coupling between power network and PD instrument

Partial discharges occurring in a power network can be monitored by measuring either the
voltage change or the current flow in the network. The voltage and current waves of a partial
discharge pulse propagating on a practical, lossy power line are different in shape as
presented in Chapter 2.3. Thus, the selection of the quantity to be measured may have an
effect on the subsequent parts of the measuring system and the analysis and interpretation of
the PD data.
Ideally, the purpose of the coupling device is to pick up either the voltage or the current wave
related to the partial discharge pulse (or both of them separately) without distortion and
transform it into a form which can be registered by the PD instrument. From the viewpoint of
registration of the PD pulses, the power frequency voltage and current waveforms can be
considered as disturbances, which reduce the dynamic range of the measuring instrument
available for the recording of PD pulses. Therefore, the power frequency voltage or current
and its harmonics should essentially be removed or separated from the PD signal either by the
coupling device or by a passive high pass filter before the active parts on the PD signal path
of the PD instrument. From the viewpoint of the interpretation of the PD measurement
results, the power frequency phase to neutral voltage (or the phase to phase voltage)
waveform is relevant information, and it is an advantage if this information can be provided
by the PD coupling device to the PD instrument so that it can be registered separately from
the PD pulses. In general, the power frequency current waveforms are of minor relevance,
since it is usually the voltage stress that generates the discharges. However, the rms value of
the current may have consequential meaning if the temperature of the discharge site is related
to the rms current flow e.g. in the phase conductor.
The partial discharge sensors can be divided into three groups: voltage sensors, current
sensors and directional couplers. A directional coupler is essentially a combination of voltage
and current sensors at one location or two sensors with a small distance between them,
allowing the detection of the direction of pulse propagation [Wen95b, Pom99a]. Directional
couplers are not discussed in this work. A voltage sensor is typically a voltage divider
consisting of two impedances, Za and Zb, connected in series as in Figure 2.24 a). The voltage
dividers used in partial discharge measurement typically consist of a coupling capacitor Ck
with a measuring impedance Z having resistive [Zhu99a], inductive or capacitive [Dau89a]
elements or a combination of these [Kre89a] as in Figure 2.24 b). Coupling capacitors have
been used in the on-line PD monitoring of rotating machines [Sto91a, Zhu99a, Gro02a].
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Figure 2.24. a) A voltage divider and b) a coupling capacitor and a LCR measuring impedance.

The coupling capacitor may be made specifically for PD measurements [Ano05b] or it may
be a capacitance existing in the power network for other purposes. Coupling capacitors
intended for PD measurements are designed and manufactured to be free of partial discharges
and to exhibit good high-frequency characteristics. A drawback of a special PD coupling
capacitor is that such an additional component tends to decrease the overall reliability of the
power network and as a high voltage component the coupling capacitor is usually relatively
expensive. These drawbacks may be overcome by utilising capacitances existing in the power
network for other purposes as coupling capacitors. For example, most high voltage bushings
are of the capacitor type, where the bushing is essentially a series of capacitors made from
foil and insulating materials. The main capacitance between the centre conductor and the tap
(corresponding to Za in Figure 2.24 a) is usually about 100-600 pF and the tap capacitance to
ground (corresponding to Zb in Figure 2.25 a) may be about ten times larger [Kan99a,
Ano00a, Ano03a]. Approximately similar structures can be found, for example, in tank type
current transformers [Ano98b]. A common feature of using existing power network
components as coupling capacitors is that their high frequency characteristics are usually not
specified by the manufacturer and are therefore subject to change.
The current sensors commonly used in on-line partial discharge measurements can be divided
into two groups: high frequency current transformers and Rogowski coils. High frequency
current transformers (HFCT) or radio frequency current transformers (RFCT) are wound on
an iron powder core, while Rogowski coils are air cored. Both have been demonstrated in online partial discharge monitoring applications [Ahm98a, Ber00a, Bla98a, Bla05a, Wie05a].
Due to the characteristics of the core material iron cored current transformers saturate at high
currents, which may be a problem if the PD pulses to be measured are superimposed on a
high power frequency current. The presence of the iron core also introduces unavoidable
stray inductance into the circuit [Oat02a], although this is usually a minor problem in PD
monitoring. Rogowski coils have a very good linearity, there are no effects of saturation and
the mutual inductance is independent of the current being measured [War93a, Ray00a]. A
Rogowski coil and its equivalent circuit are presented in Figure 2.25.
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Figure 2.25. a) A Rogowski coil and b) its equivalent circuit with a passive integrator.

For a Rogowski coil having N turns of area A in length lc, the voltage output u(t) from the coil
for an alternating current i(t) in the primary is given by the rate of change of flux [War93a,
Via02a]:
u (t ) = −

μ 0 NA di
lc

dt

( 2.6)

The self-inductance L of a toroid is [Rei93a]
L=

μ0 N 2 A
lc

( 2.7)

The self-inductance L and self-capacitance C of the coil cause a resonance, which restricts the
usable frequency range of the Rogowski coil at high frequencies [War93a, Ray00a].
Decreasing the number of turns in the coil reduces the L and C, which increases the
resonance frequency, but decreases the sensistivity of the coil. Thus, the dimensioning of the
coil is a compromise between bandwidth and sensitivity. The sensitivity can be increased
without compromising the bandwidth by constructing the coil of multiple separate coils as in
[Kat99a, Xia03a].
If measurements are conducted close to the resonance frequency of the coil, the resonance
effect can be damped by means of the terminating resistance Rt. An appropriate damping is
achieved with a terminating resistance
Rt =

π
2

L
C

( 2.8)

which has been found to give a better transient response for step changes in measured current
than termination to the characteristic impedance of the coil Z 0 = L / C [Ray00a].
An electrostatic shield is often used around the Rogowski coil when a measurement is carried
out in close proximity to a source of large dV/dt external to the measurement. The shield
reduces the capacitive coupling between the primary or external interference source and the
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coil. On the other hand, the shield increases the capacitance of the coil, which reduces the
resonance frequency of the coil [Oat02a, Hew04a].
The Rogowski coil can be operated in two distinct modes determined by the time constant
formed from L and Rt versus the pulse width of the primary current. The first method is to
make the L/Rt time constant short compared with the pulse width of the primary current. This
is described as the “differentiating coil” since the current in the coil and the voltage across the
terminating resistor Rt is proportional to the differential of the primary current. If the L/Rt
time constant is made long compared to the pulse width, the coil is called “self-integrating”.
In this mode the secondary voltage across Rt is directly proportional to the primary current
and the coil effectively acts as an air cored transformer [Pel80a, Oat02a, Ray00a]. An
example of the effect of Rt on the transfer impedance of the Rogowski coil is presented in
Figure 2.26. With Rt=100 Ω the frequency range between 200 kHz…20 MHz is the “selfintegrating” region and can be used directly for measurement. The frequency band below
200 kHz is the “differentiating coil” region and requires an integrator to produce a flat
response [Oat02a].
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Figure 2.26. Transfer impedance of a Rogowski coil with different terminating resistances Rt [Oat02a].

To obtain a reasonable sensitivity, the self-integrating coil is only applicable for relatively
high frequencies (> 100 kHz) and is susceptible to high frequency rings if the current to be
measured or any external current close to the coil loop has transient changes [Ray00a].
The cable capacitance increases the effective coil capacitance, thereby reducing the resonance
frequency and the coil bandwidth [War93a, Ray00a]. To avoid this effect, a series resistance
R0 (generally >> Rt) is connected at the coil end of the cable as shown in Figure 2.25 b). This
resistor forms part of the integrator, which may be a passive RC circuit as in Figure 2.25 b)
formed by R0 and C0 or an active integrator or a combination of these as in [Ray00a]. As the
self-integrating coil, the RC integration is only applicable for high frequency currents or short
duration pulses. However, RC integration does not inherently suffer from the high frequency
rings. Active integration using an operational amplifier is typically used when the coil voltage
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is very small, as it is at low frequencies (50 or 60 Hz) [Ray00a]. For a given coil the
sensitivity in volts per ampere can be adjusted over a large range by adjusting the integration
time constant [War93a]. It is also possible to perform the integration digitally by sampling
the output voltage of the Rogowski with an appropriate oversampling rate and performing the
integration numerically [Ant02a].

2.5

Interference signals, noise suppression and detection of pulses in
the measured signal

Disturbances, which are inevitably present in on-site and on-line PD measurements, increase
the background noise level, and thus reduce the sensitivity of the measurement. In general,
noise sources can be divided into four main groups:
1. Narrow-band signals, which may be caused by radio transmissions (broadcasting and
radio communication networks) or power line communication systems [Sto91a,
Lat03a].
2. Periodical pulse shaped signals, which may be caused by, for example, thyristor
switching in power electronics [Sto91a, Lat03a].
3. Stochastic pulse shaped signals, which may be caused by [Sto91a, Lat03a]
• partial discharges in the power system
• arcing between adjacent metallic components in an electric field where
some of the components are poorly bonded to ground or high voltage
• arcing from poor metallic contacts, which are carrying high currents
• arcing from slip ring and shaft grounding brushes in rotating machinery
• lightning or switching operations.
4. Broadband random noise arising, for example, in amplifiers.
The interference may be coupled to the measurement electromagnetically or galvanically.
The relative importance of each coupling mechanism depends on the application and the
frequency band used for PD detection. For example, in PD monitoring of GIS the noise
sources are different from those relevant in the PD monitoring of generators [Sto91a,
Asc05a]. Narrow-band signals can usually be eliminated through suitable frequency domain
filtering. Since the frequencies of the interfering narrow-band signal often change over time
[Lat03a] and by geographical location of the measurement, the filter should automatically
adjust itself according to the prevailing interference conditions. This is usually accomplished
by some kind of digital filtering. The filtering may be based, for example, on Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [Köp93a, Grü93a], finite impulse response (FIR) filters [Köp95a], infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters [Nag93a] or adaptive cancellation (subtraction of synthesized
interference signals from the measured signal) [Vee04a].
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In the method based on FFT the measured signal is first transformed into frequency domain
by the FFT. In the frequency domain the partial discharge pulses produce a spectrum of a
relatively constant value over a wide range of frequencies, while continuous narrow-band
interference signals appear as discrete spectral lines of high intensity [Sch94a]. These
narrow-band interference signals can be removed by adapting the narrow high intensity
spectral lines to the level of the spectrum of adjoining frequencies or by setting them to zero
[Sch94a, Köp93a]. After an inverse FFT the narrow-band interference in the time domain
signal is significantly reduced. One of the advantages of filtering based on FFT/IFFT is that it
can easily be configured to remove as many narrow-band interference signals as necessary
and the stopbands can be made very narrow. A drawback of the method is the relatively long
calculation time because of the extensive transforming of the measured signal from time
domain to frequency domain and vice versa [Sch94a]. An advantage of FIR and IIR filters
over the FFT/IFFT method is the shorter calculation times. An implementation of a FIR filter
operating in real-time, in other words, filtering the continuous data stream from the A/D
converter with a sampling frequency of 1…3 MS/s has been reported in [Köp95a]. The
adaptive cancellation method based on the subtraction of interference signals from the
measured signal has the advantage, that it may be applied to the measured signal prior to
digitization. Thus, the complete dynamic range of the digitizer can be used for the PD signal
instead of the mixture of PD and interference signals, where the interference signal may
consume a large part of the dynamic range [Vee04a].
After the narrow-band disturbances have been removed from the signal, the next step is to
pick up the PD pulses occurring in the measured signal. If there is not enough a priori
information about the characteristics of the PD pulses, all pulses must be collected and the
decision whether a pulse is of a partial discharge or a disturbance will be made afterwards.
The detection of pulses may be accomplished, for example, by setting a positive and negative
threshold representing the background noise level and interpreting any exceeding of these
thresholds as pulses [Wen95a].
Several methods have been developed for the suppression of periodical pulse shaped
disturbances [Wen95a, Köp95a] and stochastic pulse shaped disturbances [Con02a, Bor04a,
Hap05a]. Suppression of pulse shaped disturbances was not considered neccessary in the
application studied in this thesis due to the rareness of pulse shaped disturbances extending to
a magnitude comparable to the PD pulses related to fallen trees on the Forest-SAX line. Thus,
these methods are not considered here.

2.6

Analysis and interpretation of partial discharge signal

In general, the purpose of the analysis and interpretation of partial discharge signals is to
identify and, if possible, to localize the partial discharges in order to assess whether the
detected discharges are harmful or not [Kra05a]. These aspects are relevant in the PD
monitoring of power apparatus as well as the PD monitoring of HVCC lines. In the latter, the
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identification of the PD type or nature can be regarded as the minimum requirement, since
partial discharges may be generated on the covered conductor line or elsewhere in the power
network, also in the absence of incipient tree faults, and those discharges require actions
different from those for incipient tree faults. Information about the location of a discharge
helps in deducing the reason for the partial discharges and in case it is an incipient tree fault,
it helps in clearing the fault. Especially on short lines in populated areas, the automatic
location of the incipient fault is not indispensable, since the line can be relatively easily
accessed via local roads and the fallen tree can be relatively easily located visually.
Evaluation of the criticality of the incipient fault may be necessary if there is a need to
distinguish the incipient faults causing a risk of short circuit (due to a direct contact between
phase conductors) from incipient faults causing a usually less disastrous risk of an earth fault.
The location of the PD source and the evaluation of the criticality of the identified PD source
are not the main focus of this work and are therefore not considered in detail in the following
chapters.
In the past, the identification of the PD type was performed by visual observation of the
discharge patterns on the power frequency ellipse on an oscilloscope screen. The
interpretation of the patterns, however, was dependent on the knowledge and experience of
the experts and the method cannot be used in automatic on-line PD monitoring. A systematic
approach to the recognition of discharges and disturbances on the basis of discharge patterns
observed on the power frequency ellipse was presented in [Ano69a]. Approximately three
decades ago, digital recording of partial discharge data became possible, and since then the
research in the field of automated analysis and interpretation of partial discharge data has
been very active.
A natural basis for the development of automated recognition methods was the methodology
used in the visual inspection of PD patterns. So-called phase resolved partial discharge
analysis (PRPDA) is based on a description of the PD data by means of a set of parameters
which, in most cases, are statistical features. The interpretation of the results may also be
based on the analysis of individual PD pulses and their waveshape, which is known as time
resolved analysis (TRA) or conditional PD distributions or pulse-to-pulse correlations, often
referred to as pulse sequence analysis (PSA) [Mor95a, Pat93a, Bru91a, Kri95a]. An example
of a conditional PD distribution is p1 (q n | Δt n −1 ) defined such that p1 (q n | Δt n −1 )dq n is the
probability that the pulse has an amplitude between q n and q n + dq n if it is separated from
the previous pulse by a fixed time separation Δt n −1 . In all these methods the test voltage is
assumed to be held constant during measurement. If it is possible to adjust the magnitude of
the test voltage (e.g. in the laboratory), data without phase or time information may be
utilised in PD source recognition. A typical example of such data is a q-U plot where the
apparent charge of partial discharges is plotted as a function of test voltage [Sah05a]. In online measurements, however, considerable voltage adjustment is usually not possible and this
kind of analysis cannot be utilised.
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In all these methods the general recognition procedure is very similar and can be described as
in Figure 2.27. As an outcome of the procedure the user should be provided with a correct
decision (recognition result) on the type or origin of the discharge as described in the
database. This is possible provided that [Kri95a]:
1. The PD patterns selected for the process are capable of distinguishing between the
PD sources of interest.
2. The features extracted from the PD patterns have sufficient discriminatory power.
3. The database includes the PD sources of interest and has been carefully designed (see
Chapter 2.6.3).
4. The classification algorithm is able to classify a known fault correctly as one of the
faults included in the database and does not misclassify an unknown fault as one of
the known faults.

Measurement

Discharge
pattern

Feature
extraction

Classification

Decision

Data base

Figure 2.27. A general recognition procedure [Kri95a].

The basic idea of the PRPDA method in the discharge pattern formation is to superimpose all
the discharge data accumulated during a certain recording time on one reference cycle,
synchronised to the beginning of this cycle (Figure 2.28). Thus, only a range of phase angles
between 0 and 360° occurs which is divided into a certain number of phase windows. No
correlation between pulses in the same or in different cycles of the applied voltage is taken
into consideration. Thus information on so-called memory propagation effects between
consecutive cycles is lost or ignored. The parameters of interest here are the pulse magnitude
qi and the voltage ui or the phase angle ϕi of discharge occurrence [Hoo95a].
The PSA method aims to analyse the local electric field and its change at the discharge site or
the time elapsing between consecutive discharge events. Thus, in terms of externally
measurable parameters, the voltage change (Δu1, Δu2,…, Δu5 in Figure 2.28) occurring
between consecutive discharges is a significant parameter, because the corresponding change
of the local electric field at the discharge site determines the ignition of the next pulse. Other
relevant parameters are the time or phase angle difference between consecutive discharges
(ΔΦ1, ΔΦ2,…, ΔΦ5 in Figure 2.28) and the discharge magnitude. The discharge patterns are
formed based on these three parameters [Hoo95a, Kra05a].
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Figure 2.28. Basic principle of a) PRPDA method b) PSA method [Hoo95a].

Basically all the methods mentioned before share the same problems, which may impair the
recognition accuracy:
1. Interference signals modify the recorded discharge pattern.
2. Signal attenuation and distortion on the propagation path between the PD site and the
measurement sensor modify the discharge pattern [Con01a].
3. Signals of multiple simultaneously active discharges are superimposed into one
discharge pattern, signals have to be somehow discriminated in order to recognize each
PD source separately [Cac95a, Con00a, Can00a, Lal00a, Bor04a].
4. Distortion of the power frequency voltage waveform (presence of voltage harmonics)
modifies the PD parameters [Rom04a].
Additionally, according to [Kra05a] PRPD patterns are influenced by the behaviour of the PD
detector and sensor with the consequence that the PRPDA method works well only if the test
arrangement is markedly standardized. It is obvious that for example the pulse resolution, the
frequency response and the linearity of the measuring system have an effect on the amplitude
relations of the pulses of a PRPD pattern, but on the other hand, many parameters of the PSA
method utilize the pulse amplitude data and are therefore also affected. This is an area which
has not been widely discussed in the literature.
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2.6.1

Feature extraction in phase resolved analysis

The aim of feature extraction is to reduce the dimensionality of the original PD pattern by
calculating certain features or properties of the pattern. The features should distinguish
between the different PD sources as well as the original patterns do. The features are usually
derived on the basis of past experience or theoretical insight or heuristically [Kri95a]. Feature
extraction usually consists of composing the measured data into the form of a graph (PD
pattern), from which the parameters characterizing the essential properties of the data are
determined.
CIGRÉ Task Force 15.03.08 has developed an open PD data format encoded as plain ASCII
text for common use. The purpose of the format is to overcome existing difficulties for PD
analysis programs during reading data from different digital PD acquisition systems and to
enable decoupled PD acquisition and PD evaluation [Ano98a]. In the CIGRÉ data format, the
PD data is stored in 24 major graphs, which can be measured as time resolved (TR) data,
phase resoved pulse sequence (PRPS) or phase resolved partial discharge (PRPD) data. The
notation used for various partial discharge patterns in this work has been adopted from the
CIGRÉ data format.
Two dimensional PD patterns have been widely used in conjunction with statistical feature
extraction methods which may be based, for example, on statistical operators or moments
[Oka86a, Tan86a, Gul90a, Gul91a, Gul92a, Sah05a], Weibull distribution [Cac95a, Con00a]
or auto-correlation function [Oka95a]. Examples of two dimensional PRPD patterns are:
1. Qa(ϕ) distribution, average pulse magnitude in each phase window [Oka85a, Oka86a,
Gul90a, Gul91a],
2. Qm(ϕ) distribution, maximum pulse magnitude in each phase window [Gul91a,
Kri95a],
3. Qs(ϕ) distribution, sum of pulse magnitudes in each phase window [Gul90b, Gul91a],
4. H(ϕ) distribution, number of pulses in each phase window [Kär76a, Gul90a, Gul91a],
5. H(q) distribution, number of pulses vs. pulse magnitude [Bar75a, Kär76a, Kri95a] and
6. H(w) distribution, number of pulses vs. pulse energy [Sch86a, Kri95a].
To be exact, H(q) and H(w) distributions are not phase resolved i.e. the information about the
phase angle of occurrence of the PD pulses is ignored, although positive and negative half
cycles may be dealt with separately. Several authors have shown that the time dependence
behaviour of the pulse count phase distribution H(ϕ) and the average pulse magnitude phase
distribution Qa(ϕ) provide a good description of changes in discharge patterns [Kär76a,
Oka85a, Gul90a]. These two and the maximum pulse magnitude phase distribution Qm(ϕ)
form the basis of the discharge recognition algorithm implemented in this work. An example
of Qa(ϕ) and H(ϕ) distributions of a surface discharge in air is presented in Figure 2.29.
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Three dimensional discharge patterns have been used in conjunction with feature extraction
methods based on physical discharge parameters [Alt02a] or image processing tools such as
fractal features [Kri95a, Kri95b] or texture analysis [Rah00a].
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ϕ

Figure 2.29. Electrode configuration for surface discharge tests in air and their Qa(ϕ) and H(ϕ) distributions at
10 kV test voltage. Electrode diameter xe = 9 mm, thickness of perspex insulation di = 5 mm [Gul91a].

Statistical feature extraction methods have been studied by several authors [Oka85a, Gul90a,
Bla94a, Jam95a, Ber02a] from the angles of recognition of discharge type, observation of
insulation aging and prediction of treeing breakdown. The methods have been studied using
simple test electrode configurations and full-scale power apparatus [Gul95a, Bla94a]. There
are a few commercially available PD instruments utilising statistical feature extraction
methods, as well [Gul93a, Lem99a]. Feature extraction methods based on Weibull
distribution have been proposed to perform well in discharge recognition in the presence of
multiple simultaneous discharges [Con00a] or distortion of the PD signal due to the
propagation path between the PD source and the PD sensor [Con01a].
In statistical feature extraction methods the problem related to multiple simultaneous
discharges can be avoided either by separating the pulses of different discharge sources
before the recognition on the basis of pulse waveshapes [Bjö01a, Con02a, Bor04a], pulse
magnitude distribution [Can00a] or by including the combinatorial fingerprints of potential
multiple PD sources in the fingerprint library. The separation method utilizing pulse
waveshapes may be based on simple time parameters of pulses (such as rise time, fall time
and pulse width) [Bjö01a] or, for example, on Fourier transform based time/frequencyanalysis of the pulses [Bor04a].
The calculation of a few common statistical operators is presented below for the Qa(ϕ)
distribution as presented in [Gul90a]. Initially, most of the statistical operators were applied
to the Qa(ϕ) distribution with the exception of the skewness and kurtosis operators, which
were applied to both the Qa(ϕ) and H(ϕ) distributions. Later all the statistical operators have
been applied to Qa(ϕ), Qm(ϕ) and H(ϕ) distributions calculated in a similar manner as for the
Qa(ϕ) distribution.
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Many statistical operators are defined separately for the discharges of positive and negative
polarity. It is important to make a distinction between the polarity of the voltage applied to a
dielectric and the polarity of the discharge pulses observed in the terminals of the same
dielectric. For example, discharges of positive polarity are not neccessarily restricted to the
positive half of the voltage cycle applied to a dielectric, and correspondingly, discharges of
negative polarity may occur on the positive half of the voltage cycle applied to a dielectric,
due to the phase shift between the the voltage applied to the terminals of the dielectric and the
voltage across the discharge site. Therefore, it is clearer to define the polarity specific
statistical operators according to the polarity of the discharge pulses.
Discharge asymmetry Q is the quotient of the mean discharge magnitudes of the negative and
positive discharges [Gul90a]:
Q=

q S− / N −
q S+ / N +

( 2.9)

where q S+ / − is the sum of discharge magnitudes of positive or negative polarity and N + / − is
the number of discharges of positive or negative polarity. For example, cavities bounded by
an electrode usually show an asymmetric discharge magnitude distribution for the positive
and negative discharges [Gul90a].
Phase asymmetry Φ describes the difference in inception phase angle of discharges of
positive and negative polarity and is defined as [Gul90a]:
−
ϕ inc
Φ= +
ϕ inc

( 2.10)

−
+
where ϕ inc
is the inception phase angle of the negative polarity discharges and ϕ inc
is the

inception phase angle of the positive polarity discharges.
Cross-correlation factor describes the difference in shape of distributions Qa+ (ϕ ) and Qa− (ϕ )
of positive and negative polarity discharges respectively. The cross-correlation factor is
defined as [Gul90a]
cc =
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( 2.11)

In the case of the mean pulse magnitude distribution Qa(ϕ), the xi+ is the average discharge
magnitude in the i-th window of the positive polarity discharges and xi- the average discharge
magnitude in the corresponding window of the negative polarity discharges; n is the number
of phase windows per discharge polarity.
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The modified cross-correlation factor mcc describes the differences between the patterns of
positive and negative polarity discharges. It is defined as the product of phase asymmetry Φ ,
discharge asymmetry Q and cross correlation factor cc [Gul90a]:
mcc = Φ ⋅ Q ⋅ cc

( 2.12)

The number of peaks Pe is used to distinguish between a distribution with a single top and a
distribution with several tops. The number of peaks is defined for positive and negative
polarity discharges as
Pe + = ∑ peak ( xi + )

( 2.13)

Pe − = ∑ peak ( xi − )

( 2.14)

where peak(xi+) =1 if the distribution Qa(ϕ) in the phase window xi+ of the positive polarity
discharges is characterized by a local top and correspondingly peak(xi-) =1 if the distribution
Qa(ϕ) in the phase window xi- of the negative polarity discharges is characterized by a local
top [Gul91a].
The skewness Sk of a distribution is an indicator for its asymmetry with respect to a normal
distribution. It is defined for positive and negative polarity discharges as
Sk

+

Sk

−

∑ (x
=

i+

∑ (x
=

i−

− μ x + ) ⋅ Pxi +
3

σ x3+
− μ x − ) ⋅ Pxi −

( 2.15)

3

σ x3−

( 2.16)

where xi+ is a discrete value of the distribution Qa(ϕ) of the positive polarity discharges, Pxi+
is the probability of xi+ and μx+ and σx+ are the mean value and the standard deviation of the
distribution of the positive polarity discharges. Correspondingly, xi- is a discrete value of the
distribution Qa(ϕ) of the negative polarity discharges, Pxi- is the probability of xi- and μx- and
σx- are the mean value and the standard deviation of the distribution of the negative polarity
discharges.
The kurtosis Ku is an indicator for the sharpness of a distribution. Kurtosis is defined
separately for positive and negative polarity discharges as
Ku

+

∑ (x
=

− μ x + ) ⋅ Pxi +
4

i+

σ x4+

( 2.17)
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−

∑ (x
=

− μ x − ) ⋅ Pxi −
4

i−

σ x4−

( 2.18)

Some of the statistical operators, such as Q and Φ are indicators of the PD pulse train
characteristics used for discharge source recognition already before digital acquistion of PD
signals was employed. It has been shown that in the presence of asymmetric defects between
the electrodes, the PD quantities referring to one polarity prevail over the other, while with
symmetric defects, the quantities of both polarities are almost the same [Lyl88a, Con00a,
Ano69a]. The recognition capabilities of statistical operators have been widely studied in the
case of solid insulations. For example, the skewness has been shown to be a sensitive
indicator of initiation of electrical treeing and the aging state of the insulation [Tan86a,
Jia00a, Cas01a].

2.6.2

Feature extraction in pulse sequence analysis

The method in which the PD pulses are analysed according to their pulse-to-pulse
correlations is denoted here as pulse sequence analysis. Examples of pulse-to-pulse
correlations are the differences in time or voltage of occurrence between two consecutive
pulses or two consecutive pulses with the same magnitude.
Several different two or three dimensional PSA patterns have been proposed in the literature
for the analysis of partial discharge signals. Some of the most commonly known patterns are:
1. H(du) distribution, voltage difference between consecutive (or otherwise special)
pulses illustrated in Figure 2.30 a) [Hoo94a, Pat02a],
2. H(dui+1, dui) distribution or Δu-pattern, which represents the voltage difference
between pulse i and the following pulse i+1 vs. the voltage difference between pulse i
and the preceeding pulse i-1 [Pat02a, Kra05a],
3. H(mi+1, mi) distribution, also known as ΔU/Δt or Δu/Δϕ distribution, the slope
mi = [u (ϕ i +1 ) − u (ϕ i )] /[ϕ i +1 − ϕ i ] [Pat02a, Kra05a],
4. H(dt) distribution, number of pulses vs. pulse interval [Kär76a, Pat02a, Cav05a] and
5. H(dt,q) number of pulses having a specific interim time between consecutive
discharges of a similar charge [Pie96a].
Examples of H(du), H(dui+1, dui), H(q, dϕ) patterns are presented in Figure 2.30.
The majority of publications related to pulse sequence analysis deal with the partial discharge
physics and visual interpretation of PSA patterns, the publications on software based feature
extraction and classification methods for PSA patterns have so far been quite rare. However,
pulse sequence analysis has been suggested to be useful in the detection of certain insulation
defects [Kan01a, Cav05a]. Furthermore, it has been reported to perform well in identification
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of PD sources in noisy conditions [Kra05a], in the presence of multiple discharge sites
[Pat96a] and with different sensor couplings [Kra05a]. Based on the literature it is, however,
difficult to make any conclusions of the superiority of one method (PRPDA or PSA) over the
other. Both methods seem to have their advantages and drawbacks.
a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 2.30. A few commonly used PSA patterns: a) frequncy distribution of voltage differences between
consecutive discharges for electrical treeing in polyethylene [Pat02a], b) correlation of consecutive voltage
differences between discharges for a surface discharge [Pat96a], c) ΔU/Δt – pattern of electrical treeing [Pat02a]
and d) schematic diagram showing how various GIS related defects and interference are mapped in a H(dt,q) pattern [Pie96a].

2.6.3

PD fingerprint database and classification

The aim of PD pattern classification is to assign a PD pattern of unknown origin to some of
the previously collected patterns of known origin (surface discharges in air, corona etc). The
features extracted from an unknown discharge pattern are compared to a database composed
of typical features or “fingerprints” of partial discharges of known origin. A number of
classification methods have been proposed to accomplish this including conventional
classification methods [Gul91a, Kre93a], fuzzy logic [Sal00a, Abd05a] and neural networks
[Hoz92a, Gul93b, Kri95b, Can00b, Sal02a]. The recognition rate used in the pilot installation
of the incipient tree fault detection system described in Chapter 5 of this work, is a
conventional classification method and is described in this chapter.
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The recognition rate is determined as follows. The partial discharge patterns, such as the
Qa(ϕ) distributions, of N samples of a known defect, for example, a dielectric bounded cavity
are measured. For each PD pattern the feature extraction is performed resulting in values for a
predetermined number of statistical operators per sample. For each statistical operator, the
arithmetic mean μ and standard deviation σ of values obtained from measurements of N
samples is determined. In this way a representative picture can be drawn as shown in Figure
2.31, each operator having a most probable value between two limits x1 and x2 defined as:

x1 = μ −

x2 = μ −

t ⋅σ

( 2.19)

N
t ⋅σ

( 2.20)

N

The limit x1 represents the 2.5 % percentile and x2 the 97.5 % percentile and the interval
between the limits represents the 95 % confidence interval around the mean value of the
statistical operator.
a)

Corona discharges in air

2.5 % mean 97.5 %

Sk
Ku
Ku Q cc mcc Pe
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Pe
Qa(ϕ) H(ϕ) Qa(ϕ) H(ϕ)
Qa(ϕ) H(ϕ)
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b)

Surface discharges in air
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Figure 2.31. Fingerprint of a) corona discharges in air calculated on the basis of 23 tests with the test
configurations presented in Figure 2.33 with point(s) at high voltage potential and earth potential b)surface
discharges in air calculated on the basis of 11 tests with the test configuration presented in Figure 2.34 [Gul91a,
Kre93a].

The set consisting of the 95 % confidence intervals of all the statistical operators used in the
recognition process is called the fingerprint or the statistical response of the defect [Gul91a].
Fingerprints of different defects form a database (fingerprint library), which is used as a
reference in recognizing defects. As an arbitrary discharge source is measured the values μd
of statistical operators are calculated and compared to the fingerprints in the database. The
recognition rate represents the number of statistical operators μd that fit in the limits given by
the fingerprint of a defect in the database. In other words, the recognition rate can vary
between the maximum number of operators used for recognition, when all operators coincide
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with the limits, to zero, when none of the operators fall within the 95 % confidence interval
[Kre93a].
The design and quality of the PD fingerprint database affects the performance of the PD
recognition algorithm. A carefully designed database should produce a high level of
similarity between a fingerprint to be classified and a defect in the database in case of a
correct recognition, and a low level of similarity in all other cases. Effects influencing the
discharge patterns such as test voltage and aging time should be taken into account. The
number of samples used to determine the confidence intervals in case of the recognition rate
method should be large enough [Kri95a].

2.6.4

Location of the partial discharge source

Knowledge of the location of the partial discharge source is useful in risk assesment and
planning of the maintenance or repair actions. On a covered conductor line, knowledge of the
location of the PD source would help in verifying the origin of the PD signal and speed up the
clearing of incipient tree faults. Location of the partial discharge source can be done, for
example, by time domain reflectometry [Mas02a], by pulse arrival times measured at two or
more locations in the network or on the basis of pulse shape measurements [Wie05a].
Time domain reflectometry is probably the most commonly applied method for locating a
partial discharge source in cables, for example. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.32,
where a PD occurs at a point C along a cable AB with the measuring system connected to
point A. The PD at point C initiates two identical travelling waves travelling in opposite
directions in the cable. The pulse travelling towards A is recorded at A as the first pulse on
the waveform. The pulse travelling in the opposite direction is entirely reflected (assuming
the cable end is open) at point B and travels back to point A, where it is recorded as the
second pulse. The pulse that had reached point A first is reflected at A, then at B and returns
back to A to be recorded as the third pulse in the waveform.
The unknown distance x between B and C can be determined by measuring the pulse
intervals t2 and t0 and the known length Lt of the cable as [Mas02a]:
x=

t2
Lt
t0

( 2.21)

or if the propagation velocity vp of the pulse in the cable is known it can be determined by
measuring the interval t1 between the first and second pulse as [Bor92a]:
x = Lt −

v p t1

2

( 2.22)
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Time domain reflectometry is most suited for off-line PD measurements where both cable
ends are disconnected from the network [Mas02a]. Furthermore, the cable section should be
shorter than about 4 km and have no branches. Branches introduce additional reflection
points and complicate the interpretation of the reflections. In long cable sections the
attenuation of the reflected pulses having travelled a distance of up to 2 times the cable length
may result in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is too low for detection and determination
of the time of arrival (TOA) of the pulse [Wie05a].
Lt
x

Fault
Excitation
voltage

A

C

Signal
detection

B

t0
t1

t2

Figure 2.32. Principle of PD location by time domain reflectometry [Mas90a, Mas02a].

With a measuring system at both ends of the cable, the arrival time of a pulse can be
measured at both ends of the cable. The principle is similar to that of TDR, but only the first
arriving pulse is analysed. An advantage of the method is that the propagation distance of the
pulse is smaller (up to the cable length) compared to the TDR method and there is no need for
reflection at the far cable end. The method can be applied to branched cables by installing
one measuring system at each end of the cable. A disadvantage of the method is the more
complicated measuring system and the need for some means (for example, GPS or pulse
injection into the cable) to synchronize the separate measuring systems [Wie05a].
Due to the frequency dependent attenuation and propagation velocity the PD pulse is
distorted as it travels along a cable or an overhead line. Phase distortion occurs in power
cables and overhead lines, because the different frequency components of the PD pulse travel
at different velocities. This dispersion spreads the pulse in time and makes it difficult to
choose a reference point on the waveform that can be used to determine the TOA of the
pulse. In order to minimize the errors due to dispersion PD location methods should use
frequencies where the propagation velocity is least dependent on frequency [Ste92a]. In
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addition to the frequency dependent propagation velocity, the pulse shape is distorted due to
the frequency dependent reflection coefficient at the end of the cable [Kre93b]. Errors in the
PD source location may also be introduced due to the fact that the propagation velocity is not
uniform along the cable or overhead line. On overhead lines, the propagation velocity
variations may occur due to variations in the ground resistivity [Mar05a] and in cables due to
variations in the composition of the semiconducting material used in the strand and insulation
screens and due to variations in the water content of the insulation, especially in aged cables
[Ste92a]. In cables, the propagation velocity is also temperature dependent due to temperature
dependent permittivity of the insulation and temperature dependent properties of the
semiconducive layers [Ste92]. Additional errors may be introduced due to the imperfections
of the measuring system, i.e. errors in the time at which the signal is sampled and errors in
the quantization of the signal [Kre93b].
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3 PARTIAL DISCHARGES CAUSED BY A TREE FALLING ON A
COVERED CONDUCTOR LINE
The electric field around a covered conductor is not bounded by a grounded shield on the
outer surface of the conductor covering as in cables. Any conducting, semiconducting or
dielectric object in the vicinity of the conductor distorts the electric field in the conductor
covering and in the surrounding air. If the field distortion is sufficiently strong, the electric
field intensity in the air may locally exceed the dielectric strength of air and partial discharges
are generated. If the field distortion is increased and extended more into the conductor
covering, the dielectric strength of the conductor covering may be exceeded locally in some
fraction of the insulation thickness or throughout the insulation thickness. The former case
may be associated with small voids or inhomogenities in the conductor covering or simply
sufficient field distortion caused, for example, by a tree branch in contact with the conductor
covering. In such a case, the final breakdown of the conductor covering may be preceeded by
partial discharges in or on the conductor covering. In the latter case, an immediate electrical
breakdown occurs in the conductor covering. The electric field geometry in the conductor
covering and around it is affected mainly by the radius and geometry of the conductor, the
properties of the semiconductive layer, the properties (e.g. thickness and permittivity) of the
conductor covering and the properties (shape, size, conductivity and dielectric properties) of
the field distorting object. This work concentrates on the partial discharges induced on the
conductor covering and in the air around the conductor by natural trees in contact with the
conductor covering. Additionally, the current flowing in the trunk of the fallen tree on the
line was measured to estimate the capacitance between a phase conductor and the tree.

3.1

Aspects of forests

The Forest-SAX line presented in this work was designed for use in forest areas, where the
narrow right-of-way reduces the construction and maintenance costs of the line and the
incipient fault detection system is required to enable reliable operation of the line. The line
construction is suitable for other environments as well but, for example, in the absence of tall
vegetation the incipient fault detection system is not neccessary and the requirements placed
on the partial discharge resistance of the conductor would not be as strict as in forest areas.
The geographical distribution of the world’s forests is presented in Figure 3.1. The share of
Finland of the forest areas of the world is only approximately half a percent and of the boreal
coniferous forest zone a couple of percent. However, approximately three quarters of the land
area of Finland is covered by forests, which is a very high percentage compared to most other
developed countries (Figure 3.2). Globally, forests cover approximately 30 % of the land
area. In the northern hemisphere, large forest areas exist in Canada and the former USSR.
These forests as well as most of Scandinavia belong to the boreal thermal zone, which is
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characterized by coniferous tree species, an annual mean temperature of -5 °C…+5 °C and
annual prepicitation of 300…1500 mm.

Figure 3.1. The world’s forests [Ano06a].

Figure 3.2. Forest area in percent of land area by country 2005 [Ano06a].
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In the southern hemisphere there are large forest areas in South-America and Africa. These
forests belong mainly to the tropical thermal zone, which is characterized by a mean annual
temperature of 22-28 °C. The tropical regions also contain the evergreen rainforests, where
the annual precipitation is over 2000 mm with an even distribution throughout the year. Rain
forests are characterized by a large number of different tree species; 40…100 species may
occur on one hectare. Tropical forests represent over half of the world´s forested area
[Ano06a, Kel98a]. Globally, a large part of the forests are located at areas with very sparse
population, which are not among the most potential application areas of the Forest-SAX line.
According to Figure 3.3 the tree species studied in this work, i.e pine (pinus), spruce (picea),
birch (betula) and aspen (populus), are among the seven most common tree species in the
forests globally. In Scandinavia the number of native tree species is small compared to that in
many other areas of the world [Ano06a]. In Finnish forests the most common tree species are
pine, spruce and birch representing 47 %, 34 % and 15 % of the total growing stock
respectively [Ano06b].

Figure 3.3. Twenty-five most common tree genera reported (among the ten most common species reported by
88 countries) [Ano06a].

3.2

Characteristics of trees

Considering the incipient fault detection problem the most important characteristics of a tree
are its electrical properties. They are relevant in defining the electric field distortion and
generation of partial discharges around the conductor in different environmental conditions.
The mechanical properties of a tree in contact with the covered conductor affect the amount
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of bending of the conductor and damage, such as deflection of the conductor covering. The
trees falling on the Forest-SAX trial line in the field tests did not reveal any mechanical
problems in the construction of the line or the conductor, and therefore a mechanical analysis
of the incipient tree faults was not considered relevant from the viewpoint of the detection of
incipient tree faults. This chapter deals with the electrical properties of wood. The emphasis
is on the AC electrical properties of the most common tree species found in Finnish forests.
The moisture content of wood has a considerable effect on most of its electrical properties.
Therefore it is important to make a distinction between so-called green wood found in living
trees in nature and timber, which is more or less dryer. It is equally important to make a
distinction between the AC and DC electrical properties of wood. For example, at DC
voltages the effect of moisture content on resistivity is more pronounced than at AC voltages
[Kol84a]. Other factors affecting the electrical properties of wood are the density and
temperature of the wood and the frequency of the voltage or electric field applied to it. There
are quite a few studies of the electrical properties of green wood in non-freezing conditions,
but scarcely in freezing conditions, which are almost as important considering the scope of
this work. The temporal variation of the electrical properties of wood exposed to constant
relatively small current flow and high electric field also seems to be a relatively unexplored
field.

3.2.1

Structure of wood

Wood can be divided into two main groups, softwoods and hardwoods. The trees that
produce softwood are gymnosperms, commonly referred to as conifers and they have needle
or awl shaped leaves and naked seeds. Examples of softwood producing species studied in
this work are Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and European spruce (Picea abies). Scots pine
reaches an average height of 30.5 m with 0.6…0.9 m diameter. European spruce reaches an
average height of 36.6 m with a 0.76…1.2 m diameter [Han77a]. The trees that produce
hardwood represent one group of angiosperms known as the dicotyledons, which
characteristically have broad leaves and seeds enclosed in a seed case. Examples of hardwood
producing species studied in this work are silver birch (Betula pendula), white birch (Betula
pubescens Ehrh.) and European aspen (Populus tremula). Both birch species are commonly
called European birch and they reach an average height of 18…21 m and a diameter of
0.6…1.0 m. European aspen belongs to the group of poplars. It reaches a height of about
18…25 m with a diameter of 0.9…1.2 m [Han72a]. The full grown trees of all these species
are tall enough to reach the conductors of a Forest-SAX line with a conductor suspension
height of approximately between 12…15 m.
Trees have three main parts: roots, stem (trunk or bole), and leaves. The bole has an outer
covering called bark. Between the bark and the wood (xylem) is a thin tissue called cambium
which forms a complete, glove-like sheath covering the bole and branches. This tissue
produces bark towards the outside and wood towards the inside of the tree. The rest of the
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wood is more or less dead [Din81a, Ash86a, Ket01a]. In older trees, two portions of bark may
be recognized; inner bark (relatively light in colour, thin and moist) and outer bark (dark, dry
and corky) [Tso91a]. The wood is divided radially by the growth rings (Figure 3.4). So-called
early wood produced by rapid growth in the spring and summer is softer, lighter coloured and
more porous than late wood produced by slower growth in autumn and winter. Food storage
and sap conduction are performed in most trees only by the outer, or youngest layers known
as the sapwood [Des81a]. In southern Finland the thickness of sapwood may be in the order
of 10 cm, whereas in northern Finland it is in the order of 2…3 cm [Ket01a]. The central part
of the tree, known as heartwood, mainly provides the mechanical rigidity for the stem. In the
case of pine, spruce and many other conifers, the sapwood is usually lighter in colour and,
when green, contains much more moisture than the heartwood. The colouration of the
heartwood is due to the deposition of complex organic compounds known as extractives
[Des81a].

Figure 3.4. Macrostructure of wood [Din81a].

There are some differences between the anatomies of common Finnish tree species, which
may affect the probability of a tree coming in contact with an overhead power line. Pines
often have a strong and thick root system. They may have a thick tap root anchoring the tree
into the ground, provided that the roots have not encountered any hard objects, such as rock,
during growth. Spruces and birches generally have a weaker surface root system, which
makes them more susceptible to storm damage. Young birches often have very thin stems and
branches, which easily causes them to bend against power lines during storms and under
heavy snow load. Trees that have grown sheltered from winds (e.g. in the middle of a forest)
and are suddenly exposed to winds due e.g. to forest cutting, are more susceptible to storm
damage than trees that have grown exposed to winds.
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3.2.2

Moisture content of wood

The electrical resistivity of wood is a non-linear function of moisture content and the
frequency and magnitude of applied voltage. Furthermore, the specific gravity of wood and
temperature have an effect on the resistivity. The moisture content uw of wood is defined as
the ratio of the mass of water contained in a wooden object (mw) to the mass of a dry object
(m0). In practice, the moisture content of a wooden object can be defined by measuring the
mass of the wooden object when moist and when dry.
The moisture content of wood is different in various parts of the tree. The roots are the
moistest part of a tree, the branches are usually dryer than the trunk. In pine, spruce and many
other conifers, the moisture content of lighter coloured sapwood is higher than the moisture
content of heartwood. The behaviour of moisture content in hardwood, having no dryer
heartwood, is significantly different from that of softwood. The moisture content of birch is
highest in the innermost parts at all heights along the stem. This is valid for all seasons except
for the sap rise in spring, when the moisture content is approximately constant over the entire
cross-section of the stem [Kär71a]. A study of 27 American softwoods has shown heartwood
to have an average moisture content of 55 % and sapwood 149 % whereas in 34 hardwoods
the respective values were 81 and 83 % [Tso91a]. According to [Kär71a] the moisture
content of Finnish pine is approximately 26…54 % in the heartwood and 96…177 % in the
sapwood. The highest values for both were measured in northern Finland.
Examples of the horizontal moisture content variation in some European species are
presented in Figure 3.5. As shown later in Chapter 3.2.3 increase in moisture content
decreases the resistivity of wood. Thus, a higher moisture content in the sapwood compared
to the heartwood is favourable from the viewpoint of incipient fault detection, because it is
expected to increase the electric field distortion and generation of partial discharges if a tree
comes in contact with a covered conductor. Examples of vertical moisture content variation
along the stem of some European tree species according to [Tso91a] is presented in Figure
3.6. Vertical variation of moisture content is also more pronounced in softwoods, where an
increase is observed from the base to the top of the tree, which contains more sapwood. In
hardwoods, the differences are comparatively small, and the tendency (increase or decrease)
in the vertical direction is not so obvious [Tso91a, Kol84a].
The variations in moisture content of individual trees may be considerable, while the changes
with the seasons are relatively small and their causes not quite clear [Kol84a]. The age of the
tree and the quality of the site may affect the variation in moisture content [Tso91a]. For
softwood, the seasonal variation in moisture content of heartwood is often negligible, while
the moisture content of sapwood varies much more. For birch and many other hardwood
species seasonal variation of moisture content can be found both in heartwood and sapwood.
For softwoods in the Nordic countries, the average moisture content of the stem seems to be
lowest during the growing season. The moisture content of birch seems to be lowest during
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the growing season and highest at the beginning of the growing season, before the tree bursts
into leaf [Kär71a].
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Figure 3.5. Horizontal moisture content variation of some European tree species at a height of 55 cm from the
ground: a) Norway spruce, b) Scots pine, c) trembling poplar, d) birch [Tso91a].

Figure 3.6. Vertical variation of moisture. (A) Softwoods: 1. Norway spruce, 2. white fir, 3. Scots pine, 4. black
pine, 5. Balkan pine, 6. Douglas fir. (B) Hardwoods (ring-porous): 1. white oak, 2. red oak, 3. ash, 4. chestnut,
5. elm, 6. black locust. (C) Hardwoods (diffuse-porous): 1. willow (white), 2. poplar (white), 3. poplar
(trembling), 4. alder, 5. beech, 6. birch, 7. plane (Platanus).
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In [Kär71a] examples of longitudinal moisture content variation of branches are given for
pine and spruce. The moisture content of a pine branch increased from 93 to 126 % and that
of spruce branch from 58 to 78 % when the pine branch diameter decreased from
approximately 8 to 1 cm and the spruce branch diameter from approximately 6 to 1 cm. The
variation in moisture content is explained by the fact that the same amount of fluid flows in
the thinner parts of the branch as in the thicker parts [Kär71a].
Inner and outer barks contain very different quantities of moisture in living trees. Outer bark
contains 25…35 % moisture with small seasonal variations. In contrast, the moisture content
of inner bark and its seasonal variation are high. Moisture contents of 205…250 % have been
measured in poplar and pine, for example [Tso91a].

3.2.3

Electrical characteristics of wood

The behaviour of a tree or branch as a field distorting object in the proximity of a covered
conductor depends on its shape and dimensions and on its electrical properties such as
resistivity (or its reciprocal conductivity) and permittivity. These are affected, among other
things, by the moisture content of wood and the structure and composition of the wood cell
wall. The structure of the wood cell wall is analogous to man-made fibre composites such as
glass reinforced plastic, which consists of long thin glass fibres embedded in a plastic resin
matrix. The fibre constituent in wood is cellulose in a crystalline state. The “matrix” of the
wood fibre composite is composed of cellulose in non-crystalline state, lignin (a noncrystalline material) and a number of hemicelluloses, which are only partially crystalline. In
very broad terms, the lignin and the hemiscelluloses each account for about 25…30 % of the
weight of wood, while the total cellulose (the majority of it crystalline) content is about
40…50 %. The proportions vary with species and especially between hardwoods and
softwoods [Des81a, Ste00a].
The chemical composition of the wood cell wall and especially its lignin content affect the
resistivity of wood. An increase in lignin content increases the conductivity [Tso91a,
Ket01a]. In general, the lignin content of softwoods is slightly higher than that of hardwoods.
According to [Tso91a] the lignin content of softwoods is 25…35 % of the oven-dry weight of
wood and that of hardwoods 17…25 %. The conductivity of wood is a non-linear function of
moisture content uw and the frequency and the magnitude of applied voltage. At DC, below
fibre saturation point (approximately 30 %) the effect of moisture content on the conductivity
of wood is pronounced and a linear relationship pertains between the logarithm of the
electrical conductivity and the moisture content of wood as shown in Figure 3.7. For green
wood, the moisture content range above the fibre saturation point is more relevant and there
the influence of moisture content on the conductivity is less pronounced. Between the fibre
saturation point and complete water saturation an approximately fiftyfold increase in the
conductivity is observed [Kol84a, Tso91a].
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Figure 3.7. Dependence of the DC electrical conductivity of redwood on the moisture content [Kol84a].

The AC conductivity of wood increases as the frequency of the applied voltage increases as
shown in the graphs in Figure 3.8, which are plotted on the basis of AC conductivity data
presented in [Kol84a] and the graphs in Figure 3.9 a) showing the AC conductivity of two
wood samples as a function of frequency. At AC the effect of moisture content on
conductivity is less pronounced than at DC voltages [Kol84a]. The effect of frequency on the
AC conductivity decreases as the moisture content of wood increases. At low frequencies the
AC conductivity increases with applied AC electric field intensity. At AC electric fields
(voltages) this increase is relatively linear [Kär71a, Nan72a]. Above a certain frequency,
which increases as the moisture content of wood increases, the electric field dependency
disappears [Nan72a].
Increase in the temperature of wood decreases the resistivity [Kol84a, Ket01a]. In this respect
the behaviour of wood is reminiscent of some semiconductors. The effect of temperature on
the resistivity at different moisture contents of wood is demonstrated in Figure 3.9 b). The
curves are practically linear at low moisture contents, but for the highest moisture contents
near the fibre saturation point the curves show some nonlinearity between the temperatures of
0 and
-10 °C. This phenomenon may be caused by water freezing out of the cell walls into
ice crystals in the cell cavities [Kol84a]. The resistivity also depends on the direction of the
current flow relative to the wood grains and on the voltage. In the case of softwoods the
resistivity in tangential direction is 2.3… 4.5 times the resistivity in axial direction [Kol84a,
Tso91a]. In the case of hardwoods it is 2.5…8 times the resistivity in axial direction.
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Figure 3.8. AC conductivity of wood as a function of frequency of the applied voltage at a temperature of 18 °C
for a) a European beech (Fagus sylvatica) and b) Scots pine (Pinus Sylvestris L.) at different moisture contents
uw of wood. Based on AC conductivity data presented in [Kol84a].
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Figure 3.9. Dependency of a) AC conductivity of wood on frequency and applied AC electric field intensity
[Nan72a] b) resistivity of wood on temperature [Kol84a] in case of different moisture contents of wood uw.

The resistivity of green wood is relatively low, of the same order of magnitude as that of
semiconductors such as silicon. Thus the behaviour of the tree trunk and branches as a field
distorting object at 50 Hz voltages and fields may be assumed to be dictated mainly by the
resistivity of the tree. Therefore, the permittivity of wood is not dealt with here and it was not
measured during the field tests.
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3.3

Characterisation of the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line

The line used in the signal propagation studies and in the development of the incipient fault
detection system in this work is a 9.1 km long 110 kV CC line with a narrow (12 m) right-ofway. The line is called the Forest-SAX line, SAX being the trade mark of covered conductors
manufactured by Prysmian Cables and Systems Oy, Finland and the prefix “Forest” referring
to the suitability of the conductor for use in forest areas. The line connects Noormarkku
110 kV substation to a 110 kV bare conductor line fed from Ulvila 400 kV substation.

3.3.1

Line structure

The line is constructed using triangular conductor configuration with self-supporting wooden
I-poles, composite line post insulators and one ground wire (Figure 3.10). The self supporting
wooden towers make the installation work straightforward compared, for example, to a guyed
portal tower and reduce the effect of the
line on the landscape and human
activities such as farming. The triangular
conductor configuration with reduced
phase clearances compared to a 110 kV
bare conductor line as well as the ground
wire reduce the attenuation of high
frequency signals propagating on the line.
The line has no transpositions and the
ground wire is installed asymmetrically
(Figure 3.11 b) relative to the phase
conductors so that the shielding angles
for the two topmost phases are equal
(approximately 34°). The average line
span is 133 m and the suspension height
of the lowest conductor varies 9…15 m.
The width of the right-of-way is
approximately 12 m.
At one end, the line ends at a transformer
on the substation and at the other end in a
bare conductor line. The network
Figure 3.10. Structure of the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial
topology is presented in Figure 3.11 c). line.
The incipient fault detection (IFD) units
were initially located at both ends and in the middle of the line. The IFD units and the PD
sensors located in the middle of the line were removed after the last field test period, because
the field tests indicated that the line can be reliably monitored with the two PD monitoring
systems at the ends of the line.
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The PD characteristics of trees were studied by felling trees on the line at four test sites along
the line. The propagation attenuation on the Forest-SAX line was studied using PD signals
induced by the test trees and a gap discharge source. The location of the PD measuring
stations (MP) and the location of the test sites (TS) where the trees were felled on the line are
presented in Figure 3.11 a). The location of poles on the line is indicated by dots, the location
of the measuring stations by hollow squares and the location of test trees by hollow circles.

b)

0.32 m

0.95 m

2.85 m

a)

0.95 m

1.58 m

400 / 110 kV
substation

c)
110 kV covered conductor line

4.7 km

3-phase
PD monitoring

4.4 km

3-phase
PD monitoring

3-phase
PD monitoring

110 kV bare
conductor line

9.1 km

110 / 20 kV
substation

Figure 3.11. a) Location of measuring stations (MP) and test sites (TS), where trees were felled on the ForestSAX line. The numbers in parentheses are distances from the southern end of the line (branching point at
Tuulikylä). b) The tower-top dimensions and c) the line configuration of the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line
between Tuulikylä and Noormarkku.
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3.3.2

Characteristics of the conductor covering

The structure of the LMF (low magnetic field) SAX conductor for system voltages of
110…154 kV is presented in Figure 3.12. The conductor used on the Forest-SAX trial line is
identical to that presented in Figure 3.12 with the exceptions that the conductor cross-section
is 185 mm2 and the semiconducting swellable tape next to the conductor is not used. The
conductor is made of aluminum alloy and it is covered with a triple-extruded cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) covering. Next to the conductor there is a semi-conducting screen with
a thickness of approximately 1 mm. It is covered by the main insulation made of XLPE with
a thickness of approximately 6 mm. The outermost layer with a thickness of approximately
1 mm is black weather resistant XLPE.
Cross-linked polyethylene, which is commonly used as a covering material of covered
conductors, belongs to the group of thermosets. They soften only once under heat. Crosslinking produces improved heat resistance, allows the compound to incorporate higher filler
loadings without significant loss of physical properties, improves environmental stress crack
resistance (caused by climatic conditions and pollutants) and gives higher tensile strength.
XLPE insulation can operate at conductor temperatures of 90 °C, while the maximum
operating temperature for thermoplastic polyethylene insulation is 75 °C [Bar91a, Cam97a].

Figure 3.12. Covering of the LMF SAX conductor [Ano98c].
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Polyethylene itself has a high tracking resistance if exposed to surface discharges, but a poor
resistance to ultraviolet (UV) light. The UV resistance of the outermost layer of the conductor
covering is achieved by adding carbon black to the PE. However, the incorporation of carbon
black reduces the tracking resistance of the compound [Cam97a].

3.4

Characterisation of trees felled on the Forest-SAX trial line

Natural trees were felled on the Forest-SAX trial line during five field test periods to study
the PD phenomenon related to incipient tree faults in different environmental conditions and
to study the propagation of the PD signal on the line. Period I (11.-13.9.2000, 19.-21.9.2000)
represented late summer or early autumn, period II (6.-8.11.2000) late autumn and period III
(6.-8.3.2001) winter. During these three periods, the PD characteristics and the resistances
and earthing resistances of trees were studied. The distribution of PD magnitudes is relevant
considering the distance from the incipient tree fault at which it can be detected in different
conditions. The PD pattern and the temporal variation of the PD magnitude affect the
detectability of the incipient tree faults. The resistances and earthing resistances of trees are
relevant considering the operation of conventional earth fault relays in case of conductor
covering breakdown. Additionally, they represent potential factors explaining the variation of
the PD magnitudes in different incipient tree faults. During periods IV (17.-19.11.2003,
24.11.2003) representing early winter and V (15.-17.6.2004) representing summer a new
conductor covering material was tested and the PD characteristrics of trees were studied.
Resistances and earthing resistances of trees were not measured during periods IV and V.
This chapter deals with the resistance and earthing resistance of trees felled during test
periods I…III. The majority of the trees studied during these periods were spruce and birch
(Figure 3.13). Although pine is the most common tree species in Finnish woods as stated in
Chapter 3.1, spruce and birch were considered to be more susceptible to fall or bend on a
power line, based on tree anatomy and the experience of the power utility owning the 110 kV
Forest-SAX trial line (Fortum Sähkönsiirto Oy). Two pines and an aspen were also felled on
the test line, but the statistical consideration of these species is not meaningful due to the
small number of samples.
The trees, test sites and the environmental test conditions (seasons) were selected to represent
as extensively as possible different conditions potentially encountered in normal use of the
line within the limitation of approximately 7 trees per test period and the limitations related to
arranging an adequately long interrupt to the normal operation of the line. First, a total of 94
trees was selected at 4 different test sites based on visual evaluation. The earth resistivity was
measured at the location of each tree. The trees actually used in the tests were selected before
each test period to represent cases expected to be encountered in normal use of the line, with
regard to tree species, earth resistivities and the contact between the tree and the conductor
(tree in contact with one, two or three phases and possibly the ground wire). Both the PD
characteristics and the resistance and earthing resistance of the tree were studied in the case
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of 21 trees. The main goal was to gain a conception of whether the detection of trees falling
on an HVCC line is possible in different seasons with an economically feasible PD measuring
system. From the viewpoint of statistical evaluation, a group of 21 trees is a small sample,
which has to be taken into account when evaluating the results.
Pine
10 %

Aspen
5%

Birch
29 %

Spruce
56 %

Figure 3.13. Species of trees felled on the test line.

To simulate a natural tree fall, the trees were felled on an unenergized test line by breaking
part of the roots of the tree and then pushing the tree from the root ball by an excavator so
that the tree made contact with the line (Figures 3.14…3.15). After the tree was felled, the
earthing resistance and the foot end resistivity of the tree were measured and then the line
was energized for the PD measurements. In a natural tree fall caused, for example, by a
storm, the mechanical pressure applied to the conductor covering by the tree may be higher,
but significant deformation of the conductor covering is still very unlikely. However, the
electrical stress experienced by the conductor covering is probably higher (on average) in the
test arrangement than in a natural tree fall, since the tree was felled on a de-energized line and
thus the conductor covering is exposed to a switching overvoltage at the beginning of the test,
when the line is energized. Possibly some additional partial discharges may also be ignited by
the overvoltage. On the other hand, during the tests there was no load on the line, and thus the
temperature rise of the conductors caused by losses was minimal. The 110 kV/20 kV
transformer at Noormarkku substation was normally disconnected from the line. In some tests
it was connected to the line for short periods to study the effect of load on the PD detection
sensitivity at Noormarkku. At the frequency range of the PD phenomenon a power
transformer represents mainly a capacitive load as presented in Chapter 2.3.3.
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a)

b)
Figure 3.14. a) The roots of a spruce (tree no. 85) felled on the Forest-SAX trial line, b) the contact point
between a spruce (tree no. 84) and the 110 kV covered conductor (Photos by Osmo Rajala/Fortum Power and
Heat, Teknologiakeskus).
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Figure 3.15. Example of an aspen lying on the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line (Photo by Osmo Rajala/Fortum
Power and Heat, Teknologiakeskus).

3.4.1

Resistivity of trees felled on the Forest-SAX trial line in different seasons

The resistances, earthing resistances and the resistivities at the bottom end of the trees were
measured during test periods I…III (measurement set A). Additionally, the top end resistivity
of the test trees was measured during the second week of test period I and during test periods
II…III (measurement set B). The resistances, resistivities and the earthing resistances of the
trees were measured with the configurations presented in Figure 3.16. Tree resistances Rtx
were measured after the test from a point 20 cm above the ground to the contact point
between the tree and the lowest phase conductor at a height of 10-12 m. The earthing
resistances of trees Rte were measured before the test between a point 20 cm above the ground
in the tree trunk and a ground electrode at a distance of 30…50 m from the tree. The foot end
resistivity ρf was measured before the tree was felled on the line on a portion of the tree trunk
between heights of approximately 0.2 m and 1.5…2.0 m resulting in dv=1.3…1.8 m. The top
end resistivity of tree ρt was measured after the test after the tree had been removed from the
line. The resistivity was measured on a portion of the tree trunk starting at the contact point of
the lowest phase conductor and ending at a distance of dv=0.3…0.5 m below that point.
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a)

dv l

b)

V

30...50 m

20 m

A

A

V
0.2 m

Figure 3.16. Configuration used in the measurement of a) tree resistances, bottom end and top end resistivities
and b) earthing resistances of trees.

The results of the resistance measurements are summarized in Table 3-1 along with
temperature and relative humidity data. The resistivity of the tree was measured in all tests at
the foot end of the tree and additionally, in measurement set B at the top end of the tree
(Figure 3.17 a). Comparison between different seasons can be made, for example, by
comparing the average values of resistances of all measured trees. A couple of aspects should
be kept in mind, however. Spruces representing softwoods and the trees of test site 2 are
overrepresented in the measurements conducted in March (Figures 3.17 b, 3.18 b). On the
other hand, the share of hardwood producing species is greatest in the measurements
conducted in September (Figure 3.17 b). It is noteworthy, that at test site 2 the share of
birches is considerably greater than at sites 1 and 3 (Figure 3.18 a). This may have some
effect on the distribution, for example, of the PD magnitudes related to trees fallen on the
line, which are analysed in Chapters 3.5.2 and 4.4 of this thesis by dividing the trees into
groups according to the test sites.
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Figure 3.17. a) Number of trees measured with measurement sets A and B and b) number of trees tested per tree
species.
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Figure 3.18. Number of trees tested on each site and number of trees tested per site during each season.

Figure 3.19 shows the variation in the characteristics of the test tree species measured during
September and November. Measurements made during March are excluded because most of
the trees measured in March were spruces, which would have made the sample of spruces
seasonally considerably different from the other species, the more so considering that the
variation of most characteristics was greatest in March. It should also be noted that the
sample size is small even in the case of spruces (8 trees) and birches (5 trees). In the case of
pines (2 trees) and aspen (only one tree) the results must be considered as only indicative
examples of potential values.
The environmental conditions were almost similar during the measurements of spruces and
birches. The average value of relative humidity was 79 % in the case of spruces and 83 % in
the case of birches and the respective average values of temperatures were 9 °C and 7.6 °C.
The resistance and earthing resistance of birches seems to be higher than those of spruces.
The average value of the resistance of birches is over twice the resistance of spruces and the
earthing resistance is twice as high. The observation may be explained by the moisture
content of wood, which is on average clearly lower in hardwoods than in softwoods as noted
in Chapter 3.2.2. Another factor contributing to this behaviour may be the generally higher
lignin content of softwoods compared to hardwoods. An increase in lignin content decreases
the resistivity of wood as presented in Chapter 3.2.2. The top end and foot end resistivities of
birches are on average more than twice the corresponding values of spruces. However, the
average values of ratios Rtx/Rte and ρf/ρt of birches are almost the same as those of spruces. In
the case of ratio Rtx/Rte the standard deviation is very large due to one value deviating
markedly from the others. If this deviating value is omitted the average value of the ratio
Rtx/Rte for birches is approximately 1.6 times that of spruces.
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Value relative to value of spruce

RH [%]

7.6
234
3.4
228
19.1
46
7.1
124
13.3 193
70.2
59
10.6 102
11.0 185
14.2
65
13.3 287
15.4 260
13.0 204
11.2 149
16.2 327
5.3 4287
22.0 471
5.7 1538
32.8 327
12.7 1916
11.0 2422
16.1 11601

T [°C]

ρ f [Ωm]

1 699
5363
1255
3533
2 106
422
2855
2 898
2348
3226
3066
4106
4917
4 277
20 995
6 838
32 867
6 153
19 281
54 947
38 171

R tx/R te

12 994
18 171
23 997
25 099
28 099
29 609
30 382
31 978
33 456
42 910
47 283
53 260
55 265
69 373
112 280
150 524
188 236
202 110
244 740
601 727
612 647

ρf/ ρt

114
85
57
59
70
65
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64
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51
68
51
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103
43
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53
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ρ t [Ωm]

21
17
17
18
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17
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17
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18
17
18
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17
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18
14
14
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R te [Ω]

spruce
pine
spruce
spruce
spruce
spruce
spruce
spruce
aspen
birch
pine
birch
spruce
birch
spruce
birch
spruce
birch
spruce
birch
spruce

R tx [Ω]

Tree species

3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

Height of tree
[m]
Perimeter of
tree [cm]

Test site ID

3
66
76
41
84
86
40
85
45
80
91
49
73
26
10
36
50
37
54
56
51

Number of test trees

Tree ID

Table 3-1. Results of resistance measurements of the trees.

Figure 3.19. Variation in electrical characteristics of tree species. The figure shows the average value ± standard
deviation of each characteristic of the tree relative to the corresponding average value of spruces. The bars
indicate the sample size.
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Figure 3.20 shows the relative seasonal variation of some characteristics of tree, earth and air
during the tests. The average value of resistance and earthing resistance of trees in March is
approximately ten times the corresponding values in September. The shares of spruces of the
trees studied compared to that of birches is rather high in March (80 % / 20 %) compared to
that in November (57 % / 43 %). However, in September the share of “low resistance” trees
(in the group studied the spruces, pines and the aspen) compared to the share of birches
(78 % / 22 %) is almost equal to that in March. The two highest tree resistances in March
(Rtx > 600 kΩ) were measured when the atmospheric temperature was below zero degrees
centigrade, other resistances (Rtx < 250 kΩ) were measured at or above zero degrees
centigrade. A decrease in temperature is known to increase the resistivity of wood as shown
earlier in Chapter 3.2.3. The higher standard deviation in March is probably due to the
smaller number of samples and to the atmospheric temperature fluctuating below and above
zero degrees centigrade. Temperatures above zero in March during daytime may have caused
defrosting of the surface of the tree and thus an increase in conductivity. The atmospheric
temperature fluctuation seemed to have a greater effect on the tree resistances than on the
earthing resistances. This is an expected result, since the ground is likely to remain frozen
(unlike the surface of the tree) even if the air temperature is above zero for several hours
during daytime.
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Figure 3.20. a) Resistance (Rtx) and earthing resistance (Rte) of trees and resistivity at bottom end (ρf) and top
end (ρt) of tree in November and March relative to the corresponding values in September. b) The ratio of tree
resistance to earthing resistance of tree (Rtx/Rte), bottom end resistivity to top end resistivity of tree (ρf/ρt) and the
temperature and the relative humidity of air during the tests in November and March relative to the
corresponding values in September. The figure shows the average value ± standard deviation of each
characteristic relative to the corresponding average value measured in September.

Between September and March the resistivities seem to change more at the bottom end than
at the top end of a tree. The average value of ratios of bottom end resistivity to the top end
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resistivity was 4.3 in September, 2.5 in November and 13.3 in March. The top end resistivity
of the tree has a greater effect on the electric field deformation in the proximity of the
conductors and thus, in the generation of partial discharges. Thus, smaller variation in top end
resistivities compared to bottom end resistivities is a desirable characteristic. The top end
resistivity was measured after the voltage test and the foot end resistivity before the test,
which may have some effect on the result. It is possible that the high electric field intensity
and the partial discharge activity at the point of contact between the tree and the phase
conductor cause temperature increase in the tree and somewhat reduce the top end resisitivity
measurable after the test compared to the situation before the test, especially in freezing
conditions. Nevertheless, the value measured after the test corresponds better to the
prevailing conditions during an incipient fault, i.e. when a tree is lying on an energized line.
The standard deviation of all the measured electrical characteristics of trees and earth seems
to be highest in the measurements conducted in March. The standard deviation of the tree
resistance was relatively large in November, as well, but the standard deviation of other
parameters in November was comparatively small. The role of tree resistance and earthing
resistance of the tree in the PD magnitude and the detection of incipient faults is dealt with
later in this chapter. In any case, these resistances are important considering the operation of
conventional protective relays in case of an electrical breakdown of the conductor covering.
If the breakdown occurs, the incipient fault develops into an earth fault, which should cause
the conventional protective relays to trip the line. From this viewpoint a wide variation in the
resistances of tree and earth is undesirable. Based on the resistance and resistivity
measurements conducted in this work, it seems that wintertime is the most challenging season
for the detection of tree faults by conventional earth fault relays. In wintertime both the fault
resistance and its variation are at their highest. However, it has to be kept in mind that the
number of trees studied is relatively small.

3.5

Power frequency current flowing in the tree trunk

The power frequency current flowing in the tree trunk during an incipient earth fault was
measured in the field tests with a configuration presented in Figure 3.21. Steel nails
embedded in the tree trunk to a depth of approximately 5 cm were used as measuring
electrodes. The distance dc between the electrodes was 0.1…0.2 m. The frequency response
of the measuring system is presented in Figure 3.22. A summary of the RMS currents and the
corresponding ambient temperatures, relative humidities and the sums of resistances Rtx and
earthing resistances Rte of trees in the case of different incipient earth faults are presented in
Table 3-2. The RMS current is depicted in terms of the mean value of the current during the
test and the current at the beginning and end of the test (excluding the potential conductor
covering breakdown). Examples of the RMS current trends measured in March 2001 are
presented in Figures 3.23…3.25. The current was registered in 100 ms periods, from which
the mean value and minimum and maximum values were stored in 2-minute intervals. The
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Voltage meter

GDT

Low pass
filter

Coaxial cables

GDT

mean values presented in Table 3-2 were calculated from the 2-minute mean values and the
current values at the beginning and end of the test were read manually from the meter.

dc

V

GDT = Gas discharge tube (overvoltage protector)

Figure 3.21. Measurement of the RMS current flowing in the tree trunk during the field tests.

1
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0.1

10

100
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1000

Figure 3.22. Frequency response of the current measuring system.

In most of the cases the RMS current showed either decreasing or a relatively stable
behaviour. Increasing trend was registered only in four of the 21 incipient tree faults
measured. The average RMS currents measured from the tree trunk (at the foot end) were
generally higher in cases where the tree was in contact with only one or two phase conductors
compared to the cases where the tree was in contact with one or two phase conductors and the
ground wire. In the former case the RMS currents were 3.5…10.7 mA and in the latter case
between 0.9…4.9 mA.
The resistances and earthing resistances of trees were measured according to the method
described in Chapter 3.4.1 and their sum is presented in Table 3-2. The measured RMS
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currents are in the order of 2…3 orders of magnitude smaller than what would be obtained by
assuming the incipient fault impedance to be the sum of resistance and earthing resistance of
the trees (corresponding to the tree to be in contact with a bare conductor). Thus, the incipient
fault impedance in the case of the covered conductor is dominated by the capacitive reactance
of the conductor covering and considering the 50 Hz voltage, most of the voltage stress is
concentrated on the conductor covering while the tree trunk is nearly in ground potential. In
case of incipient earth faults where the tree is in contact with only a single phase conductor
practically all the incipient fault current flows through the tree trunk between the phase
conductor and earth and the incipient fault impedance Zif can be calculated as
Z if =

UL
I if

( 3.1)

where UL is the rms voltage of the phase in contact with the tree and Iif is the incipient fault
current (RMS) flowing in the tree trunk. Assuming U L = 110000 / 3 V ≈ 63.5 kV and by
taking the mean value of the current presented in Table 3-2 as Iif the incipient fault
impedances Zif presented in Table 3-2 may be obtained. The incipient fault impedances are in
the order of a few megaohms to approximately 20 megaohms depending on the tree, which is
too high an impedance to be detected by conventional earth fault relays.
The capacitive reactance Xctc between the tree and the conductor may be calculated as
X ctc = Z if2 − (Rtx + Rte )

2

( 3.2)

where Rtx is the resistance of the tree between earth and the point of contact between the tree
and the phase conductor and Rte is the earthing resistance of the tree. The capacitance
yielding the reactance Xctc at 50 Hz may be calculated as

C tc =

1
j 2π 50 ⋅ X ctc

( 3.3)

The capacitances obtained from Equation 3.3 above are presented in Table 3-2. In the case of
the three spruces the calculated capacitance between the tree and the conductor is 2…3 times
the corresponding capacitance calculated in the case of the two birches. This is likely to be
explained by the thicker branch system of the spruces compared to that of the birches.
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Table 3-2. Power frequency currents measured at the normal operating voltage of the Forest-SAX line (approx.
63.5 kV) from the tree trunks during the field tests in September and November 2000 and March 2001.
Tree
id
91
49
37
84
73
66
3
50
10
51
76
45
36
40
56
54
80
85
86
26
41

Tree
species
Pine
Birch
Birch
Spruce
Spruce
Pine
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Aspen
Birch
Spruce
Birch
Spruce
Birch
Spruce
Spruce
Birch
Spruce

Contact
L3,gw
L1,L2,gw
L3,gw
L3,gw
L1,gw
L1,L2,gw
L1,L2,gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L2,gw
L1,gw
L1,L2,gw
L3
L1,L2,gw
L3
L3,gw
L3,gw
L3
L3
L2
L1

T
[°C]
15
14
7
4
14
13
6
0
2
-10
14
15
7
16
-7
0
3
5
5
7
8

RH
[%]
65
61
82
92
53
55
87
55
84
80
63
61
82
63
74
57
91
90
89
82
93

Date
13.9.2000
12.9.2000
8.11.2000
7.11.2000
19.9.2000
19.9.2000
6.11.2000
8.3.2001
6.3.2001
8.3.2001
13.9.2000
12.9.2000
8.11.2000
11.9.2000
7.3.2001
7.3.2001
13.9.2000
7.11.2000
7.11.2000
8.11.2000
12.9.2000

R tx + R te
[kΩ]
50.3
57.4
208.3
30.2
60.2
23.5
14.7
221.1
133.3
650.8
25.3
35.8
157.4
33.2
656.7
264.0
46.1
34.9
30.0
73.7
28.6

Mean
0.9
1
1
1.4
1.5
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.6
3.2
3.2
3.5
3.8
3.9
4.5
4.9
7.4
8.3
9.8
10.7

I rms [mA]
Beginning
1.1
1
1
1.8
1.5
1.9
2.4
2.1
2.8
2.7
3.4
3.2
3.5
3.6
2.9
4.4
9
7.4
8.7
15.3
12

End
0.8
1
1
1.5
1.7
2.2
2.4
3.1
2.4
1.6
3.2
3.1
3.3
3.4
5.3
4.1
2.9
7.3
8.1
9.1
8.7

Change
[%]
-27
0
0
-17
13
16
0
48
-14
-41
-6
-3
-6
-6
83
-7
-68
-1
-7
-41
-28

Z if
[MΩ]
18.1
16.3
8.6
7.7
6.5
5.9

C tcx
[pF]
176
196
371
416
491
537

I [mA]

Time
Figure 3.23. RMS current measured at a voltage of approximately 63.5 kV from the trunk of tree ‘BB’ (spruce
no. 56) in contact with phase L3. Air temperature -7 °C, relative humidity 74 %.
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I [mA]

Time
Figure 3.24. RMS current measured at a voltage of approximately 63.5 kV from the trunk of tree ‘BG’ (spruce
no. 50) in contact with phases L1 and L2 and the ground wire. Air temperature 0 °C, relative humidity 55 %.

I [mA]

Time
Figure 3.25. RMS current measured at a voltage of approximately 63.5 kV from the trunk of tree ‘BF’ (spruce
no. 51) in contact with phases L1 and L2 and the ground wire. Air temperature -10 °C, relative humidity 80 %.
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3.6

Characteristics of the PD phenomenon related to incipient tree
faults

A tree lying on a covered conductor can be considered to be a complicated electrode
configuration, where the conductor covered with a dielectric forms the high voltage AC
electrode and the semiconductive tree with its trunk, roots, branches and leaves or needles
forms the grounded electrode. The conductor can be regarded as an equipotential surface, but
different parts of the tree are not neccessarily in equal potential with each other. Depending
on the characteristics of the tree, numerous discharge sites with different characteristics are
adjacent to each other, and are likely to interact through mechanisms such as charge
migration and electric field modification. Both the corona discharges and surface discharges
dealt with in Chapter 2.2 are likely to occur at points of sufficient field distortion. The
branches and needles farthest from the conductor covering represent an electrode
configuration typical of corona discharges and the points at which the tree is closer to the
conductor covering represent electrode configurations typical of surface discharges.

3.6.1

Characterisation of the PD phenomenon in laboratory tests

The partial discharge waveforms caused by a tree lying on a high voltage covered conductor
were studied in the high voltage laboratory of TUT (Tampere University of Technology) with
the measurement configuration presented in Figure 3.26. The PD current was measured with
a shunt resistance connected between the tree trunk and ground. An optical isolation system
with an attenuation of 1:10 was used in the current measurement for safety reasons. The
current waveform was measured with a LeCroy Waverunner LT 344 oscilloscope. Due to the
optical isolation system the -3 dB upper cutoff frequency of the current measuring system
was limited to approximately 15 MHz. Therefore, the pulse shapes and amplitudes presented
in Figures 3.27…3.29 should be regarded as indicative, especially in the case of the pulses
with short rise times in the order of 60…80 ns. Additionally, the PD pulses were measured on
the high voltage side by a PD sensor based on a Rogowski coil integrated into an IMB 123
current transformer to verify that the pulses observed on the ground side could also be
measured at the high voltage side. The construction of this PD sensor was highly reminiscent
of the sensor used in the pilot installation of the fault detection system. The purpose of the
measurements was to study the order of magnitude and variation of pulse rise times to gain a
conception of the frequency content of the PD signal caused by a tree in contact with an
energized high voltage covered conductor.
As the PRPD patterns presented later in Figures 3.30…3.31 indicate, the largest PD pulses
occur on the positive half cycle of the voltage applied to the covered conductor. The largest
discharges are the most likely ones to be detected by the incipient fault detection system on
the Forest-SAX line. Examples of pulse waveforms measured on the positive half cycle of the
applied voltage with the shunt resistance connected between the tree trunk and ground are
presented in Figures 3.27…3.29. All these pulses could be measured on the high voltage
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side, as well. The measurements were conducted on a spruce lying on a 110 kV covered
conductor with a conductor diameter of 185 mm2 at a rms voltage of 68 kV.
0.5 / 175kV

0...500 VAC

IMB 123
current
transformer
C = 1 nF

Analogue signal conditioning card
Optical isolation system 1:10

Oscilloscope

Receiver

R=20 ohm

Transmitter

Figure 3.26. Test setup used for measuring the current pulse waveforms in the tree trunk during an incipient
earth fault.

The variation in the peak voltages, rise times and waveforms of the pulses was wide. The
10 % to 90 % rise times of the positive pulses varied in large proportions from approximately
60…80 ns to 0.5…0.8 μs. The reason for this variation may be related to variation in the
discharge mechanism or to the variation in the “gap length” i.e. the distance between the tree
and the conductor covering, which is different at different discharge sites or both of these
conditions. The rise times at the longer end are typical of the Townsendlike discharges
referred to in Chapter 2.2, but the pulse tops are usually not as flat as in the pulses observed
by Devins [Dev84a] and Morshuis [Mor95a]. The shorter rise times in the order of 60…80 ns
approach those of the streamerlike discharges, considering the limitations of the measuring
system used.

Figure 3.27. Current pulse waveform (left) and the power spectral density (right) of a PD pulse with a rise time
of approximately 70 ns.
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Figure 3.28. Current pulse waveform (left) and the power spectral density (right) of a PD pulse with a long rise
time of 0.6…0.7 μs.

Occasionally the pulses seem to occur at very short time intervals so that two or three pulses
are superimposed (Figure 3.29). This is likely to be attributed to discharges occurring at
different discharge sites almost simultaneously. Due to the large area and number of potential
discharge sites between the tree and the conductor covering superposition of pulses is more
likely to occur than in case of confined discharge sites.

Figure 3.29. Current pulse waveform (left) and the power spectral density (right) of a PD pulse consisting of
three superimposed pulses.

Two examples of PRPD patterns measured in the laboratory tests are presented in Figures
3.30 and 3.31. The phase angles 0…180° represent the positive half cycle and phase angles
180…360° represent the negative half cycle of the 50 Hz voltage applied to the conductor.
The occurrence of the discharges mainly at the 1st and 3rd quadrants of the 50 Hz voltage
instead of the voltage peaks is typical of the surface discharges discussed earlier in Chapter
2.2. The behaviour is likely to be caused by the charges deposited on the surface of the
conductor covering causing the sinusoidal waveform of the electric field intensity in the gap
between the tree and the conductor covering to shift to smaller phase angles relative to the
voltage applied to the conductor. The total electric field in the air gap between the tree and
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the conductor covering is the sum of the electric field caused by the deposited charges and the
field caused by the voltage applied between the conductor and the ground. In some cases, a
group of discharges was observed on the positive half cycle of the test voltage (potential of
the covered conductor positive with respect to the ground and tree) at phase angles 90…130°
as in Figure 3.31. The reason for or the mechanism of these discharges was not ascertained.
Given the phase angle of occurrence they could be related to Trichel corona discharges
occurring at the sharp protrusions of the tree, but due to the large magnitude of the pulses this
is not very likely.
The magnitude of partial discharges is greater at positive half cycle and in many cases, such
as that described in Figure 3.30, the magnitude difference between the discharges of the
positive and negative half cycles is so great that an instrument with an A/D converter
resolution of 8 bits does not detect the discharges on the negative half cycle if the scaling is
adjusted to prevent overshoots at the positive half cycle. In the case described in Figure 3.28
small discharges may also be observed on the negative half cycle. They occur at phase angles
210…240°, in other words, approximately 180° displaced from the largest pulses of the
positive half cycle.
Upp [V]

Phase angle [°]
Figure 3.30. PRPD pattern of a spruce in contact with the Forest-SAX covered conductor at Urms=68 kV.
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Upp [V]

Phase angle [°]
Figure 3.31. PRPD pattern of a birch in contact with the Forest-SAX covered conductor at Urms=68 kV.

Visually, the discharges appeared as a diffuse, steady bluish glow accompanied by occasional
luminous streamerlike arcs around the parts of the tree adjacent to or in contact with the
conductor. The streamerlike arcs extended typically a few centimetres from the point of
origin in the tree to the surface of the conductor. A few examples of the visual appearance of
the discharges captured from video recordings are presented in Figure 3.32.
Visually, the steady bluish glow is reminiscent of the Trichel corona discussed in Chapter
2.2. It starts from a sharp protrusion of the tree and changes its position in the outer space
around the protrusion. The streamerlike arcs look very much like those observed by Mason
[Mas78a, Mas95a] on the surface of acrylic sheets discussed in Chapter 2.2. As indicated in
Chapter 2.2, the variation of the current amplitude associated with different discharges may
be of several orders of magnitude and therefore, it is likely that some of the discharges
observed visually remain undetected by the measuring system used in the laboratory
measurements. This is mainly due to the 8-bit A/D converter limiting the dynamic range of
the measurement. The same applies to the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection
system of the Forest-SAX line.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Streamerlike arcs

Figure 3.32. Partial discharges caused by a)…b) a birch, c)…d) a spruce and e)…f) a pine in contact with a HV
covered conductor at a voltage of 68 kV. Streamerlike discharges manifest themselves in the pictures on the
right as narrow luminous channels extending several centimetres from a needle tip or other protrusion of the tree
to the surface of the conductor.

3.6.2

PD magnitude of incipient earth faults on the Forest-SAX trial line

The magnitude of the PD pulses induced by a tree falling on a HVCC line is one of the key
parameters affecting the distance along the line at which the incipient fault can still be
detected by PD measurements. The PD magnitudes of the trees felled on the Forest-SAX trial
line during the field tests in September and November 2000 and March 2001 are presented in
Table 3-3…3-4. For comparison, the PD magnitudes measured in the field tests in November
2003 and June 2004 are presented in Table 3-5. It should be noted that the tests in
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2003…2004 were conducted with conductors of different covering material than the tests in
2000…2001. The PD magnitudes in this chapter and indeed throughout the rest of the work
are presented in terms of voltage at the output of the analogue signal conditioning card of the
PD sensor, unless otherwise stated. It should be kept in mind, however, that the PD sensor
measures the current flowing in the phase conductor.
The PD magnitudes are illustrated in terms of the pulse peak-to-peak voltage Upp as the
97.5 % percentile of a set of 500…1000 pulses measured per each tree from the phase
conductor having the highest PD magnitude. The measurements presented in Tables 3-3 and
3-4 were conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee measuring location usually 10…45 minutes after
the energization of the line with the incipient fault. Approximately half of the trees measured
were located at test site 2 at Pyntösjärvenaukee at distances of 104…210 m (the average
distance being 160.8 m) from the measuring location. The other half was located at test site 1
between Pyntösjärvenaukee and Tuulikylä at distances of 2033…2145 m (the average
distance being 2103 m). Two trees were measured at test site 3 between Pyntösjärvenaukee
and Noormarkku at respective distances of 2033 and 2045 m. The locations of the test sites
and the measuring location were presented earlier in Figure 3.11.
The ambient temperature and relative humidity of the air were measured in all cases at
Pyntösjärvenukee measuring location with a Davis Instruments 7440 CS Weather Station.
Therefore, the temperature measurements related to incipient earth faults at site 2 should be
reasonably accurate, but those related to incipient earth faults at test sites 1, 3 and 4 may
deviate from the actual temperatures at the test site. The deviation may be estimated to be less
than ± 1…2 degrees.
The fault IDs denoted by two letters, for example, ‘CH’ in Tables 3-3…3-5 are used
throughout this work to refer to a particular incipient tree fault. The information indicating
the conductors, which were in contact with the tree during the test is based on visual
observation at the ground level and as such is only indicative. Corrections have not been
made to the PD magnitudes to take into account the propagation attenuation between the
incipient earth fault location and the measuring location. Such a correction would be difficult
to make due to the large variation in the PD pulse rise and fall times and the propagation
modes. Pulses related to different incipient faults and even those related to a single incipient
fault may have different frequency contents and propagation mode combinations and
therefore, different attenuations as will be shown later in Chapter 4. The fact that the smallest
PD magnitudes measured for trees at site 2 only a couple of hundred metres from the
measuring location are almost the same as the smallest PD magnitudes measured for trees at
sites 1 and 3 approximately 2 km from the measuring location is most probably due to the
background noise limiting the smallest detectable pulses.
The effect of environmental factors on the PD magnitude can be most reliably evaluated by
studying the incipient earth faults made at a single test site thus minimizing the effect of
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propagation attenuation differences. Due to the small number of tests conducted at each site
and the large number of factors potentially affecting the PD magnitude, no extensive
conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the measurements. Ambient temperature, however,
seems to have an effect on the magnitude of the discharges as shown in Figure 3.33.
Table 3-3. Incipient earth faults made at test site 2 in September and November 2000 and March 2001.

Tree Fault
id
id
56
BB
51
BF
26
AP
54
BC
41
AB
50
BG
36
AO
37
AN
49
AD
45
AC

Tree
species
Birch
Spruce
Birch
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Birch
Birch
Birch
Aspen

Conductors in
Test contact with
T
site
the tree
[°C]
2
L3
-7
2
L1,L2,gw
-10
2
L2
7
2
L3,gw
0
2
L1
8
2
L1,L2,gw
0
2
L3
7
2
L3,gw
7
2
L1,L2,gw
14
2
L1,L2,gw
15

RH
[%]
74
80
82
57
93
55
82
82
61
61

Date
7.3.2001
8.3.2001
8.11.2000
7.3.2001
12.9.2000
8.3.2001
8.11.2000
8.11.2000
12.9.2000
12.9.2000

Time
9:01
8:59
14:42
13:20
9:43
14:41
11:12
9:26
16:24
14:31

Resistivity
Earthing at top end
Resistance of resistance
of tree
tree [Ω]
of tree [Ω]
[Ωm]
601 727
54 947
69.5
612 647
38 171
223.2
69 373
4 277
45.1
244 740
19 281
36.3
25 099
3 533
188 236
32 867
44.6
150 524
6 838
49.3
202 110
6 153
40.7
53 260
4 106
33 456
2 348

U pp [V]
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.23
0.43
0.54
0.54
1.08

Table 3-4. Incipient earth faults made at test site 1 and 3 in September and November 2000 and March 2001.

Tree Fault
id
id
3
AJ
80
AE
10
BA
76
AF
66
AH
85
AL
91
AG
86
AM
84
AK

Tree
species
Spruce
Birch
Spruce
Spruce
Pine
Spruce
Pine
Spruce
Spruce

Conductors in
Test contact with
T
site
[°C]
the tree
3
L1,L3,gw
6
1
L3,gw
3
3
L1,L3,gw
2
1
L1,gw
14
1
L1,L2,gw
13
1
L3
5
1
L3,gw
15
1
L3
5
1
L3,gw
4

RH
[%]
87
91
84
63
55
90
65
89
92

Date
6.11.2000
13.9.2000
6.3.2001
13.9.2000
19.9.2000
7.11.2000
13.9.2000
7.11.2000
7.11.2000

Time
16:44
11:38
15:10
9:04
13:22
13:50
15:10
15:31
10:45

Resistivity
Earthing at top end
of tree
Resistance of resistance
[Ωm]
of tree [Ω]
tree [Ω]
12 994
1 699
21.3
42 910
3 226
112 280
20 995
56.5
23 997
1 255
18 171
5 363
38.1
31 978
2 898
21.5
47 283
3 066
29 609
422
17.8
28 099
2 106
20.1

Table 3-5. Incipient earth faults made at test site 4 in November 2003 and March 2004.
Tree Fault
id
id
134
CC
143
DI
140 DA
133
CB
132
CE
131 CG
138 CD
127
CF
135 CA
122
DE
103 DG
121 DB
115 DD
101 DH
118 DC
105
DF

Tree
species
Birch
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Aspen
Pine
Spruce
Spruce
Birch
Spruce
Birch
Birch
Spruce
Pine
Birch
Spruce

Test
site
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Conductors in
contact with
the tree
L3gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L3,gw
L1,L3
L1,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw

T
[°C]
1.1
12
12
1.7
-0.5
0.3
0.8
0.3
5
11
12
12
10
12
12
12

RH
[%]
91
82
65
95
92
93
91
93
96
92
82
63
79
82
63
79

Date
18.11.2003
17.6.2004
15.6.2004
18.11.2003
19.11.2003
19.11.2003
18.11.2003
19.11.2003
17.11.2003
16.6.2004
17.6.2004
15.6.2004
16.6.2004
17.6.2004
15.6.2004
16.6.2004

Time
12:58
15:10
10:32
8:58
9:10
15:44
15:44
13:10
14:34
12:45
9:09
13:05
9:20
12:03
15:49
15:14

U pp [V]
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.36
0.38
0.47
0.48
0.81

U pp [V]
0.05
0.11
0.16
0.26
0.39
0.57
0.70
0.90
1.25
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Figure 3.33. Partial discharge magnitude of incipient earth faults of site 2 measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee as a
function of the ambient temperature.

From Table 3-3 one can calculate the mean values and standard deviations of the temperature
and relative humidity of air, resistance and earthing resistance of trees and the corresponding
PD magnitudes of the measurements conducted in September, November and March. The
results presented in Table 3-6 show that the average PD magnitude of the trees measured in
March was approximately 18 % of the average PD magnitudes of the trees measured in
September and and 30 % of the average PD magnitudes of the trees measured in November.
At the same time the average tree resistance in March was approximately 11 times that in
September and 3 times that in November. It should be noted however, that the relative
standard deviations of the PD magnitudes are large, even larger than those of the resistance
and earthing resistance of the trees, reflecting the small number of trees studied. Additionally,
softwoods (spruces) are overrepresented in the measurements conducted in March while
hardwoods are overrepresented in measurements conducted in September and November.
Table 3-6. Mean values x, standard deviations s and relative standard deviations of temperature and relative
humidity of air, resistance and earthing resistance of tree and the PD magnitude in September, November and
March, n in the second column indicates the number of trees measured each month. Values calculated from the
incipient tree faults presented in Table 3-3.

September
November
March

n
3
3
4

T [° C]
x s s [%]
12 4 30.7
7 0 0.0
-4 5 119.0

RH [%]
x s s [%]
72 18 25.8
82 0 0.0
67 12 18.6

Earthing resistance
U pp [V]
Resistance of tree [Ω]
of tree [Ω]
x
s
s [%] x
s
s [%] x
s
s [%]
37272 14463 38.8 3329 897 26.9 0.58 0.48 81.8
140669 66915 47.6 5756 1326 23.0 0.36 0.23 65.3
411838 226790 55.1 36317 14749 40.6 0.11 0.09 80.4
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Figure 3.34 presents the PD magnitudes related to incipient earth faults at test site 2 as a
function of tree resistance. The PD magnitude as a function of earthing resistance of tree and
tree top resistance is presented in Appendix B. In general, the average PD magnitude seems
to decrease with increasing tree resistance, increasing earthing resistance of tree and
increasing tree top resitivity, but these may be related to some other parameter(s) also having
seasonal variation. Within the small number of incipient earth faults studied at site 2 the PD
magnitude did not seem to have an appreciable correlation with the relative humidity of air as
presented in Appendix B.

Figure 3.34. Partial discharge magnitude of incipient earth faults of site 2 measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee as a
function of tree resistance.

3.6.3

Intensity of tree related partial discharges as a function of time

In addition to the variation of PD magnitudes between individual trees and between different
seasons the temporal variation of the PD magnitude during the incipient fault is relevant to
the implementation of the incipient fault detection algorithm. Especially if the temporal
variation in PD magnitude is wide and regularly shows an increasing or decreasing trend it
will affect the design of the fault detection system.
Examples of the PD magnitude and number of PD pulses per cycle in two incipient earth
faults and an incipient short circuit fault are presented in Figures 3.35…3.37. Additional
examples are provided in Appendix C. The PD magnitude is plotted as peak-to-peak voltage
of the measured PD pulses. Each dot in the graph ‘mean’ represents the mean value of the
parameter determined from the group of 800 pulses captured with one sequence triggering
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Upp [V]

shot. Correspondingly, the dots in graphs ‘f 2.5 %’ and ‘f 97.5 %’ represent the 2.5 % and
97.5 % percentiles of the distribution of the parameter determined from the group of 800
pulses and the dots in the graph ‘max’ represent the maximum value of the parameter
determined from the group of 800 pulses. In most cases studied during the field tests the
magnitude of tree related PD pulses was either almost constant or increased during the test. A
similar trend was usually observed in the number of PD pulses per 50 Hz cycle. In many
cases the relative change in the number of pulses was greater than the relative change in PD
magnitude. In occasional stepwise changes of PD magnitude the number of pulses per cycle
decreased with increasing PD magnitude and vice versa.
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Figure 3.35. PD magnitude in phases L1, L2 and L3 and number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle (20 ms) in the case of
incipient earth fault ‘BB’ (birch no. 56). Most of the discharge activity was at phase L3. The first measurement
was conducted approximately 22 minutes after the energization of the line with the incipient fault.
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Figure 3.36. PD magnitude in phases L1 and L3 and number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle (20 ms) in the case of
incipient earth fault ‘CE’ (aspen no. 132). Most of the discharge activity was at phase L3. The first measurement
was conducted approximately 1 minute after the energization of the line with the incipient fault.
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Figure 3.37. PD magnitude in phases L1 and L3 and number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle (20 ms) in the case of
incipient short circuit fault ‘CH’ (spruce no. 129) with direct contact between phase conductors L1 and L3. The
first measurement was conducted approximately 6 minutes after the energization of the line with the incipient
fault.

The number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle is clearly higher in the incipient short circuit fault
presented in Figure 3.37 than in the incipient earth faults presented in Figures 3.35 and 3.36.
In the incipient short circuit fault the PD magnitude trends of the two phases L1 and L3 in
contact with each other are almost identical.
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3.7

Equivalent circuits and PD charcteristics of incipient faults caused
by a tree on an HVCC line

An incipient fault caused by a tree falling on a covered conductor line is characterized mainly
by the impedance and earthing resistance of the tree and by the impedance of the conductor
covering, both impedances being more or less frequency dependent. The equivalent circuit of
the incipient fault varies depending on how the tree falls on the line, which conductors it
comes in contact with and whether it forces the phase conductors into direct contact with
each other or not. Three basic fault configurations are discussed in the following chapters:
1. a tree in contact with one phase conductor
2. a tree in contact with two or three phase conductors and
3. two or three phase conductors in contact with each other and with the tree.
The first two fault configurations are designated “incipient earth faults” and the third is
designated an “incipient short circuit fault”. Each basic fault configuration can be divided
into two subcategories according to whether the tree is in contact with the ground wire or not.
It is noteworthy that the geometry between the tree and the phase conductors may have at
least two important effects on the signal generated. It may affect
1. the PRPD pattern due to the PD pulses generated by the three phase voltages (each
separated by a 120° phase shift from the others) and
2. the propagation characteristics of an individual PD pulse by affecting the strength of
the capacitive coupling between the phase conductors and thereby the pulse
magnitudes in each phase which determine the propagation modes.
The capacitive coupling between the phase conductors via the “bridge” formed by the tree is
likely to increase with increasing frequency because the capacitive susceptance of the
conductor covering increases and the AC conductivity of the tree increases with increasing
frequency as shown in Chapter 3.2.3. The fault configuration depends on the growing
location of the tree in relation to the line and the nearest tower, the height, weight and branch
geometry of the tree, the length of the span and the tower top configuration at each end of the
span. The configuration with a direct contact between two or three phase conductors is
considered more harmful than a “normal” tree fault due to the risk of a phase-to-phase short
circuit fault in case of a breakdown of both conductor coverings. Such a fault causes a
voltage dip at all feeders connected to the busbar of the feeding substation to which the
covered conductor line with the fault is connected. Moreover, the short circuit forces cause
additional stress to the network components, especially the windings of the feeding
transformer.
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3.7.1

A tree in contact with one phase conductor

The equivalent circuit of Figure 3.38 presents a case where the tree is in contact with a phase
conductor or with a phase conductor and the ground wire. The incipient fault impedance
caused by a tree lying on a covered conductor line can be divided into three main parts:
1. Impedance of conductor covering dominated by the reactance of the mainly capacitive
main insulation and the weather resistant outer layer of the covering (Ctc).
2. Tree impedance from the contact point of phase conductor to ground level dominated
by the resistance Rt1 of that portion of the tree and the earthing resistance Rte of the
tree.
3. Tree impedance from the contact point of phase conductor to the contact point of the
ground wire dominated by resistance Rt0 of that portion the tree, the contact resistance
Rtg between tree and the ground wire and the earthing resistance Rge of the ground
wire.
GW

GW
Rt0

Rge

Rtg
Rge

L1
Ctc

L1

L3

UL1

Rt1

Ctc

UL3

L2

Rte

UL3

L2

UL2
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UL1

Rt1

UL2
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Figure 3.38. Equivalent circuit of a tree in contact with a) one phase conductor and b) one phase conductor and
the ground wire of a covered conductor line.

Figure 3.39 presents a PRPD (Phase resolved partial discharge) pattern measured on the
Forest-SAX trial line in a case where a spruce was lying on the line. The tree trunk was in
contact with phase L3 and the ground wire. The phase difference between the pulse groups is
approximately 180° and there is a marked asymmetry in the PD pulse magnitudes between
two half cycles. This is assumed to be caused by the asymmetrical electrode configuration
formed by the tree and the conductor.
The PD pulse trains of incipient tree fault ‘DB’ measured in phases L1…L3 during one 50 Hz
cycle (20 ms) are presented in Figure 3.40. Discharges only occur in phase L1, but the pulses
are coupled from phase L1 to phases L2 and L3. The coupling from phase L1 to L2 is
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stronger than from L1 to L3. This is likely to be due to the tree bridging phases L1 and L2
located at the same side of the pole more effectively than the phases L1 and L3 at the
opposite sides of the pole.

Upp [V]

Figure 3.39. PRPD pattern of an incipient earth fault ‘AK’ (spruce no. 84) measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

An individual PD pulse related to an incipient earth fault ‘DG’ (spruce no. 103) measured
simultaneously from the three phase conductors at Tuulikylä is presented in Figure 3.41. The
power spectral densities (PSD’s) calculated by the method described in Chapter 4.1.1 from
the pulses in each phase are presented on the right half of the Figure. The tree was in contact
with phase L3 and the ground wire and, as expected, the magnitude of the PD pulse is
greatest at phase L3. The pulses coupled to phases L1 and L2 are opposite in polarity and the
peak-to-peak voltage is approximately 30…40 % of the corresponding voltage of phase L3.
High frequencies in the range 1…5 MHz seem to be emphasised in the coupled pulses
compared to the original pulse, which is consistent with the assumed capacitive coupling
mechanism.
The polarities and magnitudes of the pulses in the three phases could be used to discriminate
the discharges occurring in each phase, provided that in the data processing the PD data is
available from all three phases. This would enable the PD pattern analysis of each phase
separately, which would be likely to improve the accuracy and reliability of the analysis. In
the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection system presented in Chapter 5 of this
work, the measuring units and data processing of each phase operate autonomously and
therefore this option could not be implemented.
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L1: pos. half cycle

(2 ms/div, fs=50 MS/s)
Figure 3.40. PD pulse trains of an incipient earth fault ‘DB’ measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee from phases L1
(CH1), L2 (CH2) and L3 (CH3).

fs=100 MS/s
Figure 3.41. PD pulses measured from phases L1 (CH1), L2 (CH2) and L3 (CH3) at Tuulikylä during incipient
earth fault ‘DG’ (birch no. 103). The distance between the incipient earth fault and the measuring location was
3079 m.
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3.7.2

A tree in contact with two or three phase conductors

If more than one phase conductor is in contact with the tree, the equivalent circuit becomes
more complicated, as shown in Figure 3.42. If the tree trunk is assumed to be nearly in
ground potential as suggested in Chapter 3.5, the partial discharge activity is likely to be
caused mainly by the phase voltages and the effect of phase-to-phase voltages on them can be
ignored. However, the presence of two or more phase voltages with a 120° phase shift
between them results in a superposition of two or more PD patterns with a 120° phase shift
between them.
An example of a pulse pattern of a tree in contact with two phase conductors is presented in
Figure 3.43. The pattern is characterised by a phase difference of approximately 120°
(6.7 ms) between the pulse groups of phases L1 and L2 and a phase difference of
approximately 180° between the pulse groups of the two half cycles of a single phase. Based
on Figure 3.43 it may expected that in cases where discharges occur between the tree and
more than one phase conductor the PD pulses are likely to represent different propagation
modes depending on which phase they occur in. The pulse magnitudes in the three phase
conductors in case of a few such incipient tree faults are presented later in Chapter 4.1.2.
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Figure 3.42. Equivalent circuit of a tree in contact with two or three phase conductors and the ground wire of a
covered conductor line.

Waveforms of individual PD pulses measured in phases L1, L2 and L3 related to an incipient
earth fault with the tree in contact with two phase conductors are presented in Figure 3.44.
The original pulse (in the phase in which the discharge occurred) is characterised by the
largest pulse magnitude and a pulse polarity of its own while the coupled pulses in the two
other phases are characterised by a smaller pulse magnitude and a pulse polarity opposite to
the original pulse. In Figure 3.44 a) the discharge occurred in phase L2 and in Figure 3.44 b)
it occurred in phase L1.
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L1: neg. half cycle

L2: pos half cycle

L1: pos. half cycle

L2: neg. half cycle

L2: pos. half cycle

(2 ms/div, fs=50 MS/s)
Figure 3.43. PD pulse trains associated with an incipient earth fault ‘DH’ (spruce no. 115) in contact with phase
conductors L1 and L2 and the ground wire. Measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

a)

b)

fs=100 MS/s

fs=100 MS/s

Figure 3.44. PD pulses measured from phases L1 (CH1), L2 (CH2) and L3 (CH3) at Tuulikylä during incipient
earth fault ‘DH’ (pine no. 101) with the discharge occurring in a) phase L2 due to a contact between the
conductor and a branch and b) phase L1 due to a contact with the conductor and tree trunk. The distance
between the incipient earth fault and the measuring location was 3068 m.
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3.7.3

Two or three phase conductors in contact with each other and the tree

In some cases a tree falling on the line may force two (or three) phase conductors into direct
contact with each other resulting in an incipient short circuit fault. During the field tests
conducted on the Forest-SAX trial line, one of the 37 trees tested caused such an incipient
short circuit fault. It occurred on a line span which had a triangular conductor configuration at
one end and a vertical conductor configuration at the other end, when a large spruce was
felled on the line forcing phase conductors L1 and L3 into direct contact with each other. The
pulse pattern of this incipient short circuit fault ‘CH’ is presented in Figure 3.45 and a PRPD
pattern in Figure 3.46. The PRPD patterns and the PD magnitudes of positive and negative
half cycle are very similar, indicating a symmetrical electrode configuration.

Discharges between L1 and L3

Discharges between L1 and L3

Discharges between L1 and L3

Discharges between L1 and L3

(2 ms/div, fs=100 MS/s)
Figure 3.45. PD pulse trains associated with an incipient short circuit fault ‘CH’ with phase conductors L1 and
L3 in contact with each other and the tree.

The individual PD pulse waveforms measured in phases L1, L2 and L3 and their PSD’s are
presented in Figure 3.47. The waveforms in phases L1 and L3 which were in contact with
each other are almost inversions of each other. This was characteristic of all the incipient
short circuit faults studied and could be used as a major criterion to automatically
discriminate between the incipient earth faults and incipient short circuit faults. The pulse
magnitude of L2 is less than one fifth of the pulse magnitude in phases L1 and L3. The small
differences between the pulse magnitudes and waveforms of phases L1 and L3 may be
attributed to differences in the PD sensor characteristics of these phases.
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Figure 3.46. PD pattern of an incipient short circuit fault ‘CH’with phase conductors L1 and L3 in contact with
each other and the tree measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

Both the PD magnitude and repetition frequency were considerably higher in the incipient
short circuit fault ‘CH’ than in the incipient earth faults ‘CA’…‘CG’ as presented in Figure
3.48. The measured number of pulses/cycle is over 70 in the incipient earth fault and
according to the PRPD pattern of the incipient fault presented in Figure 3.46 most of the
pulses are grouped into two pulse trains of approximately 5 ms duration each. Thus, the
average PD pulse interval is in the order of 140 μs, corresponding to a PD repetition
frequency of over 7 kHz. The dead time of the oscilloscope (LeCroy WavePro 960 L) after
acquisition of a pulse in the sequence triggering mode used is typically 30 μs [Ano02a] so it
can be estimated that most of the pulses exceeding the trigger level of the oscilloscope were
registered. The trigger level was 20 mV in all the measurements except in ‘CB’ and ‘CC’,
where it was 12 mV and in ‘CH’ where it was 30 mV.
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fs=100 MS/s
Figure 3.47. PD pulses measured from phases L1 (CH1), L2 (CH2) and L3 (CH3) at Tuulikylä during incipient
short circuit fault ‘DJ’ (spruce no. 114). The distance between the incipient short circuit fault and the measuring
location was 3198 m.
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Figure 3.48. PD magnitude and number of pulses/ cycle in incipient earth faults ‘CA’…‘CG’ and an incipient
short circuit fault. The PD magnitude is expressed in terms of the 97.5 % percentile of the pulse peak-to-peakvoltage distribution.
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4 PROPAGATION OF A PD SIGNAL ON A 110 KV CC LINE
In this work, the propagation of PD pulses was studied on the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line in
terms of attenuation of the pulse peak-to-peak current and the coupling between the pulse
magnitudes measured at the three phase conductors as a function of distance from the pulse
source. The phase clearances of the 110 kV Forest-SAX line are smaller than those of 110 kV
bare conductor lines, which is advantageous in reducing the propagation attenuation of the
line as shown in Chapter 2.3 and [Pak04a]. The Forest-SAX line has a triangular conductor
configuration, while the most common 110 kV line type in Finland with portal towers has a
horizontal conductor configuration. Due to the differences in phase clearances and line
geometry, the propagation attenuations of these lines are different. On the Forest-SAX line
the insulation between the conductors is not solely air since the conductors are covered with
polymeric insulation and there is a semi-conducting screen on the surface of conductor, both
of which may contribute to the attenuation of the line.
In addition to the propagation attenuation of the line, the coupling between the pulses
measured from the three phase conductors was studied. The coupling phenomenon is relevant
for PD pattern recognition and the possibility of using a single phase measurement to monitor
incipient earth faults and short circuit faults occurring in all three phases. Additionally, the
effect of PD sensors on the propagation of the PD pulses along the line was studied, likewise
the effect of the termination of the line on the measured PD magnitude at Noormarkku
substation.

4.1

Research methods used in wave propagation studies

The attenuation of a system as a function of frequency (here called the frequency response of
a system) can be determined in a number of ways. The most appropriate method depends on
the characteristics of the system and the intended utilisation of the attenuation data. In the
case of the Forest-SAX trial line the following factors have to be taken into account when
determining the propagation attenuation:
•
•

•

The PD sensors are permanently installed on the line and may have an effect on the
propagation of high frequency signals on the line
The line is relatively short, the total length being approximately 9.1 km, and due to
the permanently installed PD sensors the longest line portion free of such surge
impedance discontinuities is approximately 4.7 km.
The PD sensors are located so that only the measuring location at Pyntösjärvenaukee
is free of adjacent surge impedance discontinuities influencing the observed pulse
magnitude.
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•

•

The relevant PD sources, i.e. the incipient earth and short circuit faults are not stable
in terms of the PD magnitude and pulse shape, which complicates the comparison
between measurements conducted at different time instants.
The attenuation data is to be used in determining the distance from the incipient tree
fault at which the PD pulses induced by the incipient fault can still be detected.

A commonly used method for the characterisation of the frequency response of a system is to
apply a sinusoidal excitation of known amplitude to the system input and to measure the
amplitude of the output signal and repeat the measurement at the desired frequencies
[Swi66a, Fri72a]. Another possibility is to use impulse excitation and to determine the
frequency response (or the attenuations at specific frequencies) on the basis of the frequency
spectrums of the input and output signals. In the case of power lines the examination is
complicated by the fact that the line is not terminated at its characteristic impedance and there
is usually an impedance mismatch between the line and the power apparatus connected to it.
These impedance mismatches cause reflections in impulse measurements and standing waves
with sinusoidal excitation, both of which may cause errors in the determination of the
propagation attenuation.
In this thesis, the main interest was on the attenuation of pulse-like broadband signals on the
frequency band determined by the PD sensors and signal conditioning cards used in the pilot
installation. The parameter of interest was the pulse peak-to-peak voltage in the output of the
signal conditioning card of the PD sensor (representing the peak-to-peak current flowing in
the phase conductor) which was to be used to represent the pulse magnitude in the IFD
algorithm. Therefore, the propagation attenuation was estimated using actual incipient faults
as signal sources and by observing the peak-to-peak voltage of the PD pulses as a function of
distance. The attenuation can be estimated by measuring the PD pulse magnitude at different
locations along the line or by measuring the magnitudes of the PD pulse travelling directly
from the incipient fault location to the PD sensor and the pulses reflected from the points of
surge impedance change at different distances along the line.
In the former method, the sensor locations along the line should be selected so that there are
no surge impedance changes within the wavelength of the pulse to be measured, i.e.
preferably a kilometre or so from the sensor. On the Forest-SAX trial line only the sensors at
Pyntösjärvenaukee are in this respect actually along the line without any surge impedance
changes adjacent to them. The other two of the measuring locations are located close to the
ends of the line at Tuulikylä and Noormarkku and the surge impedance changes at the ends
are different. Due to the superposition of the pulse coming from the line and the reflection of
the same pulse from the adjacent line end or surge impedance change, the pulse magnitudes
are distorted differently at each measuring location and therefore this method is not
convenient for this line.
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In the latter method only one sensor per phase is used to measure the pulse and the reflections
related to it. Thus, although the pulse magnitude may be distorted by the reflections
depending on the location of the sensor, the distortion is the same for each measured pulse
provided that the shape of the pulses is approximately the same. In this thesis, the attenuation
of the line is estimated in this way on the basis of measurements made at the
Pyntösjärvenaukee and Tuulikylä measuring locations. At Pyntösjärvenaukee the pulses are
not distorted by reflections from adjacent points of surge impedance change. At Tuulikylä the
line junction at a distance of approximately 10 metres from the PD sensors is likely to cause
distortion to the measured waveform, but with the waveforms studied the distortion is likely
to be small. Despite the inaccuracies discussed later in this chapter, this method provides a
convenient way of roughly estimating the distance from which an incipient fault could be
detected.

4.1.1

Determination of pulse peak-to-peak voltage, PSD and background noise

The propagation attenuation and coupling between phases was studied in terms of pulse peakto-peak voltage measured from the PD output of the signal conditioning cards of the PD
sensors used in the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection system of the Forest-SAX
line. It should be noted that the output of the Rogowski coil in the PD sensor is a voltage
proportional to the derivative of the current flowing in the phase conductor of the line as
presented in Chapter 2.4.3. On the signal conditioning card, the output voltage of the
Rogowski coil is integrated, and thus the voltage at the PD output of the signal conditioning
card is proportional to the current flowing in the phase conductor of the line. It is also
noteworthy that the bandwidth of the measuring system is larger than that defined in
IEC60270 [Iec00a] for wideband PD measuring systems, i.e. no proper integration of the
apparent charge is achieved. This is often the case in on-line PD measuring systems, since the
advantages of a large bandwidth are often considered to outweigh the proper quantification of
the apparent charge as noted in Chapter 2.4.1. The frequency responses of the sensor and the
signal conditioning card used in the pilot IFD system of the Forest-SAX line are dealt with in
Chapter 5.1.
Power spectral density (PSD) calculus was used to study the frequency dependent
characteristics of the line and the PD sensors connected to the line. In [Iec00a] the
determination of the apparent charge q is based on the measured peak value of the pulse
voltage waveform. In the measurements conducted on the Forest-SAX trial line the PD pulses
were occasionally superimposed on oscillatory interference signals, whose frequency of
oscillation was lower than that of the PD pulses. Although the magnitude of the interference
signals is usually less than ten millivolts, they may cause a considerable error in the peak
value of the small PD pulses as illustrated in Figure 4.1. To reduce this error pulse peak-topeak value was used as the parameter representing PD magnitude instead of the pulse peak
value.
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At Tuulikylä, the measurements were conducted with a Nicolet Accura 100 oscilloscope. An
A/D converter resolution of 12 bits, a sampling rate of 100 MS/s and analogue bandwidth of
25 MHz were used. At Pyntösjärvenaukee the measurements were conducted with a LeCroy
Waverunner LT354 ML oscilloscope with an A/D converter resolution of 8 bits. In the
measurements related to incipient tree faults and the gap discharge source, sampling rates of
50 MS/s and 1 GS/s were used correspondingly. An analogue bandwidth of 500 MHz was
used in all measurements, in other words, the analogue bandwidth of the measuring system
was limited only by the PD sensor and the analogue signal conditioning card between the
sensor and the oscilloscope. The PD pulse propagating directly from the signal source to the
PD sensor and its counterparts reflected from the surge impedance discontinuities on the line
were picked up manually from the measured data streams.

Up1

Upp
Up2

0

Upp

Figure 4.1. Superposition of PD pulses on an oscillatory interference signal having a lower frequency of
oscillation than the PD pulses. The error caused by the intereference signal in the pulse peak values Up1 and Up2
is much larger than the error in the pulse peak-to-peak value Upp.

For the calculation of the pulse peak-to-peak voltage and power spectral density (PSD) each
pulse of interest was picked up from the original data stream of 20 ms or 2 ms into a shorter
window of 5 μs. At sampling rates of 100 MS/s and 1 GS/s a window of 5 μs corresponds
respectively to 500 and 5000 samples. The position of the 5 μs time window in the original
data stream was aligned so that the highest peak of the pulse occurred at the position of 30 %
of the length of the time window. The power spectral density of the pulses was determined by
the PSD function of Matlab. The Nfft (number of points in FFT) parameter of the PSD
function was set at a power of 2 closest to the number of data points in the time window, i.e.
in the case of a 500-point time window at Nfft = 512 points and in the case of a 5000-point
time window at Nfft = 4096 points. A Hanning window of the same length as the Nfft was
used in order to reduce the error caused by the discontinuity of the signal at the ends of the
time window. The pulse peak-to-peak value was determined in Matlab by a simple min-max
method, i.e. as the voltage difference between the samples with the largest and the smallest
voltage in the 5 μs time window.
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In some cases the background noise level was determined from the original data stream of
20 ms or 2 ms duration from which the PD pulse and its reflections were picked up. An
example of the 20 ms data stream of incipient earth fault ‘DG’ is presented in Appendix D.
The noise level was determined by dividing the data stream of 20 ms into 4000 windows,
each 5 μs long. The difference between the higest and lowest sample voltage (corresponding
to the determination of the pulse peak-to-peak value) was calculated for each of the 4000
windows. The mean value and 90 % percentile of the 4000 parameter values were calculated
to represent the background noise level of that particular measurement. A similar method was
used in the pilot installation of the PD monitoring system to determine the background noise
level for picking up the pulses from the measured data stream for the PD analysis. The
method works reasonably well in the case of incipient earth faults, but in case of incipient
short circuit faults the method tends to overestimate the noise due to the large number of
pulses in the data stream. This is illustrated by the noise levels determined in Figures D.1 and
D.2 in Appendix D. Figure 4.2 illustrates the difference in the peak-to-peak voltage
distributions of the 4000 time windows of the incipient earth fault ‘DG’ and incipient short
circuit fault ‘DK’, where the proportion of timewindows containing PD pulses or parts of
them is considerably higher than in the case of the incipient earth fault.

Figure 4.2. Distribution of the peak-to-peak voltages of the 5 μs time windows used for the estimation of the
noise level in case of the incipient earth fault ‘DG’ (left) and incipient short circuit fault ‘DK’ (right). The
corresponding signal waveforms are presented in Appendix D.
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4.1.2

Frequency characteristics of the signals used in the wave propagation
studies

Incipient earth faults and incipient short circuit faults with direct contact between the phase
conductors were used to study the effect of surge impedance discontinuities on the pulse
propagation, the attenuation of the pulse amplitude and the changes in the propagation mode
of the signal as a function of propagation distance. Additionally, a gap discharge source was
used as a reference signal source with considerably wider frequency content than the
incipient tree faults. The construction of the gap discharge source is presented in Figure 4.3.
In the AC electric field of the covered conductor, the potential difference between the
floating plate electrode and the covered conductor increases until it reaches the inception
voltage of the gap. Subsequently, a discharge occurs reducing the potential difference to a
value determined by the extinction voltage of the gap and the potential difference starts to
increase again. This process occurs repeatedly during one 50 Hz cycle.
100 cm
Covered conductor

Gap
20 cm

Floating
electrode

Plastic
enclosure

dg
30 cm

Figure 4.3. Construction of the gap discharge source used in the wave propagation tests as a reference. Gap
length dg=4.0 mm.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present examples of the power spectral densities (PSD’s) calculated for
pulses propagated directly from the discharge source to the measurement locations at
Tuulikylä and Pyntösjärvenaukee in the case of incipient tree faults (ITF’s) on the line.
Additionally, Figure 4.4 presents the PSD’s calculated for the gap discharge source measured
at Tuulikylä. At Tuulikylä the pulses were measured at a distance of 3068…3576 m from the
signal source and at Pyntösjärvenaukee at a distance of 894…1335 m from the signal source.
It should be noted that although the PSD’s of Figures 4.4 and 4.5 represent the same incipient
faults, the individual pulses from which the PSD’s were calculated are different. Therefore,
the PSD’s do not reflect the change in the frequency content of the pulses as a function of
propagation distance.
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The power spectral density curves in Figure 4.4 are related to measurements conducted at
Tuulikylä. The curves are normalized to 0 dB at a frequency of 200…250 kHz. The PSD of
the gap discharge source extends to higher frequencies than the PSD’s of both tree related
faults. The upper -10 dB point of the PSD relative to the PSD at 1 MHz is at approximately
2…2.5 MHz in the case of the gap discharge and that of incipient earth and short circuit faults
at approximately 1.1…1.2 MHz. A change of 10 dB in the PSD corresponds to a factor of 10
in current or voltage. Furthermore, the gap discharge pulses have power above the -10 dB
level at frequencies of 6…9 MHz. At 1…7 MHz the power spectral density of incipient earth
faults seems to be generally higher than that of the incipient short circuit faults.

Gap (L1)
Gap (L3)

Pine DH (L2)
Birch DG (L3)
Ph-ph DK (L1)
Ph-ph DJ (L1)

Figure 4.4. Power spectral densities of the pulses ‘000’ of two gap discharges, two incipient earth faults and two
incipient short circuit faults with a direct contact between the phase conductors L1 and L3 measured at
Tuulikylä.

The power spectral density curves in Figure 4.5 are related to the measurements conducted at
Pyntösjärvenaukee. The curves are normalized to 0 dB at the frequency of 400…500 kHz. In
general, the pulses related to the incipient short circuit faults seem to have less power above
1 MHz than the incipient earth faults. Of the six PSD’s presented in Figure 4.6 the PSD of the
pulse ‘Ph-ph DK p1 f000’ is emphasized around the lowest frequency range and the PSD’s of
the pulses ‘Aspen CE p1 f018’ and ‘Pine CG p1 f056’ are emphasized around the highest
frequency range.
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The PD pulses used in the signal propagation studies can be characterized in terms of PD
pulse magnitudes in each phase as shown in Table 4-1. The pulse magnitudes are presented in
terms of peak-to-peak voltage of a single pulse, and additionally as a percentage relative to
the pulse magnitude in the phase of discharge origin. The pulses were measured at
Pyntösjärvenaukee at a distance of approximately 894…2104 m from the incipient tree faults.
In the case of incipient tree faults AK…CG only phases L1 and L3 were measured. The
considerable variation of the relative pulse magnitudes suggests that the signals of incipient
tree faults represent combinations of two or three propagation modes.

Birch DG p1 f015 (L3)
Aspen CE p1 f018 (L1)
Pine CG p1 f056 (L1)
Ph-ph DK p1 f000 (L1)
Spruce CF p1 f029 (L1)
Ph-ph DJ p2 f001 (L1)

Figure 4.5. Power spectral densities of the pulses ‘000’ of four incipient earth faults and two incipient short
circuit faults with a direct contact between the phase conductors L1 and L3 measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

The status of the connection of the Noormarkku 110/20 kV main transformer to the line is
also presented in Table 4-1. The connection has no effect on the PSD’s of the direct pulses
presented in this chapter, but it is likely to affect the PSD and the magnitude of the pulses
reflected from the line end at Noormarkku. Thus, to determine, for example, the propagation
attenuation of the line based on the magnitudes of the direct pulse and the pulses reflected
from the line end at Noormarkku, only the measurements with the transformer disconnected
from the line should be considered.
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Table 4-1. PD magnitude relations between phases L1, L2 and L3 in a few incipient tree faults and the status of
the transformer connection to the line. The phase of discharge origin is indicated by a grey background in the
pulse magnitude and relative pulse magnitude columns. The “Measurement ID” in the first column is used later
in Chapters 4.3…4.5 to identify the pulse whose propagation characteristics are being studied. The first two
letters of the Measurement ID refer to the Fault ID’s presented in Chapters 3.6…3.7.
Distance of Pulse peak-to-peak voltage [V]
the ITF from
L1
L2
L3
Measurement id
MP2
AK p1 f285
2104 m
0.033
0.113
CA p1 f026
894 m
0.035
0.164
CE p1 f018
980 m
0.059
0.012
CF p1 f029
1033 m
0.195
0.075
CG p1 f056
979 m
0.054
0.013
CE p2 f018
980 m
0.035
0.092
CF p2 f029
1033 m
0.042
0.142
DC p1 f021
1149 m
0.092
0.098
0.275
DF p2 f007
1301 m
0.034
0.061
0.147
DG p1 f015
1324 m
0.062
0.070
0.184
DG p2 f046
1324 m
0.053
0.063
0.148
DH p1 f021
1335 m
0.378
0.638
0.220
DJ p1 f000
1205 m
0.231
0.045
0.231
DJ p2 f001
1205 m
1.019
0.203
1.063
DK p1 f000
1228 m
0.338
0.053
0.369
DK p2 f001
1228 m
0.750
0.117
0.769

4.1.3

Relative pulse magnitude [%]
L1
29
22
100
100
100
38
30
34
23
34
36
59
100
100
100
100

L2
36
42
38
42
100
20
20
16
16

L3
100
100
20
38
24
100
100
100
100
100
100
35
100
104
109
103

Connection of the
transformer to the
line
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
connected
connected
disconnected
disconnected
connected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected
disconnected

Sources of error and notations used in the wave propagation studies

The propagation of PD pulses on a power line may be illustrated by the lattice diagram in
Chapter 2.3.4. As an example, the propagation of a pulse generated by a discharge source at
pole 28 near Pyntösjärvenaukee is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The surge impedances and the
propagation velocities per unit distance of the line portions MP1…MP2 and MP2… MP3 are
assumed to be equal. At the frequency range of interest the impedances of the PD sensors
located at MP 1, MP 2 and MP 3 are assumed not to be matched to the line impedance so that
they appear as surge impedance discontinuities on the line.
As the lattice diagram of Figure 4.6 shows, the number of travelling waves initiated by a
single wave increases as the wave splits and multiple reflections occur. Lower in the lattice,
consecutive waves arrive at the measuring location with such short time intervals that
superposition of waves inevitably occurs. This results in unpredictable pulse waveforms and
magnitudes. Therefore, only the pulse magnitudes determined from the first few reflections
can be regarded as reliable enough to estimate the propagation attenuation.
In Figures 4.6…4.7 and throughout this work, the propagation path of a PD pulse is denoted
by a three digit number, for example, ‘010’, where the first number indicates the number of
reflections the pulse has experienced from the Tuulikylä PD sensors and line junction, the
second number indicates the number of reflections the pulse has experienced from the
Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors and the last number indicates the number of reflections the
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Propagation
path

pulse has experienced from the Noormarkku PD sensors and the line end (or in some cases
the 110 kV/20 kV transformer connected to the end of the line).

000

t = t0

010

t = t1

110

t = t2

120
001

t = t3
t = t4

220
101
230
111
012

t = t5
t = t6
t = t7
t = t8
t = t9

330
211
112
340

t = t10
t = t11
t = t12
t = t13

MP 1 (Tuulikylä)
Line branch

Gap discharge source
(GP 3)

3576 m
4403 m

MP 3
(Noormarkku)

MP 2
(Pyntösjärvenaukee)

827 m
4669 m

Figure 4.6. Lattice diagram of the 110 kV CC test line with a discharge source located at a distance of 3576 m
from the line branch at MP 1.

Table 4-2 shows the time intervals between the pulse travelling directly from the source to
the PD sensors at Tuulikylä (“direct pulse”) and its counterpart pulses travelling in the
opposite direction and reflected from the surge impedance discontinuities on the line in the
case of a gap discharge source located at a distance of 3576 m from the Tuulikylä PD sensors
as in Figure 4.6 and assuming a propagation velocity of 288 m/μs. The propagation velocity
was calculated from the pulse waveform of incipient earth fault ‘DG’ on the basis of the
difference between the time stamps of the pulse peaks of the direct pulse ‘000’ and the
reflection ‘110’ from Pyntösjärvenukee sensors and the distance between the Tuulikylä and
Pyntösjärvenaukee sensors calculated from the line map. Table 4-3 shows the corresponding
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time intervals in the case of an incipient earth fault ‘DG’ located at a distance of 3079 m from
the Tuulikylä PD sensors and assuming the same propagation velocity as in the case of the
gap discharge source.
The time interval, for example, between the third and the fourth reflections, is in both cases in
the order of 2 μs, which causes the pulses to be partly superimposed if the pulse duration in
the measured signal is longer than 2 μs. Typically, the oscillations following the measured
PD pulses extend beyond 2 μs from the beginning of the pulse, and thus some error in the
power spectral density of both pulses calculated within the 5 μs time window may be
expected. The peak-to-peak voltage of the first pulse of the group (in this example the third
reflection) can be determined correctly with the simple min-max method if the subsequent
pulse is smaller than the first one and in any case if the observation time window is adjusted
so that the subsequent pulse is left out of the window. The peak-to-peak voltage of the
subsequent pulse is in any case more or less erroneous due to the superposition with the
preceeding pulse.
Table 4-2. Time intervals between the pulse travelling directly from the source to the PD sensor (“direct pulse”)
and the reflected pulses in case of a PD source located as in Figure 4.7.

Pulse
Direct
1. refl.
2. refl.
3. refl.
4. refl.

Propagation
path
000
010
110
120
001

Time
stamp
[μs]
0
5.7
30.6
36.3
38.2

Pulse
5. refl.
6. refl.
7. refl.
8. refl.
9. refl.

Propagation
path
220
101
230
111
012

Time
stamp
[μs]
61.2
63
66.9
68.7
70.6

Pulse
10. refl.
11. refl.
12. refl.
13. refl.

Propagation
path
330
211
112
340

Time
stamp
[μs]
91.7
93.6
95.4
97.5

Table 4-3. Time intervals between the pulse travelling directly from the source to the PD sensor (“direct pulse”)
and the reflected pulses in case of tree ‘DG’.

Pulse
Direct
1. refl.
2. refl.
3. refl.
4. refl.

Propagation
path
000
010
110
120
001

Time
stamp
[μs]
0
9.2
30.6
39.8
41.6

Pulse
5. refl.
6. refl.
7. refl.
8. refl.
9. refl.

Propagation
path
220
101
230
111
012

Time
stamp
[μs]
61.2
63
70.3
72.2
74

Pulse
10. refl.
11. refl.
12. refl.
13. refl.

Propagation
path
330
211
112
340

Time
stamp
[μs]
91.7
93.6
95.4
100.9

Figure 4.7 presents the waveforms of two relatively large PD pulses induced by incipient
earth fault ‘DG’ and incipient short circuit fault ‘DK’ measured at Tuulikylä. The time
instants at which the peaks of the reflected pulses in the waveform of incipient fault ‘DG’
should occur assuming pulse propagation velocity of 288 m/μs are marked in the Figure with
broken vertical lines by taking the peak of the direct pulse as a reference. The position of the
peaks of the pulses ‘000’, ‘010’, ‘110’ and ‘120’ match the calculations and their magnitude
is high enough to enable visual recognition and pick-up of the pulses. An uncertainty of
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a)

330

230
111
012

220
101

120
001

110

010

000

several tens of percent is possible, however, in the peak-to-peak voltage of pulses ‘110’ and
‘120’ due to the superposition with oscillations following the preceeding pulses. The position
of the peak of the pulse ‘001’ differs slightly from the calculated position.

Pulse '000' of a smaller PD

fs=100 MS/s

b)

t [s] x10-6

91.7

70.3
72.2
74.0

61.2
63.0

39.8
41.6

30.6

9.2

0

Pulse '000' of a smaller PD

Figure 4.7. PD pulse waveforms related to a) incipient earth fault ‘DG’, b) incipient short circuit fault ‘DK’ both
measured at Tuulikylä. The vertical dashed lines show the pulse positions calculated for tree ‘DG’ assuming a
pulse propagation velocity of 288 m/μs.

This may be attributed to one or more of the following factors:
1. deviation of the actual line length from that measured from the line map
2. a lower signal propagation velocity on the line portion MP2…MP3 compared to that
on MP1…MP2. For example, from the waveforms presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.9,
average propagation velocities of 288 m/μs and 283 m/μs are obtained respectively
for the MP1…MP2 and MP2…MP3 portions of the line.
3. distortion of the pulse waveform caused by
a. frequency dependent attenuation and phase shift of the pulse on the line.
b. superposition of the pulse with other pulses or signals on the line
4. the fact that in the case of tree ‘DG’ the line ends to an open switch at a distance of
approximately 10 m after the PD sensor and in the case of tree ‘DK’ (as well as in
most other measurements presented in this work) it ends at an open disconnector at a
distance of approximately 4 m from the PD sensor. The observed pulse in Figure 4.7
is the superposition of two waves; one reflected from the PD sensor and the other
reflected from the line end.
5. potential differences between the actual distances between the measuring locations
and those calculated from the line map
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The in-depth examination of the predominant reason of the position difference was beyond
the scope of this work, but it can be easily calculated that a change in the propagation
velocity from 288 m/μs to 283 m/μs corresponds to a 0.57 μs increase in propagation time at
a distance of 9338 m (the distance between MP2…MP3 according to the line map). On the
other hand, a change of 12 m in propagation path length corresponds to only 0.042 μs.
Additional smaller PD or interference pulses such as those circled in Figure 4.7 and the
reflections related to them may occur between or be superimposed with the pulses of interest,
which may cause deviations in pulse peak positions and magnitudes. It should also be noted
that in addition to the deviation in pulse peak position, item 3 on the list above is likely to
cause a minor error in the peak-to-peak-voltage of the reflection ‘001’, because the line ends
4-10 m after the sensor. However, due to the small time shift (8…20 m travelling distance
corresponds to an approximately 28…70 ns time shift assuming a propagation velocity of
283 m/μs) the error is expected to be less than 20…30 % even in the worst cases.
The earth resistivity affects the propagation velocity of the wave travelling on an overhead
power line as presented in Chapter 2.3. The propagation velocity decreases as the ground
resistivity increases. For reference, the ground resistivities measured at the pole sites of the
Forest-SAX trial line are presented in Figure 4.8, although the ground wire present on the
Forest-SAX line reduces the effect of ground resistivity on the propagation characteristics.
The measuring locations are located between poles 1 and 2 (MP1), at pole 34 (MP2) and at
pole 69 at Noormarkku susbstation (MP3). The earth resistivities are generally higher
between MP2 and MP3 compared to those between MP1 and MP2, which is in line with the
propagation velocity measurements presented earlier in this chapter for these two line
portions.
The earth resistivities were measured at each pole location before the ground conductors were
buried in the ground. The measurements were conducted with a four-point method using the
Wenner arrangement [Ano83a] with 1 m, 2 m, 4 m and 16 m electrode spacings. For the sake
of clarity, only the measurement results of electrode spacings of a=1 m and a=16 m are
presented in Figure 4.8. At some poles, two to four measurements were conducted in order to
find a satisfactorily low earth resistivity for the pole groundings. In such cases, the mean
value of the measurements is presented in Figure 4.8. Earth resistivities below 100 Ωm were
all located on open fields. On the open fields, for example, at poles 1…16 and 29…33, the
resistivities were generally higher with 1 m electrode spacing than with 16 m electrode
spacing. In forest areas, for example, at poles 19…27, 34…39 and 60…65 the opposite
generally applied. This implies [Ano83a], that on the open fields, the surface layers of the
earth were less conductive than those located deeper and in forest areas the opposite applied.
Test sites 1, 2 and 3 where trees were felled on the line between September 1999 and March
2000 are located at poles 19, 35 and 48. Test site 4, where trees were felled on the line
between November 2003 and June 2004 is located at poles 23…27.
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Figure 4.8. Earth resistivities measured with electrode spacings of a=1 m and a=16 m at the poles of the ForestSAX line before the installation of the ground conductors. The pole number increases from south to north, i.e.
pole number 1 is located at Tuulikylä and pole number 68 next to Noormarkku substation. The earth resistivities
are generally higher between MP2 (at pole 34) and MP3 (at pole 69) compared to those between MP1 (between
poles 1 and 2) and MP2.

The position of pulses ‘110’, ‘220’, ‘101’, ‘330’, ‘211’ and ‘112’ in relation to the direct
pulse ‘000’ should be the same independent of the location of the PD source between MP1
and MP2 if the pulse propagation velocity is assumed to be constant. The position of the
other reflected pulses, for example, pulses ‘010’ and ‘001’ should depend on the location of
the tree. Figure 4.7 b) presents the manifestation of these conditions in the waveform of
incipient short circuit fault ‘DK’, which was located at a distance of 96 m from incipient
earth fault ‘DG’ (3175 m from Tuulikylä PD sensors).
Figure 4.9 presents the waveforms related to an incipient earth fault ‘DG’ measured at
Pyntösjärvenaukee. The reflection ‘001’ from Noormarkku is considerably larger in
magnitude (peak-to-peak voltage) and lacks the high frequency oscillations found in the
direct pulse and reflections ‘100’ and ‘110’. The former is attributed to the reflection
coefficient being smaller at the PD sensor and line junction at Tuulikylä than at the PD sensor
and line end at Noormarkku. The latter is likely to be due to the frequency dependence of the
reflection coefficient described in Chapter 4.2.
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Direct pulse

Reflection '100' from Tuulikylä

Reflection '110' from Tuulikylä
Reflection '001' from Noormarkku
Time [s], fs=50 MS/s

Time [s] , fs=50 MS/s

Figure 4.9. PD pulse waveform related to incipient earth fault ‘DG’ and the waveforms of the reflections ‘100’,
‘110’ and ‘001’ measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

4.2

Effect of surge impedance discontinuities of the line on the
propagation of PD pulses

On long lines or in otherwise difficult conditions, it may be neccessary to install PD
monitoring units at both ends of line and, additionally, at some location or locations along the
line. The PD sensors installed along the line may affect the signal propagation on the line,
which has to be taken into account in the interpretation of the measurement results. The effect
of the PD sensors used in the pilot installation and described in detail in Chapter 5 on the
frequency content of PD pulses propagating on the Forest-SAX trial line were studied
experimentally. The study was conducted by measuring at one location a single partial
discharge pulse propagating directly from the discharge source to the PD sensor (the “direct
pulse”) and its counterpart travelling in the opposite direction and having experienced one or
more reflections or refractions from the PD sensors along the line or at the line ends. The
power spectral densities (PSD’s) of the pulses were calculated as described in Chapter 4.1.1.
All the measurements discussed in this chapter were conducted with the Noormarkku
110/20 kV transformer disconnected from the line.
The PSD’s of the direct pulse and the pulses reflected from the PD sensors on the line in case
of three different signal sources are presented in Figures 4.10…4.12. The pulses were
measured at Tuulikylä. The PSD’s of the direct pulse ‘000’ are shown by a red line, the
PSD’s of the pulses having experienced a reflection from the PD sensor at Pyntösjärvenaukee
(pulse ‘010’) are shown by a green line and the PSD’s of the pulses having experienced
reflections from both the PD sensors at Pyntösjärvenaukee and the PD sensors and the line
junction at Tuulikylä (pulse ‘110’) are shown by a blue line. For comparison, the PSD’s of
the pulses having experienced two refractions at Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors and one
reflection at the PD sensors and the line end at Noormarkku (pulse ‘001’) are shown by a
black broken line. The PSD’s of the pulse ‘001’ should be considered as indicative only, due
to the superposition of the pulse with the oscillations trailing the pulse ‘120’.
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Figure 4.10. Normalized power spectral densities of a gap discharge pulse and the associated pulses reflected
from Pyntösjärvenaukee sensors measured at Tuulikylä, phase L3.

Figure 4.11. Normalized power spectral densities of a partial discharge pulse related to an incipient earth fault
‘DG’ and the associated pulses reflected from Pyntösjärvenaukee sensors measured at Tuulikylä, phase L3.
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Figure 4.12. Normalized power spectral densities of a partial discharge pulse related to an incipient short circuit
fault ’DJ’ between the phase conductors L1 and L3 and the associated pulses reflected from Pyntösjärvenaukee
sensors measured at Tuulikylä, phase L1.

The PSD’s are normalized to 0 dB at a frequency of 400 kHz, except in the case of the gap
discharge, where the frequency of normalization is 500 kHz due to the different frequency
division of the PSD graphs of the gap discharge. For the sake of clarity, only the PSD’s
determined from the phase of discharge origin are presented. In all cases, low frequencies
seem to be attenuated and the higher frequencies to be accentuated in the pulses having
experienced reflections compared to the direct pulse. In case of the pulse ‘001’ having
experienced two refractions from the Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensor, the situation seems to be
the opposite, i.e. high frequencies are attenuated compared to the pulse travelling directly
from the PD source to the measuring location.
For comparison, Figures 4.13…4.14 present the PSD’s of a PD pulse and the associated pulse
reflected from the PD sensor and the line end at Noormarkku. The pulses were measured at
Pyntösjärvenaukee. Figure 4.13 represents an example of an incipient earth fault and Figure
4.14 an example of an incipient short circuit fault. In this case the differences between the
PSD’s of the direct and reflected pulses are much smaller and occur at higher frequencies
(mainly above 2 MHz) than in the measurements conducted at Tuulikylä. This suggests that
at short distances in the order of 10 km the effect of the line on the PSD of the travelling
wave is smaller than that of the PD sensors located along the line. The results presented in
this chapter support the assumption that the series and shunt impedances of the PD sensors
are frequency dependent and that the reflection coefficient of the PD sensor increases with
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increasing frequency. This is consistent with the structure of the current transformer
introducing both series inductance on the line and the shunt capacitance between the primary
terminals and the ground. Both tend to decrease the slope of the front of the refracted wave,
in other words, attenuate high frequencies in the refracted wave [Aro03a]. In the current
transformers used as PD sensors on the Forest-SAX line the capacitance between the primary
terminals and ground is 700…1100 pF. At the propagation distance of 5…6 km studied in
Figures 4.10…4.12, the high frequency accentuation effect of the PD sensor on the reflected
wave seems to overcome the high frequency attenuation effect of the line itself. In the
refracted wave (pulse ‘001’) the high frequencies are attenuated compared to the signal
travelling directly from the discharge source to the measuring location, which is consistent
with the observations on the reflected wave.
The pulses reflected from the surge impedance discontinuities can be utilized to locate the
incipient fault using the TDR method presented earlier in Chapter 2.6.4 and studied later in
Chapter 4.6. The results presented above suggest that at high frequencies the sensors
effectively segment the line into shorter portions, which facilitates the incipient fault location.
It is noteworthy that on the basis of Figures 4.11 and 4.12 approximately 20…30 % larger
bandwidth than that optimal for the detection of the direct pulses would be optimal for the
detection of the reflected pulses to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected pulses.

Figure 4.13. Normalized power spectral densities of a partial discharge pulse related to an incipient earth fault
and its reflection from the PD sensor and line end at Noormarkku measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee, phase L3.
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Figure 4.14. Normalized power spectral densities of a partial discharge pulse related to an incipient short circuit
fault between phase conductors L1 and L3 and its reflection from the PD sensor and line end at Noormarkku
measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee, phase L1.

4.3

Propagation attenuation of PD pulses travelling on the line

For the reasons noted in Chapter 4.1 the propagation attenuation of the Forest-SAX line is
estimated in this work on the basis of pulse pairs measured at one location at a time. The first
pulse is the one travelling directly from the PD source to the PD sensor and the second pulse
is its counterpart travelling in the opposite direction and reflected from different surge
impedance discontinuities. With this method, the effect of surge impedance discontinuities
adjacent to the PD sensors and potential differences in the characteristics of the measuring
systems on the results can be minimised. Each reflected pulse travels a different distance, and
thus a pulse magnitude vs. distance curve can be drawn on the basis of the measurements.
This method results in an attenuation estimate higher than the actual attenuation of the line
due to the fact that only part of the energy of the wave coming to the surge impedance
discontinuity is transferred to the reflected wave, as shown in Chapter 2.3. A part may be
dissipated at the discontinuity (e.g. at a power apparatus) and the rest is transferred to the
refracted wave. In other words, additional attenuation also occurs in those cases where the
wave passes, for example, a PD sensor on the propagation path.
In the case of the Forest-SAX trial line, most realistic attenuation estimates may be obtained
by studying the pulses originating between Tuulikylä and Pyntösjärvenaukee by
measurements conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee. By measuring a pulse travelling directly from
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the incipient tree fault to the Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensor and the same pulse after it has
travelled to the PD sensor and the open line end at Noormarkku and reflected back to the
Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensor, an estimate of the attenuation on a line length of twice the
distance between the Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensor and the Noormarkku PD sensor and the
line end can be obtained. The estimate is more accurate than those obtained on the basis of
waves reflected from other surge impedance continuities since at the Noormarkku line end
the refracted wave is closest to zero provided that the transformer is disconnected from the
line, which was the case in most of the tests conducted. In the method described above, the
propagation path of the signal contains surge impedance discontinuities such as the PD
sensors, which are likely to be slightly different in each of the three phases. Thus,
propagation mode conversion may occur at these discontinuities. Because of this and the
short line lengths involved, special care should be taken when using the results to estimate the
propagation attenuation of longer lines having no such surge impedance discontinuities.
As presented, for example, in [Pak04a] the transfer function of a power line may be presented
as
H (ω , s ) = e −γ (ω )d

( 4.1)

where d is the distance the signal has travelled, γ is the propagation constant (as defined in
Chapter 2.3) and ω is the angular frequency. On a logarithmic amplitude and distance scale
the signal magnitude on the Forest-SAX trial line as a function of propagation distance
should be manifested almost as a straight line on the line portions having no considerable
surge impedance discontinuities, assuming the frequency response of the measuring system is
approximately flat on the frequency range of the signal. The propagation attenuations are
determined in this work on the basis of pulses having travelled a distance of at least one
kilometre before the measurement to reduce the high frequency content of the signal. The
frequency response of the measuring system is discussed in Chapter 5.1. It is not likely to
cause major distortion to the signal at the frequency range from 100 kHz to a few MHz. The
approximation of the attenuation with a straight line on a log-log scale is therefore justified.
Figure 4.15 presents the attenuation profiles related to different incipient earth and short
circuit faults determined on the basis of measurements conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee. The
attenuation lines represent cases where the PD pulse has experienced only one reflection at
the PD sensor and the open line end at Noormarkku and is measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee.
Due to the practically total reflection at Noormarkku and the absence of refractions between
the Pyntösjärvenaukee and Noormarkku PD sensors, these attenuation lines may be regarded
as reliable enough for estimation of the greatest distance at which the incipient faults can be
detected.
The attenuation lines are normalized to a voltage of 0.1 V at a distance of 2103 m, which is
the average distance of the incipient earth faults of test site 1 from the Pyntösjärvenaukee
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measuring location. The profiles indicate that the scatter of the propagation attenuation in the
case of different incipient faults is relatively large. In general, the incipient short circuit faults
seem to be characterised by a lower attenuation than the incipient earth faults. The incipient
short circuit fault ‘DK p2 f001” represents the lowest attenuation of the cases presented in
Figure 4.15. The attenuation between the points of 1.228 km and 10.566 km from the
incipient fault (corresponding to a distance of 9.338 km) is approximately 0.3697 dB. The
highest attenuation of approximately 3.726 dB between the points of 0.979 km and
10.317 km from the incipient fault (corresponding to a distance of 9.338 km) occurs in the
case of incipient earth fault ‘DF p1 f006”.

Figure 4.15. Attenuation profiles based on measurements conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee measuring location.

Normalized to a distance of 1 km, the corresponding attenuations would be 0.03958 dB and
0.3990 dB. Compared to the Bodio-Cunardo line with a triangular pole top configuration
described in Chapter 2.3 the lowest attenuation of approximately 0.04 dB/km measured on
the Forest-SAX line is approximately 20 % smaller than mode 2 and 3 (line mode)
attenuations at 100 kHz and the highest attenuation of approximately 0.4 dB/km is
approximately 30 % smaller than mode 1 (the ground mode) attenuation at 100 kHz.
Compared to the attenuations of the Bodio-Cunardo line at 500 kHz those measured on the
Forest-SAX line are approximately 60 % smaller. It should be noted that on the Forest-SAX
line the phase clearances are 20…35 % smaller than on the Bodio-Cunardo line, which
should reduce the propagation attenuation. This perusal should not be taken to imply that the
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incipient tree faults represent the particular propagation modes used as a reference but rather
as an indication that the line and ground modes measured or calculated for a narrow band
signal of a suitable frequency are useful as rough estimates of the extreme values of
attenuation to be expected in case of incipient tree faults on the line. The appropriate
frequency depends on the frequency content of the PD signal related to incipient tree faults
and the frequency response of the measuring system.
The attenuations measured in this work for the Forest-SAX line concern broadband signals
with PSD’s presented in Chapter 4.1.2 while those presented in the literature usually concern
narrowband signals at various frequencies. This makes the direct comparison of the results
complicated. In the case of broadband signals the attenuation per unit length of line is
different depending on how far from the signal source it is measured, because the high
frequency content of the signal decreases as the signal travels along the line. Comparison of
the broadband measurements to narrowband measurements conducted at a frequency of
100…500 kHz is justified by the fact that the PSD’s of most of the incipient faults are more
or less flat below 1 MHz and decrease rapidly above 1 MHz as shown in Chapter 4.1.2.
Additionally, due to the frequency response of the PD sensors and the analogue signal
conditioning cards to be considered in Chapter 5.1, the high frequencies are slightly
emphasised in the measured signal compared to the actual signal propagating on the line.
Compared to the horizontal bare conductor lines discussed in Chapter 2.3 and reported in
[Fri72a] the lowest attenuation of approximately 0.04 dB/km measured on the Forest-SAX
line is approximately twice the lower line mode attenuations and the highest attenuation of
approximately 0.4 dB/km is approximately four times the higher line mode attenuations at
100 kHz. Compared to the line mode attenuations of the horizontal lines at 500 kHz the
lowest attenuation of approximately 0.04 dB/km measured on the Forest-SAX line is
approximately one third of the lower line mode attenuation of the horizontal line and the
highest attenuation of 0.4 dB/km is approximately 30 % greater than the higher line mode
attenuation of the horizontal line.
As suggested in Chapter 3.6, the PD signals related to incipient tree faults are not likely to
represent any of the “pure” mode 1, 2 or 3 signals, but rather a combination of those. The
proportion of each mode is likely to vary between different incipient faults depending on the
geometry between the tree and the conductors. Additionally, the PD pulses related to a single
incipient tree fault may represent different combinations of propagation modes, because
discharges may occur between the tree and each phase conductor in several locations where
the conductors are in contact with or in close proximity to the tree. Discharges in each phase
may have a different coupling to the neighbouring phases.
According to Table 4-1 the relative pulse magnitudes of phase L3 in relation to L1 are
different in the case of pulses ‘CE p1 f018’ and ‘CF p1 f029’, indicating a different modal
composition. On the other hand, according to Figure 4.15, the signals of pulse ‘CE p1 f018’
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and ‘CF p1 f029’ attenuate almost identically, which would suggest that the different modal
compositions should be compensated by some other factors such as different frequency
contents of the signal in order to yield a similar attenuation. According to Figure 4.6 the PSD
of the pulse ‘CF p1 f029’ is emphasised to higher frequencies than the PSD’s of the rest of
the incipient tree faults, which supports the assumption of the effect of the frequency content
of the signal on the attenuation.
Due to the small number of cases studied it is not meaningful to draw extensive conclusions
on the attenuation profiles of different signal sources. However, they seem to support the
theory that the signals with broader frequency content, which in this case means those of
incipient earth faults, attenuate more steeply as a function of distance than the signals with
narrower frequency content. Another factor likely to be at least equally important in
contributing to the scatter of attenuation profiles is the variation in the propagation modes of
the PD signals related to individual incipient faults. The relative significance of these two
phenomena cannot be easily assessed in light of the measurements conducted.

4.4

Estimation of the maximum line length a single IFD unit is able to
monitor

The PD magnitudes of 20 incipient earth faults measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee in September
and November 2000 and March 2001 were studied in terms of peak-to-peak voltage in
Chapter 3.6.2. Since the PD magnitudes measured at different test sites (at different distances
from the incipient fault) cannot be easily converted into a single comparable magnitude scale
and the number of incipient tree faults made at each site is relatively small, a reliable
cumulative distribution function (CDF) extending to adequately small probabilities of
5…20 % cannot be drawn. However, the PD magnitudes of the 7 incipient earth faults
located at test site 1 and measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee may be presented in their order of
magnitude as in Figure 4.16 to enable a rough estimation of the probabilities of different PD
magnitudes. Taking this graph as a reference, it can be assumed that roughly 20 % of the PD
magnitudes related to incipient earth faults measured at a distance of approximately 2 km are
below 0.1 V peak-to-peak.
The measurements of the incipient earth faults at site 1 were conducted in September and
November 2000, thus they represent non-freezing conditions. A considerable number of
incipient tree faults occurring in freezing conditions or in wintertime may be included by
studying the incipient tree faults of site 2. The PD magnitudes of incipient earth faults of test
site 2 made in September (3 incipient faults), November (3 incipient faults) and March (4
incipient faults) are presented in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16. PD magnitudes of incipient earth faults of test site 1 measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee in September
and November 2000 in order of magnitude.

Figure 4.17. PD magnitudes of incipient earth faults of test site 2 measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee in September
and November 2000 and March 2001 in order of magnitude.
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At test site 2, the PD magnitudes were measured at a distance of only 104…210 m from the
incipient faults, and therefore an error may expected if the graph is used directly in
conjunction with Figure 4.15 to estimate the distance at which the incipient faults could be
detected. However, for the sake of speculation, an assumption can be made that if a certain
share of the incipient faults occurs in freezing conditions, roughly 20 % of the PD magnitudes
related to incipient earth faults measured at a distance of approximately 2 km would be below
0.05 V peak-to-peak.
With the assumptions made above and by taking the attenuation lines of the incipient faults
presented in Figure 4.15 as estimates of the propagation attenuation, the maximum line length
which can be monitored with a single IFD unit having a specific sensitivity can be estimated.
The background noise level measured by the Nicolet Accura 100 oscilloscope for the
incipient earth faults in Chapters 4.1 and 4.7 can be taken as a guideline for estimating the
realistic sensitivity to be achieved with an IFD unit based on a 12 bit A/D converter. For
incipient earth faults ‘DG’ and ‘DH’ the background noise level was approximately 10 mV
peak-to-peak, as indicated by the 90 % percentile of the backround noise. The incipient fault
detection system can only detect or pick up pulses exceeding a certain threshold level (here
called the pulse detection threshold) and the pulses picked up can be diagnosed to be induced
by an incipient tree fault only if pulses representinga sufficiently large proportion of the
whole amplitude distribution of the pulses are detected. Thus, a certain percentile of the
pulses detected must exceed another threshold here called the sensitivity of the incipient fault
detection unit, which is higher than the pulse detection threshold. Assuming 80 % of the PD
magnitudes of the incipient faults to be greater than 0.1 Vp-p excluding freezing conditions
and 0.5 Vp-p including freezing conditions and assuming incipient fault detection unit
sensitivities of two to six times the background noise level i.e. 20…60 mV peak-to-peak, one
can obtain the rough estimates presented in Table 4-4 for the distance at which the incipient
faults could still be detected. The distance estimates d are calculated from the equation
log10 s − log10 u ref

d = d 0 ⋅ 10

k

( 4.2)

where d0 = 2.103 km is the reference distance at which the reference PD magnitude uref in
terms of peak-to-peak voltage is defined, s is the incipient fault detection unit sensitivity and
k is the slope of the attenuation line as in Figure 4.15.
The most realistic sensitivity assumption is likely to be in the order of 40 mV assuming a
pulse detection threshold of twice the background noise level and incipient fault detection
unit sensitivity of twice the pulse detection threshold. The margin between the background
noise level and the sensitivity of the IFD system depends on the performance of the incipient
fault detection algorithm, especially the interference suppression and PD data analysis.
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Table 4-4. Estimates for the line length (in kilometres), which can be monitored with a single incipient fault
detection unit.
Slope of the
attenuation line
Sensitivity [V]
Spruce AK p1 f285 (L3)
Birch CA p1 f026 (L3)
Aspen CE p1 f018 (L1)
Aspen CE p2 f018 (L3)
Spruce CF p1 f029 (L1)
Spruce CF p2 f029 (L3)
Pine CG p1 f056 (L1)
Birch DG p1 f015 (L3)
Birch DG p2 f046 (L3)
Ph-ph DJ p1 f000 (L1)
Ph-ph DJ p2 f001 (L1)
Ph-ph DK p1 f000 (L1)
Ph-ph DK p2 f001 (L1)

-0.0768
-0.1548
-0.1297
-0.0827
-0.1282
-0.1526
-0.1822
-0.1406
-0.1746
-0.0669
-0.0203
-0.0547
-0.0198

Distance assuming
uref = 0.1 V [km]
0.02
0.04
0.06
2.6E+09 3.2E+05 1.6E+03
6.9E+04 7.8E+02
57
5.1E+05 2.5E+03
1.E+02
6.0E+08 1.4E+05 1.0E+03
6.0E+05 2.7E+03
1.E+02
8.0E+04 8.5E+02
60
1.4E+04 3.2E+02
35
2.0E+05 1.4E+03
79
2.1E+04 4.0E+02
39
5.8E+10 1.9E+06 4.3E+03
6.7E+34 9.2E+19 1.9E+11
1.2E+13 3.9E+07 2.4E+04
4.7E+35 2.8E+20 3.5E+11

Distance assuming
uref = 0.05 V [km]
0.02
0.03
0.04
3.2E+05 1.6E+03
38
7.8E+02
57
8.9
2.5E+03 1.1E+02
12
1.4E+05 1.0E+03
31
2.7E+03 1.1E+02
12
8.5E+02
60
9.1
3.2E+02
35
7.2
1.4E+03
79
10
4.0E+02
39
7.5
1.9E+06 4.3E+03
59
9.2E+19 1.9E+11 1.3E+05
3.9E+07 2.4E+04 1.2E+02
2.8E+20 3.5E+11 1.7E+05

The purpose of the studies presented in this work was to gain an insight into the different
factors to be taken into consideration in designing the PD monitoring system for the ForestSAX line and to roughly estimate their effect on the distance at which the incipient faults can
be detected. Based on the studies reported earlier in Chapter 3 of this work, it seems that the
magnitude of the PD pulses at the incipient fault location depend to a large extent on seasonal
conditions, although the differences between individual trees observed during one season are
great. On the other hand, the attenuation of the PD pulse magnitudes as a function of
propagation distance depends to a large extent on the frequency content and the propagation
modes of the PD pulses. Finally, at the measuring location the sensitivity of the incipient fault
detection system determines the PD magnitude threshold, which the incipient tree faults must
exceed in order to be detected.
It is obvious that the estimation of the maximum distance at which incipient tree faults can be
detected is quite complicated due to the diversity of factors affecting it. The maximum
distance at which incipient tree faults can be detected on the Forest-SAX line should be
considered case by case in light of the seasonal conditions at the location of the line,
percentage of incipient faults required to be detected, the characteristics of the incipient faults
in terms of the propagtion modes and pulse shapes and the sensitivity of the incipient fault
detection system. Considering the conditions related to the incipient tree faults studied in this
thesis, a conservative estimate for the distance at which most of the incipient faults will be
detected would be in the region of at least 30 km in non-freezing conditions. Even longer
distances may be possible in many cases, but verification of this would require a longer test
line and a larger group of incipient faults to be studied. On the other hand, if freezing
conditions represent a considerable part of the faults, the distance may be reduced to a few
kilometres.
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4.5

Coupling of PD pulses between the phase conductors

In the case of an incipient earth fault, the partial discharge occurs between a phase conductor
and the tree. In the incipient short circuit faults studied the discharge occurred mainly
between the two phase conductors in contact with each other. In the case of both incipient
tree faults coupling may occur at the incipient fault location through the low impedance
bridge formed by the tree in contact with or adjacent to more than one phase conductors.
Both the capacitive susceptance of the conductor covering and the AC conductivity of the
tree increase as a function of frequency, as shown in Chapter 3.2, thus increasing the
capacitive coupling between the phase conductors in incipient faults. The PD wave may
therefore be injected into all three phases with different wave energies at each of the phases,
depending on the incipient fault configuration. Consequently, the signal injected into the line
is likely to represent a combination of the three propagation modes considered in Chapter 2.3.
Since each propagation mode has a different attenuation, the pulse magnitude relations
observed between the phase conductors change as the signal propagates along the line. These
phenomena are important considering PD pattern recognition and the possibility to detect
partial discharges occurring in all three phases by measuring only one phase. From the angle
of PD pattern recognition the coupling between phases may be considered more as a problem
than a benefit since in the case of partial discharges or other pulses occurring in more than
one phase the pulses coupled from the neighbouring phases modify the PD pattern of the
measured phase. This tends to decrease the accuracy and reliability of PD pattern recognition.
The coupling between the phase conductors was studied by measuring simultaneously in the
three phase conductors a single partial discharge pulse and its counterpart pulses reflected
from the surge impedance discontinuities on the line. The measurement setup was that used
earlier in the wave propagation studies. The coupling was studied with three different
incipient faults: incipient short circuit faults, incipient earth faults with the PD occurring in
phase L1 and incipient earth faults with the PD occurring in phase L3.
The relative pulse magnitude profiles of the neighbouring phases in relation to the phase of
discharge origin as a function of distance for a few incipient earth fault related PD pulses are
presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. In case of all the incipient earth faults studied, the pulse
magnitude in the neighbouring phases showed a clear increase as a function of propagation
distance. At a distance of approximately 1 km from the incipient tree fault the magnitude of
the coupled pulse was approximately 20…40 % and at a distance of approximately 10 km it
was approximately 30…50 % of the magnitude of the pulse in the phase of discharge origin.
In Figure 4.18, incipient tree fault ‘CE’ shows a considerably steeper increase in the relative
pulse magnitude of L3 than incipient tree faults ‘CF’ and ‘CG’. According to Table 4-1 the
relative pulse magnitudes of phase L3 in relation to L1 are different for these incipient tree
faults indicating a different modal composition. The different modal composition is likely to
explain the observed difference in the steepness of the coupling graphs.
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Figure 4.18. Pulse magnitude in L3 in relation to pulse magnitude in L1 as a function of propagation distance in
the case of a few incipient earth faults. The measurements were conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee.

Since approximately symmetrical discharges between the phase conductors L1 and L3 in the
case of the incipient short circuit faults ‘DJ’ and ‘DK’ presented in Figure 4.20 results in a
difference of approximately 10 % between the PD pulse peak-to-peak voltage of L1 and L3
and approximately opposite pulse waveforms as shown in Chapter 3.6, the transformation
ratios (in terms of the pulse peak-to-peak value) of the PD sensors of these phases are likely
to be similar.
In the case of incipient short circuit faults discharges may occur both between the phase
conductors and between each phase conductor and the tree. If a discharge occurs between the
phase conductors a current pulse of equal magnitude but opposite polarity will appear at both
of the phase conductors involved in the discharge. In the incipient short circuit faults studied,
the majority of the discharges observed by measurements seemed to be of this inter-phase
type. In the cases studied, the relative pulse magnitudes showed only minor changes in the
order of 10 % between distances of approximately 1 and 10 km as illustrated in Figure 4.20.
This could be explained by the signal representing mainly one propagation mode with a low
attenuation. In such a case, the signal magnitude relations between the phases may be
preserved even at long distances if there are no considerable surge impedance discontinuities
to cause mode conversions [Swi66a, Fri72a].
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Figure 4.19. Pulse magnitude in L1 and L2 in relation to L3 as a function of propagation distance in a few
incipient earth faults. Set 1 is measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee, sets 2 and 3 at Tuulikylä.

The graphs of sets 2 and 3 in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 drawn on the basis of the magnitudes of
pulses reflected from the PD sensors at Pyntösjärvenukee and Tuulikylä show a slightly
different behaviour. The pulse magnitudes in phase L2 in relation to L1 increase with
increasing distance travelled. This may be attributed to the PD sensors at Pyntösjärvenaukee
and Tuulikylä, which are likely to have slightly different reflection coefficients in each phase.
The additional “losses” caused by the different reflection coefficients add to the actual
attenuation in each phase. The phenomenon is known as mode conversion and was
considered in Chapter 2.3. It should be noted that the absolute values of the coupling between
phases obtained by measurements at different locations are not directly comparable due to the
potential differences between the transfer impedances of the sensors.
As an indicative estimate it may be concluded that the PD magnitude in the neighbouring
phases in incipient earth fault cases is likely to increase from approximately 20…40 % at a
distance of 1 km to approximately 30…50 % at a distance of 10 km. Due to the coupling
between phases, incipient tree faults occurring in all three phases are likely to be detected by
a single phase measurement, although the sensitivity to incipient tree faults on the two
neighbouring phases is smaller than to the incipient earth faults occurring in the measured
phase.
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Figure 4.20. Pulse magnitude in L2 and L3 in relation to L1, as a function of propagation distance in case of
incipient short circuit faults ‘DJ’ and ‘DK’. The discharges occurred between the phase conductors L1 and L3.
Set 1 was measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee, sets 2 and 3 at Tuulikylä.

It is noteworthy that in the case of the incipient short circuit faults, the signal at the phase
conductor not involved in the phase-to-phase contact did not show much increase in pulse
magnitude in relation to the phases of discharge origin with increasing travelling distance.
This complicates the detection of incipient short circuit faults with single phase measurement.

4.6

Aspects of PD pulse propagation and measurement at the line end

In the final implemementation of the PD monitoring application considered in this work, it
would be advantageous to install the PD sensor and the PD monitoring unit at the substation
at the end of the covered conductor line. At the substation the infrasturucture for
communications and power supply is readily available and there is usually HV apparatus into
which the PD sensor can be integrated. However, the presence of the substation may
introduce high frequency interference caused by substation electronics and partial discharges
occurring in the HV equipment. Moreover, the substation introduces a terminating impedance
to the line, which may change depending on the configuration of the substation. At a
substation, several sets of 110 kV apparatus may be within an electrical distance of a few tens
or hundreds of metres from the PD sensor, which is in the same order of magnitude as the
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wavelength of the PD pulse. Thus, pulse reflections from these apparatus may cause
additional distortion in the PD pulse waveform.
The effect of termination of the line on the measured PD pulse shape and magnitude was
studied in one test period. During normal operation of the line the substation including the
110 kV power transformer and the switching and measuring apparatus related to it is
connected to the line. In some cases, however, the line may be operated without a load as a
backup connection. In such a case, the line would be terminated into a PD sensor and an open
disconnector (or switch). In the pilot installation the PD sensor is always connected to the line
to enable the PD monitoring of the line whenever the line is energized. This configuration
would also be preferable in the final implementation to allow the PD monitoring to function
regardless of whether the power transformer is connected to the line or not.

4.6.1

PD pulse magnitude in case of different network configurations at the line
end

The configuration of one phase at the Noormarkku substation is presented in Figure 4.21,
where the disconnector separating the substation equipment from the line and the PD sensor
is denoted S2. A photograph of the PD sensors and the switching equipment is presented in
Figure 4.22. During the field test periods disconnector S2 was normally open separating the
substation equipment from the line. Thus normally there was only a support insulator and one
arm of the disconnector permanently connected to the line in parallel with the PD sensor.
Two tests were arranged where the disconnector S2 was closed during the incipient tree fault
test so that the substation equipment enclosed by the broken line in Figure 4.21 could be
connected to or disconnected from the CC line by operating the switch S1. To study the effect
of terminating impedance on the output signals of the sensors the PD magnitude was
measured with an oscilloscope connected to the PD outputs of two different PD sensors
immediately before and after operating the switch S1. The inductive sensor (I2) was the PD
sensor used in the pilot installation i.e. an IMB 123 current transformer with a built-in
Rogowski coil described in Chapter 5.1. It measures the PD current pulse travelling in the
phase conductor of the Forest-SAX line. The capacitive sensor (CAP2) was the capacitive
divider formed by the capacitive layers in the primary winding insulation of the same IMB
123 current transformer. The signal from the capacitive divider is available at a tap terminal
outside the transformer where it can be used, for example, to monitor the condition of the
paper insulation through dielectric loss angle test. In this case the signal was connected to a
signal conditioning card specially built for PD measurements and described in Chapter 5.1.
The sensor CAP2 measures the PD voltage pulse travelling in the phase conductor of the
Forest-SAX line.
The first test was started with the transformer disconnected from the line. It was connected to
the line approximately 42 minutes after the energization of the line with an incipient earth
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fault. The second test was started with the transformer connected to the energized line. It was
disconnected from the line approximately 1 hour 18 minutes after the energization of the line
with an incipient earth fault. Four sets of 102 consecutive PD pulses exceeding the trigger
level of the oscilloscope were measured in each test; two sets before and two sets after the
connection or disconnection of the transformer. The mean and the standard deviation of the
pulse peak-to-peak values in phase L3 were determined for each set of pulses. The results
obtained from the first test are presented in Figure 4.23 and from the second test in Figure
4.24. The figures present the mean values and 95 % confidence intervals of the pulse peak-topeak voltages as per unit (p.u.) values normalized to the mean value of the pulse peak-to-peak
voltages of the last measurement before the disconnection of the transformer (Figure 4.23) or
the first measurement after the connection of the transformer to the line (Figure 4.24). The
trigger source of the oscilloscope was set at the channel connected to the capacitive sensor,
where the absolute signal level was higher. The trigger level was set at ± 0.92 V in the first
test and at ± 0.70 V in the second test. The mean value of pulse peak-to-peak voltages
measured from the capacitive sensor was 2.45 V in measurement 36 of the first test and 2.22
V in measurement 64 of the second test.
Switch S1
110 kV

110 / 20 kV
transformer
T

approx. 9 pF

Cbs+ Csas

approx. 152 pF

C sap

Surge arrester

110 kV bushing of
the main transformer

20 kV bushing
surge arrester

KOHU 24 A 1
(modified)

approx. 85 pF

Disconnector S2 +
Earthing switch S3

nom. 900 pF

1032 pF

nom. 21 000 pF

15 636 pF

IMB 123
PD sensor

20 kV

IMB 123
current transformer
with capacitive tap

Switch S4

Sensor
CAP2

Sensor
I2
Analogue signal
conditioning cards

Oscilloscope

Figure 4.21. Simplified capacitance model of the PD sensor and the adjacent HV apparatus at phase L3 at
Noormarkku 110 kV/20 kV substation. Cbs is the capacitance of the transformer secondary bushing, Csas is the
capacitance of the surge arresters at the secondary side of the transformer and Csap is the capacitance of the surge
arrester on the primary side of the transformer.
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Figure 4.22. Switches, disconnectors, earthing disconnectors, PD sensors and support insulators located at
Noormarkku 110 kV/ 20 kV substation.
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Figure 4.23. Mean pulse magnitudes and their 95 % confidence intervals measured with a capacitive sensor
(CAP2) and Rogowski sensor (I2) with the transformer disconnected (T off) and connected (T on). PD pulses
generated by incipient earth fault ‘DG’ (birch number103). Represented as per unit (p.u.) values of the mean
value of the pulse peak-to-peak voltages of the first measurement after the connection of the transformer to the
line (measurement 36).
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Figure 4.24. Mean pulse magnitudes and their 95 % confidence intervals measured with a capacitive sensor
(CAP2) and Rogowski sensor (I2) with the transformer connected (T on) and disconnected (T off). PD pulses
generated by incipient earth fault ‘DH’ (pine number 101). Represented as per unit (p.u.) values of the mean
value of the pulse peak-to-peak voltages of the last measurement before the disconnection of the transformer
(measurement 64).

According to the measurements the connection of the transformer and the related substation
equipment to the line end affected the PD magnitude measured by the sensors differently.
The capacitive (primary voltage) sensor was less sensitive to the connection of the
transformer load and the mean pulse magnitude in terms of pulse peak-to-peak value was
slightly higher (1.1…1.3 times the pulse magnitude with the transformer connected) with the
transformer disconnected from the line than with the transformer connected. In the case of the
inductive (primary current) sensor the mean pulse magnitude measured at the line end was
smaller with the transformer disconnected from the line and the effect of the transformer load
on the signal magnitude was much more pronounced than in the case of capacitive sensor.
The signal magnitude with the transformer disconnected was only approximately 0.26…0.31
times the pulse magnitude with the transformer connected. This decreases the sensitivity of
the detection of incipient tree faults on the basis of PD magnitude, which should be taken into
account when operating the line with the transformer disconnected.
The background noise determined from two measurements before and one measurement after
the connection of the transformer to the end of the line is presented in Table 4-5. The
background noise was determined by the method described in Chapter 4.1.1 except that in
this case only a 3 ms long dischargeless slice of data was included in the calculus instead of
the whole 20 ms data stream. The 3 ms slice was selected visually from the 20 ms data
stream. This way the minor effect of PD pulses on the determination of the background noise
level could be excluded.
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Table 4-5. Background noise level measured in [mV] by the capacitive and inductive sensors with the
transformer disconnected (T off) and the transformer connected (T on) to the line. V/div refers to the volts/div
setting of the oscilloscope.
Sensor

Parameter

2K

mean
f90
V/div
mean
f90
V/div

I3

T off
DG f018
0.1356
0.15625
0.5
0.011188
0.014063
0.05

T on

DG f019
0.1335
0.15625
0.5

0.02

DG f038
0.11258
0.14063
0.5
0.010995
0.014063
0.05

DG f039
0.11372
0.14063
0.5
0.011268
0.014063
0.05

Change
T on /
T off
T off
T on
0.13455 0.1141233 1.18
0.15625
0.14063
1.11
0.5
0.5
0.011188 0.0111293 1.01
0.014063 0.014063
1.00
0.5
0.5
Mean value

DG f040
0.11607
0.14063
0.5
0.011125
0.014063
0.05

Comparison of measurements DG f018 and DG f038 indicates that the disconnection of the
transformer from the line end increases the background noise approximately in proportion to
the PD magnitude referred to in Figure 4.23 i.e. by 10…20 %. In the case of the inductive
sensor no considerable change can be observed. This may be related to the small signal level
obtained from the Rogowski coil, causing the internal background noise of the measuring
system to be the dominant noise source. The signal level obtained from the capacitive divider
of the IMB 123 is considerably higher, and thus the external disturbance signals coupled to
the Forest-SAX line are likely to be the dominant noise source.

4.6.2

PD signal waveform in the case of different network configurations at the
line end

Typical PD pulse waveforms measured by the sensors before and after the connection of the
transformer to the line in the first test described in the previous chapter are shown in Figures
4.25 and 4.26 respectively. The PD pulse waveform is relevant because it affects the
implementation of the pulse pick-up in the incipient fault detection algorithm. Since the PD
pulses measured in on-line measurements are usually more or less oscillating, the pulse pickup should be implemented so that the oscillations of a single pulse are not interpreted as
several pulses occurring with small time intervals. A simple method to accomplish this is to
define a certain “dead time” after a detected pulse peak, during which additional oscillations
will be ignored. The dead time should not be too long to ascertain that actual pulses occurring
with small time intervals are not unneccessarily discarded. The implementation of the pulse
pick-up in the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection system is dealt with in detail in
Chapter 5.4.
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Figure 4.25. PD pulse waveforms and power density spectrums from the capacitive (CH1) and inductive (CH3)
sensors with the transformer disconnected from the line.

The connection of the transformer to the line introduces additional oscillations into the
waveform measured by the capacitive sensor. However, the effect is relatively small and does
not affect the time in which the oscillations die out. The additional oscillations are manifested
on the PSD of the measured PD pulse as an appearance of peaks at frequencies of
approximately 700 kHz and slightly less than 2 MHz. Moreover, the attenuation of the PSD
with increasing frequency seems to be steeper when the transformer is connected to the line.
In contrast to the behaviour of the capacitive sensor, the PD pulse waveform obtained from
the inductive sensor is very oscillatory when the transformer is disconnected from the line.
The damping of the oscillations to approximately 20 % of the peak-to-peak value of the first
oscillation takes approximately 20 μs with the transformer disconnected from the line, while
with the transformer connected to the line the same damping occurs in less than 5 μs. The
peaks in the PSD at 700 kHz and slightly less than 2 MHz observed in the case of the
capacitive sensor with the transformer connected to the line can also be distinguished in the
case of the inductive sensor as well, as shown in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26. PD pulse waveforms and power density spectrums from the capacitive (CH1) and inductive (CH3)
sensors with the transformer connected to the line.

4.7

Location of an incipient fault

The time domain reflectometry method presented in Chapter 2.6.4 can be used to locate an
incipient tree fault. On HVCC lines, the demands for the location accuracy are not as high as
in cables due to the visibility of the fault. An accuracy of approximately one line span
(100…200 m) would be adequate to help the maintenance personnel to find the quickest way
to the incipient fault site for tree removal. Since the TDR method, in its simplest form, is
based on the measurement of the time of arrival (TOA) of the first pulse travelling directly
from the incipient fault to the measuring location and its counterpart pulse travelling in the
other direction and reflected from a surge impedance discontinuity on the line, it is of interest
to study the attenuation of the reflected pulses in the case of different surge impedance
discontinuities. The attenuation of the reflected pulses affects the feasibility of the TDR
method in incipient fault location.

4.7.1

Location accuracy

In the TDR method the location of the PD source is based on the time intervals between the
two or three pulses arriving from the discharge source direct to the measuring sensor directly
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and via reflections from the end of the line or the surge impedance changes located along the
line. The time intervals can be determined in a number of ways [Ste92a], but a simple way is
to determine the intervals based on the instants of the highest peaks of the pulses. Tables 4-6
and 4-7 present the location estimates calculated from Equation 2.21 based on measurements
conducted at Tuulikylä and Pyntösjärvenaukee.
The time intervals are determined according to Figure 4.27 based on the instants of the
highest peak (in terms of absolute value) of each pulse, which were searched automatically
(using the “abs” and “max” functions of Matlab) from the 5 μs time windows containing the
pulses. The resolution of the time stamps of the pulse peaks was in all cases 0.1 μs,
corresponding to a sampling frequency of 10 MS/s. This is close to the 16 MS/s sampling
frequency of the digitizer used in the pilot installation of the incipient fault detection system
presented in Chapter 5 of this work. In many cases, such as the one illustrated in Figure 4.27
the first peak is largest in the direct pulse, but in the first and second reflections the second,
opposite polarity peak is the highest. In all the cases presented in Table 4-6 either the time
stamp of the second or third pulse or both pulses were determined erroneously on the basis of
this second peak of these pulses. Due to this error in the reference point used for time interval
calculation, either the time interval t0 or t2 or both are 0.25…0.5 μs too short. Therefore the
estimated distances from Tuulikylä are too large compared to the distances determined from
the line map. If the reference points were corrected manually to the first peak of each pulse
the difference between the location estimate calculated based on the TDR measurement and
the map location was reduced in most cases to less than ± 20 m. Only in the case of tree ‘AL’
was the difference still + 39 m. This may be partly attributed to the low signal-to-noise ratio
of the signal. In most other cases the distances estimated based on TDR were still too short.
However, the difference between the distances estimated on the basis of TDR and those
determined from the line map is so small that conclusions should not be made on the basis of
the sign of the difference. Additional errors may be introduced to the difference between the
location estimate and the actual incipient fault location due to inaccuracies in the line map,
inaccuracies in the measured distance of the tree from the closest pole and variations in the
wave propagation velocity along the line.
The noise levels in measurements ‘AK’…’AL’ were estimated visually as the duration of the
measurement was only 0.2…2 ms and therefore the automatic estimation of the noise level by
the method presented in Chapter 4.1.1 would have yielded unrealistic values. The same
applies to the measurements ‘DJ’…‘DK’, in which the high repetition rate and number of PD
pulses causes deviation in the automatic estimation of the noise level as shown in Chapter
4.1.1.
The location estimates calculated based on measurements conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee
are presented in Table 4-7. The location accuracy was of the same order of magnitude as at
Tuulikylä, but the estimated distances in this case were larger than those determined from the
line map. After adjusting the reference points of each pulse to the first peak the difference
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values of incipient tree faults ‘AK’ and ‘DJ’ became negative while the rest remained
positive. It should be noted that the measurements at Tuulikylä and Noormarkku were not
conducted simultaneously and therefore the location estimates are not based on the same PD
pulses. There are also local and temporal differences in characteristics of noise and
disturbances in the measurements presented in Tables 4-6 and 4-7.

t0
a)
t2

fs=100 MS/s

1. pulse (arriving directly from the
PD source to Tuulikylä PD sensor)

3. pulse (reflected from Tuulikylä
and Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors)

2. pulse (reflected from Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors)
b)

fs=500 MS/s

Figure 4.27. a) Determination of the time intervals t0 and t2 for the calculation of the location estimate for the
incipient earth fault ‘DG’. b) Corresponding pulse pattern measured from the incipient earth fault ’AK’.

The placing of most of the measuring locations at the ends of the line in the pilot installation
is suitable for PD location. Placing the measuring locations further away from the line ends
would cause additional reflections trailing each measured pulse, which would complicate the
PD location unneccessarily, especially if the distance from the line end were of the order of a
few hundred metres. From the perspective of TDR based fault location the measuring
location in the middle of the line is somewhat problematic, since the distances to
Noormarkku and Tuulikylä differ by only 266 m, which causes the second reflections from
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the line ends to arrive at Pyntösjärvenaukee always separated by less than a 2 μs interval.
This could cause problems if the incipient fault location is conducted automatically. On the
other hand, if the location is based on Equation 2.22, the first reflection from Tuulikylä is
likely to coincide with the first reflection from Noormarkku only in those cases, when the
fault location by the TDR method would in any case be impossible. That is to say, in cases
where the first and second reflections are superimposed due to the short distance (less than a
few hundred metres) between the fault and the PD sensor at Pyntösjärvenaukee.
Table 4-6. Location estimates of test trees ‘AK’…‘AM’ and ‘DG’ …‘DK’ calculated based on TDR
measurements conducted at Tuulikylä.
Distance Distance
Deviation
Upp [mV]
according estimated
2. pulse 3. pulse
w.
Tree
Tree Tree to line map by TDR Deviation correction 1. pulse (reflecti (reflecti Noise
id Phase species nr.
[m]
[m]
[m]
(direct)
on)
on)
mean
[m]
AK
L3
spruce 84
2299
2260
-39
-10
559
288
166
AL
L3
spruce 85
2297
2356
59
39
94
53
38
AM
L3
spruce 86
2289
2244
-45
-19
1175
650
300

Noise 90%
percentile
< 20 *)
< 25 *)
< 35 *)

DG
L3
birch 103
3079
3016
-63
-17
173
78
35
6
8
DH
L2
pine
101
3068
2997
-71
-13
666
320
141
10
14
DJ
L1
spruce 114
3198
3125
-73
19
1848
1092
491
84
<35 *)
DK
L1
spruce 110
3175
3108
-67
-9
921
553
224
73
<15 *)
*) The width of the noise band determined visually as the difference between the maximum and minimum sample values

Table 4-7. Location estimates of test trees ‘AK’…‘AM’ and ‘DG’ …‘DK’ calculated based on TDR
measurements conducted at Pyntösjärvenaukee.
Deviation
Distance Distance
Upp [mV]
w.
according estimated
Tree
Tree Tree to line map by TDR Deviation correction 1. pulse 2. pulse 3. pulse Noise
[m]
[m]
[m]
id Phase species nr.
[m]
(direct) (refl.) (refl.) mean
AK
L3
spruce 84
2104
2154
50
-16
113
53
45
AL
L3
spruce 85
2106
2188
82
130
67
26
53
AM
L3
spruce 86
2114
2256
142
142
100
31
24

Noise 90%
percentile
< 19 *)
< 26 *)
< 24 *)

DG
L3
birch 103
1324
1351
27
2
184
70
41
13
19
DH
L2
pine
101
1335
1348
13
13
638
181
94
24
31
DJ
L1
spruce 114
1205
1278
73
-53
1019
456
581
63
<50 *)
DK
L1
spruce 110
1228
1333
105
26
338
119
88
67
<55 *)
*) The width of the noise band determined visually as the difference between the maximum and minimum sample values

In the cases studied a location accuracy of one line span could be attained even with a very
simple pulse time stamp determination based on the highest peak of the pulse. A sensor with
less oscillating output signal or a more sophisticated method for determining the pulse time
stamps would improve the location accuracy further.
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In general, the TDR method is well suited to incipient fault location on a 110 kV Forest-SAX
line for the following reasons:
•

•

•

The structure of 110 kV networks is usually very straightforward (fewer branches and
transformers along the line than, for example, in medium voltage networks). Branches
cause additional reflections, which complicate the interpretation of the reflections.
The propagation attenuation on the line is small. Therefore, the magnitudes of the 1st
and 2nd reflected pulses are usually large enough to enable the location based on TDR
method.
The most likely applications of Forest-SAX lines are relatively short branch lines
from the existing network to a new substation. In such applications the whole line
could most likely be monitored by one PD monitoring system at the substation.
Location methods based on two measuring locations [Wie05a] would neccessitate an
extra measuring location at the branching point of the lines, where no infrastructure
usually exists for communication or LV power supply and some means (GPS or
injection of a pulse into the line) for the synchronization of the two separate
measuring systems.

The development of an automatic incipient fault location algorithm was beyond the scope of
this work as was an extensive study of the location accuracy, but the results above indicate
that such an extension to the present fault detection system could most likely be
implemented.

4.7.2

Attenuation of the pulses reflected from surge impedance discontinuities

In the previous chapter pulses reflected from PD sensors on the line were used to locate the
incipient tree fault. As the pulse magnitudes in Tables 4-6 and 4-7 indicate the reflected
pulses are attenuated more than could be expected based on the propagation attenuation
estimates of the line presented in Chapter 4.3. This is explained by the reflection coeffcients
of the PD sensors, which are considerably smaller than unity. In other words, the incident
wave at the sensor is only partly reflected while a considerable part of the wave energy
continues forward. As a result, for a given PD pulse magnitude, the line length at which the
TDR method is functional will be shorter than could be expected given the propagation
attenuation of the line.
This is illustrated in Figures 4.28 and 4.29, where the attenuation of a PD pulse reflected
from different surge impedance discontinuities is presented. The graphs are acquired using
the signal sources characterized earlier in Table 4-1 and Figure 4.5 and by measuring the
respective voltages of a PD pulse and its counterpart reflected from a surge impedance
discontinuity on the line at Pyntösjärvenaukee (incipient fault cases of set 1) or Tuulikylä
(incipient fault cases of sets 2 and 3) with an oscilloscope and by plotting them at locations
corresponding to the distance the pulse has travelled. The measured points are joined with
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straight lines for the sake of clarity, but modelling the attenuation with a straight line is
justified only in the case of graphs ‘Set1: Birch DG p2 f046’, ‘Set1: Ph-ph DJ p1 f000’ and
‘Set1: Ph-ph DK p2 f001’, where the reflection from the PD sensor at the otherwise open line
end may be assumed to be practically complete. In the remaining cases the measured points
should be joined by a stepped curve, where the lumped attenuation caused by the incomplete
reflection or refraction at the PD sensor would be represented as a practically vertical line
(“step”) and the distributed attenuation of the line would be represented as a line with a
slightly negative slope according to the attenuation of the particular pulse on the line. Since
the reflection coefficients of the PD sensors and other surge impedance discontinuities and
the attenuation of the line portion between Tuulikylä-Pyntösjärvenaukee in the case of the
pulses in question are not known accurately this was not done. However, given the relatively
small attenuations determined for the Pyntösjärvenaukee-Noormarkku line portion for other
pulses of the same incipient tree faults in Chapter 4.3, it may be assumed that the majority of
the attenuation in graphs of sets 2 and 3 is caused by the lumped attenuation related to the
reflections and refractions at the PD sensors.
The graphs ‘Set1: Birch DC p1 f021’, ‘Set1: Spruce DF p2 f007’ and the graphs of incipient
earth fault ‘DH’ in all the measurement sets in Figures 4.28 and 4.29 represent a reflection
from a 110/20 kV power transformer at the line end. The graphs of set 3 in Figure 4.28
represent reflections from PD sensors at Pyntösjärvenaukee (point ‘010’) and PD sensor and
line junction at Tuulikylä (point ‘110’). Set 2 in Figure 4.29 represents cases where the pulse
has experienced two refractions at the Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensor and one reflection at
Noormarkku. In the case of graphs ‘Set2: Birch DG’, ‘Set2: Ph-ph DJ’ and Set2: Ph-ph DK’
the line ended at Noormarkku at the PD sensor and in the case of graph ‘Set2: Pine DH’ at
the 110/20 kV power transformer. When connected to the line, the Noormarkku 110/20 kV
transformer adds a frequency dependent surge impedance discontinuity to the line, effectively
elongates the line and affects the waveshape and the magnitude of the reflected wave
measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee and Tuulikylä. The secondary side of the transformer was
disconnected from the substation during the measurements.
The lines of set 1 in Figures 4.28 and 4.29 are normalized to a voltage of 0.1 V at a distance
of 2103 m, which is the average distance of the incipient earth faults of test site 1 from
Pyntösjärvenaukee measuring location. The starting points of the attenuation lines of set 2 in
Figure 4.28 and set 3 in Figure 4.29 are normalized to the voltages of the lines of
corresponding incipient tree faults of set 1 at a distance corresponding to the travelled
distance travelled of pulse ‘000’ of sets 2 and 3. The points with index ‘000’ are the peak-topeak voltages of the pulses travelling directly from the discharge source to the measurement
point at Pyntösjärvenaukee or Tuulikylä. The rest of the pulses are reflected pulses from the
PD sensors at Tuulikylä, Pyntösjärvenaukee and Noormarkku. The first, second and third
number in the index state the number of reflections the pulse has experienced from the
Tuulikylä sensor, the Pyntösjärvenaukee sensor and the Noormarkku sensor respectively.
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Figure 4.28. Attenuation profiles measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee (set 1) and Tuulikylä (set 3) measuring
locations in the case of a few incipient faults.

Figure 4.29. Attenuation profiles measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee (set 1) and Tuulikylä (set 2) measuring
locations in case of a few incipient faults.
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The attenuation lines of set 2 represent cases where the PD pulse has experienced two
refractions at Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors and one reflection at the PD sensor and the open
line end at Noormarkku and is measured at Tuulikylä. The steeper attenuation in this case
compared to those of set 1 may be attributed to the additional attenuation of the signal caused
by the Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors on the propagation path of the pulse. The additional
attenuation is dependent on the refraction coefficient of the PD sensor (discussed in Chapter
2.3.3). As the measurements earlier in Chapter 4.2 indicated it is frequency dependent.
The attenuation lines of set 3 represent cases where the PD pulse has experienced only
reflections at the PD sensors at Pyntösjärvenaukee and at PD sensors and the line junction at
Tuulikylä and is measured at Tuulikylä. The steeper attenuation compared to set 2 suggests
that a smaller part of the pulse energy is reflected at the PD sensors and the line junction than
what continues forward. The proportion of the reflected pulse voltage or current in relation to
the incident pulse voltage or current is determined by the reflection coefficient discussed in
Chapter 2.3.3.
The attenuations of sets 2 and 3 can be used to estimate the IFD unit sensitivity required to
locate the incipient fault based on the TDR method presented in Chapter 2.6.4. However, it
should be noted that the attenuations apply only to this particular line portion and PD sensors
when the measuring system is located at Tuulikylä. Otherwise they may be regarded as
indicative, keeping in mind that most of the attenuation occurs at the reflection or refraction
of the wave at the PD sensors. In other words, increasing the distance between the PD sensors
would likely increase the observed attenuation of the reflected pulse only moderately, as
suggested by the attenuation lines of set 1. For example, if the reflections from the
Pyntösjärvenaukee PD sensors are used to locate the incipient tree fault according to the
method described in the previous chapter, the IFD unit sensitivity should be of the order of
10…20 mV to enable the location of an incipient tree fault with a pulse magnitude of 100 mV
at a distance of 2.103 km from the incipient tree fault. With the TDR method based on only
the first and second pulse (Equation 2.22) a sensitivity of approximately 40 mV would be
adequate. According to Figure 4.29, if the location is based on the reflection from
Noormarkku (with the transformer connected to the line), a higher IFD unit sensitivity of
approximately 20…30 mV would be required even with the TDR method based on the first
and second pulse. With the method based on the first, second and third pulse, used in the
previous chapter, the location would most likely be impossible. It should be noted that a
considerable uncertainty is related to the estimation of the potential attenuation of the
reflected pulses, because both the distributed attenuation on the line and the lumped
attenuation at the PD sensor are frequency dependent.
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4.8

Discussion of the results

The variation of the PD magnitude between different incipient tree faults is wide and the
seasonal variation also seems to be considerable. The average PD magnitude in the
measurements conducted in March was approximately 18 % of the average PD magnitude in
September and 30 % of the average PD magnitude in November. Due to the small sample
size the numerical percentages should be considered as indicative, but nevertheless, the trend
is clear. The seasonal variation of the PD magnitude was somewhat smaller than the variation
of resistances and earthing resistances of trees. The resistances measured in March were
approximately tenfold compared to those measured in September. The behaviour of the PD
magnitude as a function of time was relatively stable in most cases after the first few minutes
or tens of minutes after the inception of the incipient tree fault. In freezing conditions
especially, the PD magnitude may be small and based on the results presented in Chapter 3
and 4, a reasonable design principle might be to dimension the PD monitoring system so that
a certain percentage, for example, 70…90 %, of all faults could be detected within a
timescale of 30…60 minutes.
According to the characteristics of incipient tree faults presented in Chapters 3 and 4 the
incipient fault detection of the Forest-SAX line should primarily be implemented using a
three phase measuring system. This conclusion is supported by the following observations:
1. A three phase measurement has the advantage of almost equal sensitivity to faults in
each phase. Thus, longer line length can be monitored with a single IFD unit, since
the coupling attenuation between the phases does not have to be taken into account in
dimensioning the system.
2. In incipient earth faults, the PD magnitude at the neighbouring phases seems to be
less than two thirds of the PD magnitude in the phase of discharge origin at distances
of less than 3 km. In incipient short circuit faults the PD magnitude at the phase not
involved in the direct phase-to-phase contact may be less than one fifth of the
magnitudes of the other two phases. Such a large magnitude difference complicates
the adjustment of PD intensity based alarm limits in case of a single phase PD
monitoring.
3. A three-phase measuring system has the benefit of redundancy over the single phase
measuring system. In case of a fault in the PD sensor or the data acquisition system of
one phase the two remaining phases would still be functional and enable limited
monitoring of the faulty phase.
4. It may be expected that at substations the cost difference between a single phase and a
three-phase system is relatively small if existing HV components can be used for
implementation of the PD sensors. The cost of the PD monitoring system is in any
case only a fraction of the cost of the line length monitored by it.
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5. In principle, a three-phase measurement and a centralized analysis of the three-phase
PD data would
a. enable discrimination between the discharge pulses of each phase and thereby
individual PD pattern analysis of discharges orignating from each phase. As a
result, more accurate PD pattern analysis could be implemented, which would
be necessary if the amount of pulse shaped interference were considerably
higher than on the Forest-SAX trial line
b. facilitate the discrimination between incipient earth faults and incipient short
circuit faults on the basis of pulse magnitudes in the three phases.
In spite of the argumentation above, a single phase measuring system may be worth
considering on long lines, where installation of PD monitoring units along the line may be
neccessary. At such locations the cost caused by two additional PD sensors required for a
three phase monitoring may be considerable. However, the ability of a single phase PD
monitor to detect the faults required in all the three phases should be considered separately. In
any case, the line length which can be monitored with a single phase PD monitoring unit is
smaller than with a three phase unit.
The attenuation of PD pulses travelling on the Forest-SAX line is relatively small, only
0.4…3.7 dB at a distance of approximately 9 km, and due to the logarithmic nature of the
attenuation as a function of distance the sensitivity of the IFD system has an important role in
determining the line length which can be monitored with a single IFD unit. The large scatter
in the measured attenuations is due to the variation in the power spectral densities of the PD
pulses and due to the differences in the propagation modes of the signal. The results also
indicate that the estimation of the propagation attenuation on the basis of the peak-to-peak
voltages of the pulses reflected from the instrument transformers installed along the line
would lead to an overestimation of the propagation attenuation and the coupling between
phases.
The PD magnitude in incipient tree faults, the propagation attenuation estimates and the
background noise levels observed in the measurements suggest that a line length of at least
30 km could be covered with an incipient fault detection system installed at the end of the
line. If a considerable part of the incipient tree faults occurs in freezing conditions the line
length is decreased. On the other hand, the line length can be increased considerably by
improving the sensitivity of the measuring system. Even the distance of the order of 30 km is
adequate considering most applications near densely populated areas, such as the test line.
According to the results presented in Chapter 4.6 the incipient tree faults can be located with
an accuracy of better than one line span by the time domain reflectometry method where the
time intervals between the direct pulse and the reflected pulses are determined simply on the
basis of the time stamp of the pulse peaks. The time resolution of the time stamps was 0.1 μs
corresponding to a sampling rate of 10 MS/s. The pulse reflections from the PD sensors along
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the line may be utilized in the incipient fault location, because at high frequencies the PD
sensors effectively segment the line into shorter portions. The segmentation may be best
utilized if the higher cut-off frequency of the measuring system is dimensioned
approximately 20 % higher than the one optimal for the detection of the direct pulses. It is
also noteworthy that the observed attenuation of the signal reflected from a PD sensor at a
specific distance from the measuring location is clearly higher than the observed attenuation
of the signal reflected from an open line end at approximately the same distance. This is due
to the frequency dependent reflection coefficient of the PD sensors, which is clearly smaller
than that of an open line end at the frequency range studied. The TDR method is especially
well suited to the 110 kV Forest-SAX line, since the line structure in 110 kV networks is
typically very straightforward (no branches or transformers along the line) and the
propagation attenuation on the line is small. Furthermore, on most lines one PD monitoring
system installed at the substation can monitor the whole CC line length and thus, incipient
fault location methods requiring two measuring locations would increase the costs of the
system unneccessarily.
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5 SYSTEM FOR INCIPIENT FAULT DETECTION OF A 110 KV CC
LINE
A simplified block diagram of the incipient fault detection (IFD) unit of a HVCC line and the
main functions of each block are presented in Figure 5.1. An IFD system may consist of
several IFD units depending on the total line length and the length of line, which can be
monitored with a single IFD unit. The IFD unit may be divided into three parts based on their
implementation and primary design concerns:
1. The PD measuring system, where the primary design concern is the hardware
specification and implementation.
2. The digital signal processing and the PD data analysis, where the primary design
concern is the algorithms and the software.
3. Communication from the PD monitoring unit, for example, to the network operations
centre, where the design may include both hardware and software aspects.
Items 1 and 2 require knowledge of partial discharge phenomenon related to incipient tree
faults and knowledge of the PD signal propagation and interference signals on the line. Item 3
mainly requires knowledge of the network automation system and the related data
communication.
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Figure 5.1. Block diagram of the incipient fault detection (IFD) unit of a HVCC line.
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Functionally, the IFD unit may be divided into two main blocks: the coupling device and the
PD monitoring unit. The coupling device or the PD sensor couples the small-signal
measuring system to the high voltage circuit, in this case to the Forest-SAX line. The PD
monitoring unit transforms the analogue signal from the PD sensor into digital form and
analyses the signal. If the analysis result indicates a fallen tree on the line, the unit signals an
alarm. The PD monitoring unit can be divided into three functional blocks:
1. The PD measuring unit performing the scaling, sampling and quantization of the
analogue signal and the storage of the digital data stream thus produced.
2. The digital signal preprocessing performing the noise suppression, pulse pick-up and
extraction of the relevant pulse parameters from the measured data.
3. The PD data analysis analysing the pulse data and deciding on the basis of the
analysis results whether the characteristics of the pulses indicate a tree fallen on the
line.
The characteristics of the PD measuring system are important for the performance of the IFD
system. Some limitations of the measuring system can be compensated by the data analysis,
but major shortcomings in it usually degrade the performance of the system regardless of the
sophistication of the data analysis.
As the first link of the measuring chain the coupling device has an important role in the
technical performance of the measuring system. Since the voltage and current waves related
to a partial discharge pulse propagating on a power line are not identical in shape, the
implementation of the sensor has an effect on the design of the IFD system. Regarding the
hardware in the implementation of the IFD system the sensor mainly affects the first analogue
signal conditioning stages and in the incipient fault detection algorithm the effects may be
limited to the parametrisation of the pulse pick-up and pulse parameter extraction.
The measuring system of the IFD application on the Forest-SAX trial line is based on a
digitizer platform available from a project partner, which was modified for the purposes of
this application. On the one hand this facilitated the design process, but on the other hand it
posed some limitations to the system, since major changes could not be made due to the time
schedule of the project. The measuring unit platform available was an 8-bit digitizer with a
sampling rate of 16 MS/s, which was earlier used in preliminary PD monitoring studies on
20 kV networks. The unit had a memory depth of 1 MB allowing digitization of three
consecutive 50 Hz cycles at a time with a sampling rate of 16 MS/s. As the A/D converter
resolution and a large part of the active amplifier circuits of the digitizer were more or less
fixed, the potential modifications affecting the dynamic range of the measuring system were
very limited. Fortunately, due to the high PD magnitude at the discharge site and the
comparatively low propagation attenuation on the line between the discharge site and the
coupling device, the PD magnitude at the input of the coupling device usually exceeds the
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magnitude of disturbance signals. From this perspective, the application does not impose
heavy demands on the dynamic range of the measuring system.
In conjunction with the IFD system, two different sensitivities may be defined: the sensitivity
of the PD measuring system and the sensitivity of the IFD system. The former is defined in
this thesis as the smallest PD pulse which can be visually detected from the waveform
measured by the PD measuring system of the IFD unit. The latter is defined as the threshold
which a predetermined percentile of the PD pulses related to an incipient tree fault must
exceed in order to result in a successful automatic detection of the incipient tree fault. The
sensitivity of the PD measuring system is usually better than the sensitivity of the IFD unit
due to the superiority of a human observer in detecting small changes and characteristics
typical of PD signals in the measured waveform. Although the high PD magnitude related to
most incipient faults and the relatively small propagation attenuation of high frequency
signals on the Forest-SAX line alleviate the requirements imposed on the sensitivity of the
IFD system, it remains an important factor determining the maximum line length that can be
monitored with a single IFD unit, as indicated in Chapter 4.4. The sensitivities related to the
IFD system of the Forest-SAX line are dealt with in Chapter 5.7.
The PRPDA and PSA methods presented in Chapter 2.6 and used for discharge recognition in
the pilot IFD system do not require a very large bandwidth if laboratory conditions with low
interference level are considered. Since both analysis methods are based on the phase angles
and magnitudes of individual pulses and do not require detailed information on the waveform
of the pulses, the bandwidth requirement is dictated mainly by the required pulse resolution
time, in other words, by the highest expected pulse repetition rate. Due to the relatively low
pulse repetition rates observed in the field tests with fallen trees on the line, bandwidths of a
few tens or hundreds of kHz specified in [Iec00a] should be more than sufficient for correct
registration of tree related PD pulses in the absence of interference signals. However, in online measurements, where interference signals are always present, the following aspects
favour the selection of a wider bandwidth:
1. The repetition rate of pulse shaped disturbances, partial discharges generated by
sources other than a fallen tree on the line or multiple simultaneous partial discharges
may be higher than that of partial discharges generated by a fallen tree on the line.
2. The potential for discrimination between the signals of multiple simultaneous
discharges by pulse waveform increases as the bandwidth increases.
3. Increasing the bandwidth increases the sensitivity until the frequency response of the
measuring system is matched to the spectrum of the pulse.
Automatic PD source location on the basis of time domain reflectometry or pulse shape is not
implemented in this work, but it could be done manually on the basis of the measurement
data, as shown in Chapter 4.6. This may be desirable, for example, in the event of partial
discharges caused by the line equipment or other sources difficult to locate visually. If this is
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regarded as desirable, the following factors could be added to the list of aspects favouring the
selection of a bandwidth wider than a few tens or hundreds of kHz:
4. Up to a certain point the location accuracy increases as the bandwidth of the
measuring system increases.
5. High frequencies are emphasized in the pulses reflected from the PD sensors. Thus,
increasing the bandwidth is likely to increase the distance range at which the PD
sources can be located by the TDR method.
As the argumentation presented above and in Chapter 2.4 indicates, the determination of the
optimal bandwidth for the measuring system requires a lot of information which was not
available when the pilot IFD system presented in this chapter was planned. Therefore, the
bandwidth of the system had to be decided mainly based on information available in the
literature referred to in Chapter 2.4 and on past experience. The bandwidths of different parts
of the measuring system are discussed later in Chapters 5.1…5.2 in conjunction with the PD
sensor and the PD measuring unit.

5.1

Coupling device

In the pilot implementation of the IFD system the coupling device, in other words the PD
sensor, is based on a Rogowski coil installed inside a 110 kV current transformer. The
implementation has the following advantages:
1. Current transformers are usually installed on every feeder at the substation, i.e. the
“platform” for the Rogowski coil is usually available
a. No extra cost for the sensor platform
b. No need for additional HV components impairing the reliability or affecting
other, such as high frequency characteristics of the network
2. A Rogowski coil can be relatively easily installed in a current transformer during
manufacture by replacing a conventional iron core transformer with a Rogowski coil
3. The frequency range and sensitivity of the sensor can be adjusted without modifying
the electrical insulations or the construction of the high voltage parts of the sensor
4. The PD source can be located between two adjacent sensors by observing the polarity
of an individual current pulse measured by the two sensors. In case of opposite pulse
polarities the PD source is between the sensors, in case of equal pulse polarities it is
elsewhere in the network

5.1.1

Characteristics of the Rogowski sensor used in the pilot installation

An IMB 123 current transformer manufactured by ABB Switchgear AB in Ludvika was used
as a platform for the PD sensor. The IMB current transformer was designed for revenue
metering and protection of high voltage network. It is based on a hairpin design (according to
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the shape of the primary conductor) also known as tank type. The secondary windings are
located in an oil saturated quartz grain filled tank at the bottom of the transformer (Figure
5.2 a). The tank type design allows the installation of large or many secondary windings,
which is useful for the integration of PD sensor, revenue metering and protection functions
into a single HV apparatus. The PD sensors manufactured for the pilot installation contain
one metering core, one protection core and two wideband Rogowski coils for PD measuring
purposes. The transformation ratio for the metering and protection core can be selected
(200-400/1/1A) by the primary winding connections. The sensitivity of the Rogowski coils
used in the pilot installation is likewise approximately 632 nV/AHz with 4 primary turns and
316 nV/AHz with 2 primary turns. The setup with 4 primary turns was used in the pilot
installation. Figure 5.2 b) shows the PD sensors installed on an angle support in the middle of
the Forest-SAX line at Pyntösjärvenaukee.
a)

b)

Figure 5.2. a) Current transformer type IMB. 1 – Oil filled cap, 2 – Gas cushion, 3 – Quartz filling, 4 –
Capacitive tap (on request), 5 – Primary conductor, 6 – Paper insulation, 7 – Expansion system, 8 – Oil sight
glass, 9 – Primary tap, 10 – Terminal box, 11 – Cores/secondary windings, 12 – Earth connecting [Ano98b]. b)
Three IMB 123 PD sensors installed on an angle support on the Forest-SAX trial line.

The capacitive layers in the insulation of the primary winding can be used as a capacitive
voltage divider. As an option, a tap is brought out from the second to last capacitor layer
through a bushing on the transformer tank. The tap must be earthed when not in use. The
current transformers used in the pilot installation are equipped with the optional capacitive
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tap and the voltage signal from the tap is used to synchronize the starting instant of the
sampling of the PD signal to the 50 Hz voltage of the Forest-SAX line. The typical output
voltage of the capacitive tap of IMB 123 with 10 kilo-ohm load is 200 Vrms [Ano98b].
Only one of the Rogowski coils integrated into the IMB is used in the pilot installation. Since
the output voltage of the Rogowski coil is proportional to the derivative of the primary
current, it has to be integrated in order to obtain a voltage proportional to the primary current.
The integration may be accomplished by an analogue integrator circuit (passive or active) or
by numerical integration as presented earlier in Chapter 2.3. In the pilot installation the
integration is accomplished by an active analogue integrator circuit implemented by an
operational amplifier. Since the PD measuring unit is located at a distance of 10…20 m from
the PD sensor, at least the PD signal from the Rogowski coil has to be buffered by an
amplifier to prevent the cable capacitance from lowering the resonant frequency of the
Rogowski coil excessively. In the pilot installation both the PD signal from the Rogowski
coil and the 50 Hz voltage signal from the capacitive tap are processed with active circuits on
an analogue signal conditioning card installed in the terminal box of the current transformer
(Figure 5.3).
PD current signal
from the Rogowski
coil

50 Hz zero detector
signal (optical) to the
PD measuring unit

50 Hz voltage from
the capacitive tap of
IMB 123

PD signal to the PD
measuring unit

Power supply
connectors

Figure 5.3. Analogue signal conditioning card installed at the terminal box of the IMB 123 current transformer.

A simplified block diagram of the card is presented in Figure 5.4. The signal from the
Rogowski coil is integrated by an analogue integrator circuit and amplified by a buffer
amplifier. The output of the buffer amplifier is isolated from the coaxial cable feeding the
signal to the PD measuring unit by a pulse transformer located on the card. The voltage from
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the capacitive tap of IMB 123 is connected to a comparator on the signal processing card,
which produces a square wave indicating the zero crossings or crossings of some other
predefined voltage level of the 50 Hz voltage on the line. The square wave signal is
transferred to the measuring instrument as an optical on/off signal by an optical fibre. The
signal processing card is powered by two double insulated power supplies located near the
PD measuring unit. Thus, there are no ground loops in the signal and power cabling between
the PD sensor and the PD measuring unit, at least for power frequencies. The power supplies
are linear regulated in order to avoid the generation of high frequency disturbances in the
power supply.
Interface card
Low-pass
filter
Amplifier

Comparator

1 nF
16 nF

Band-pass
filter

Optical
transmitter

Amplifier
Active
Integrator

Optical
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to the PD
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Figure 5.4. Block diagram of the analogue signal conditioning card located in the terminal box of the PD sensor.

The amplitude and phase response of the PD channel of the signal conditioning card at a
frequency range of 100 kHz…100 MHz are presented in Figure 5.5. The responses were
measured using an Agilent 4395A network/spectrum/impedance analyzer equipped with
87511A-001 S-parameter test set. The amplitude response declines almost linearly at a rate of
approximately 13 dB/decade from 200 kHz to 5 MHz.
The transfer function of the Rogowski coil, the amplitude response of the PD channel of the
signal conditioning (SC) card and the transfer function of their combination in series is
presented in Figure 5.6. The Rogowski coil operates as a “differentiating coil” (as defined in
Chapter 2.4.3) at frequencies below approximately 12 MHz and the transfer impedance
increases almost linearly at a rate of 20 dB per decade. The lower and upper -3 dB cut-off
frequencies of the combintion of the Rogowski coil and the signal conditioning card are
approximately fl = 3.6 MHz and fu = 9.8 MHz, but due to the shape of the transfer impedance
curve and the power spectral density curves of the PD pulses related to the incipient faults
presented in Chapter 4.1.2 the -3 dB definitions of the lower and upper cut-off frequencies
are not meaningful. The PSD’s of the incipient faults start to decrease rapidly above
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0.5…1 MHz as shown in Chapter 3.6.1. At 100 kHz…8 MHz the transfer impedance of the
Rogowski coil and the SC card deviates less than -2 dB from a straight line. At a frequency of
1 MHz the transfer impedance is approximately 7 dB and at the peak at 7 MHz approximately
15.7 dB above the response at 100 kHz. The high frequency accentuation of the Rogowski
coil and the SC card is likely to compensate the potential high frequency attenuation caused
by the IMB 123 construction. The attenuation was not measured, but on the basis of the
measurement results presented in Chapter 4.2 and 4.7.2 some high frequency attenuation may
be expected above 1 MHz. Due to the rapid decrease of power of the incipient fault related
PD pulses above 0.5…1 MHz, the effect of the high frequency accentuation of the
combination of Rogowski coil and signal conditioning card on the measurements presented in
Chapter 4 concerning propagation attenuation and coupling between phases is likely to be
small. It is likely to be manifested mainly as an increase in the background noise.

Figure 5.5. Amplitude and phase responses of the PD channel of the signal conditioning card.

The large upper cut-off frequency of the Rogowski coil and SC card allows relatively
wideband measurements to be conducted with an oscilloscope, but requires an anti-aliasing
filter in the PD measuring unit operating at a sampling rate of 16 MS/s to reduce the effect of
aliasing and external interference on the measured PD pulses. In the final implementation, it
would be worthwhile to consider decreasing the upper cut-off frequency of the signal
conditioning card. This would prevent interference and PD signals at frequencies above the
corner frequency of the anti-aliasing filter of the measuring unit from consuming the dynamic
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range of the amplifier stages between the low pass filters of the analogue SC card and the
anti-aliasing filter of the PD measuring unit.

Figure 5.6. Transfer impedance of the Rogowski coil, gain of the signal conditioning card and transfer
impedance of the Rogowsi coil and signal conditioning card in series.

5.1.2

Alternative sensor solutions

After the fault detection concept had been proven to be fully functional during the field test
periods and the pilot installation had been in operation for a couple of years, different sensor
variations were studied in order to find out whether an adequate functionality could be
achieved with a simpler and more cost effective sensor solution.
A total of three capacitive and two inductive sensors was studied as alternatives to the
Rogowski coil integrated into the IMB 123 used in the pilot installation. All the alternative
sensors except the 20 kV sensor were based on the idea of using existing network
components as a part of the sensor so that no modifications or additions to the primary (high
voltage) circuit would be neccessary and the modifications or additions could be done to the
existing equipment on-site. Two of the capacitive sensors tested (referred to as CAP2 and
CAP3) utilised the capacitive tap of the IMB 123 current transformer. The only difference
between the sensors CAP2 and CAP3 was their location on the busbar and the potentially
slightly different capacitances, since the capacitance values of the sensor CAP3 were
unknown. The signal from the capacitive divider was fed to a buffer amplifier located below
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the terminal box of the IMB 123. The amplitude response of the buffer amplifier used with
the capacitive divider is presented in Figure 5.7. The third capacitive sensor (CAP4) was a
capacitive divider located at the busbar on the 20 kV side of the 110/20 kV transformer. The
location of the sensors and a simplified equivalent circuit of the capacitances on the signal
path are presented in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7. Amplitude response of the buffer amplifier used on the capacitive sensors CAP2 and CAP3. The
broken lines indicate the -3 dB lower and upper cut-off frequencies.
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Figure 5.8. Diagram showing the configuration of the sensors in the sensor test and the largest lumped
capacitances on the propagation path of the PD signal in phase L3 at Noormarkku substation.
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Both inductive sensors were based on Rogowski coils. One of the coils (ROG3) was installed
around the ground conductor of an IMB 123 current transformer and the other (ROG2) was
installed around the conductor grounding the capacitive tap of an IMB 123. Because the
sensors CAP2 and ROG2 were installed in the same capacitive tap of the IMB 123, only one
of them could be used at a time. The selection of the active sensor was done by the switch S4.
Closing S4 grounds the capacitive tap, thus short-circuiting the capacitive voltage
measurement and enabling the ground current measurement by sensor ROG2. The amplitude
response of the combination of Rogowski coil and integrator used in sensors ROG2 and
ROG3 is presented in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9. Amplitude response of the combination of Rogowski coil and integrator used in sensors ROG2 and
ROG3. The broken lines indicate the -3 dB lower and upper cut-off frequencies.

Examples of PD pulse waveforms and the power spectral densities of the pulses measured
with sensors CAP2, CAP3, CAP4, ROG2, ROG3 and I2 are presented in Figures 5.10…5.12.
There is a clear difference between the PSD’s of the pulses measured with the capacitive and
the inductive sensors located on the 110 kV side of the transformer. The PSD’s of the pulses
measured with the capacitive sensors CAP2 and CAP3 start to decrease rapidly above 200
kHz while the PSD’s of the same pulses measured with the inductive sensors ROG2, ROG3
and I2 start to decrease at a considerably higher frequency of the order of 1 MHz. This is
likely to be related to the frequency responses of the inductive sensors and their analogue
signal conditioning cards presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.9, which show an increase of
7…10 dB between 100 kHz and 1 MHz. The frequency response of the buffer amplifiers used
in the capacitive sensors is almost flat at the same frequency band. The PSD of the pulses
measured with the 20 kV sensor CAP4 at the secondary side of the 110/20 kV power
transformer shows an irregular behaviour with strong peaks at approximately 700 kHz and
slightly less than 2 MHz. The PD pulse waveforms measured by the inductive sensors and the
20 kV capacitive sensor oscillate more than those measured by the 110 kV capacitive sensors.
The oscillations make it difficult to reliably determine the polarity and the time of occurrence
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of the pulses. Uncertainty in the latter causes additional uncertainty in the location of the PD
source by time domain reflectometry. This was dealt with earlier in Chapter 4.7.
The signal-to-noise ratio obtained with the alternative sensor solutions studied on the 110 kV
side of the transformer was of the same order of magnitude as that of the integrated Rogowski
coil used in the pilot installation. This is manifest in Figure 5.13 a) showing the pulse trains
measured simultaneously during one 50 Hz cycle with the sensor I2 used in the pilot
installation and the capacitive sensor CAP3 installed in the standard IMB 123 sensor with
capacitive tap and the inductive sensor ROG2 installed in the ground lead of the capacitive
tap of the modified IMB 123. Figure 5.13 b) presents the same waveforms filtered
numerically in Matlab with a fourth order numerical low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 0.5 MHz. The sensors based on the Rogowski coil, especially the one used in the pilot
installation, seem to benefit the most of the filtering in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio. This
is likely to be related to the high frequency accentuation of the Rogowski coil and the signal
conditioning card used in the pilot installation. According to the PSD’s of the incipient tree
faults presented in Chapter 4.1.2 the power of the signal decreases rapidly above 1 MHz
resulting in rapid decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio at those frequencies. On the other hand,
the signal obtained from the capacitive sensors already starts to decrease at frequencies above
100 kHz an thus, additional filtering above 500 kHz is not likely to have considerable effect
on the signal-to-noise ratio.

CAP2

I2

ROG3

fs=100 MS/s

Figure 5.10. PD pulses measured with different sensors in phase L3 at Noormarkku: CH1: CAP2 – capacitive
tap of the modified IMB123, CH2: I2 – Rogowski coil in the modified IMB123, CH3: ROG3 - Rogowski coil
around the earthing conductor of the unmodified IMB123.
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CAP3

I2

ROG3

fs=100 MS/s

Figure 5.11. PD pulses measured with different sensors in phase L3 at Noormarkku: CH1: CAP3 - capacitive tap
of the unmodified IMB123, CH2: I2 – Rogowski coil in the modified IMB123, CH3: ROG3 - Rogowski coil
around the earthing conductor of the unmodified IMB123.

ROG2

I2

CAP4

fs=100 MS/s

Figure 5.12. PD pulses measured with different sensors in phase L3 at Noormarkku: CH1: ROG2 – Rogowski
coil at the earthing conductor of the capacitive tap of a modified IMB123, CH2: I2 – Rogowski coil in the
modified IMB123, CH3: CAP4 – capacitive tap of a 20 kV KOHU24A1 current transformer.
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a)

b)

CAP3

I2

ROG2
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Figure 5.13. PD pulse trains related to an incipient earth fault ‘DE’ (spruce nr. 122) measured simultaneously
with sensor I2 used in the pilot installation, alternative capacitive sensor CAP3 and inductive sensor ROG2 at
Noormarkku measuring location a) without filtering b) with a 4th order numerical low pass filter with a cut-off
frequency of 0.5 MHz conducted in Matlab.

In summary, the performance of the alternative sensor solutions ROG2, ROG3, CAP2 and
CAP3 is adequate for the IFD system. The signal-to-noise ratio obtained with these sensors is
of the same order of magnitude as that obtained with the I2 sensor used in the pilot
installation of the IFD system. The capacitive sensors have the advantage of a less oscillating
pulse shape, from which the pulse polarity is easier to determine. On the other hand the
inductive sensors have a wider bandwidth and they can be installed on most current
transformers, even those having no capacitive tap.

5.2

Interference signals on the 110 kV Forest-SAX trial line and
passive noise suppression

According to laboratory tests reported later in Chapter 5.6, discharges larger than
approximately 300-600 pC can be detected visually in the waveforms measured by the pilot
installation of the PD monitoring system on the Forest-SAX line. The magnitude of pulses
detected by the incipient fault detection algorithm is likely to be even greater, in the order of
a few nanocoulombs depending on the signal content. Due to the relatively low sensitivity of
the PD monitoring system small magnitude discharges such as corona discharges occurring in
sharp edges of the conductor strands, line accessories and substation equipment are usually
not registered by the system and during the operation of the Forest-SAX trial line they have
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not caused intereference problems. The dominating interference signal on the Forest-SAX
trial line are the emissions of the Pori medium wave radio station broadcasting at 963 kHz.
The broadcast is amplitude modulated and the maximum transmission power of the station is
600 kW. The signal coupled to the Forest-SAX trial line is high enough to cause the
automatic gain control of the measuring unit to step down to a lower gain than would be used
in interference free conditions. This reduces the PD detection sensitivity unnecessarily.
The problem is solved in the pilot installation by attenuating the intereference by a passive
two stage notch filter adjusted to 963 kHz. The schematic diagram of the filter and the
amplitude and phase responses covering the frequency band of the sensor and analogue SC
card used in the pilot installation are presented in Appendix E. A narrower frequency band
around the centre frequency of the notch filter stopband is presented in Figure 5.14. As
illustrated in Figure 5.14, the attenuation of the filter is greater than 20 dB on the frequency
band occupied by the Pori shortwave radio station (963 kHz ± 5 kHz) and greater than 30 dB
at its carrier frequency 963 kHz. In other words the carrier signal is attenuated more than
97 % and the whole frequency band of the transmission is attenuated more than 90 %.

Figure 5.14. Amplitude and phase response of the notch filter at its stopband.

An example of background noise measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee from phases L1, L2 and L3
with an oscilloscope without notch filters and with notch filters is presented in Figures 5.15
and 5.16 respectively. Without the notch filter the spectral peak of the Pori medium wave
radio station at 963 kHz is approximately 30 dB above the noise level, while with the notch
filter the peak is practically imperceptible in phase L1. In phases L2 and L3 the broadcast at
963 kHz is attenuated by the notch filter approximately 20 dB, but the peak may still be
distinguished from the background noise.
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fs=50 MS/s
Figure 5.15. Background noise waveform and its power spectral density measured without the notch filter (CH
1: phase L1, CH 2: phase L2, CH 3: phase L3).

fs=50 MS/s
Figure 5.16. Background noise waveform and its power spectral density measured with the notch filter (CH 1:
phase L1, CH 2: phase L2, CH 3: phase L3).
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The smaller attenuation in phases L2 and L3 is likely to be due to slightly incorrect tuning of
the notch filter. The filter also causes a notch in the spectrum of the PD signal around
963 kHz but the notch is narrow compared to the bandwith of the measuring system and the
bandwidth of the PD signals caused by the trees. Thus its effect on the PD pulse energy is
likely to be negligible.

5.3

Partial discharge mesuring unit

A block diagram of the partial discharge measuring unit used in the pilot installation is
presented in Figure 5.17. The gain of the first amplifier is adjusted programmatically in order
to scale the PD signal to match the conversion range of the analogue-to-digital (A/D)
converter. Thus, the conversion range of the A/D converter can be fully utilised, which
minimizes the quantization error and maximizes the dynamic range and the signal-to-noise
(S/N)-ratio of the measurement. After the adjustable amplifier the signal is filtered with a
bandpass filter, which also serves as an anti-aliasing filter. In the pilot installation, there is
also a bandpass filter on the analogue signal conditioning card located in the terminal box of
the PD sensor, but the high upper cut-off frequency of this filter makes it insufficient as an
anti-aliasing filter. Filtering at the sensor reduces the dynamic range requirements of the
succeeding amplifiers and the additional filtering at the PD measuring unit reduces potential
interference signals coupled to the measuring system after the coupling device.
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Figure 5.17. Block diagram of the PD monitoring unit.
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After the anti-aliasing filter the signal is discretized in time domain and quantized
(discretized in amplitude domain). The discretization in time domain is done by a sampleand-hold circuit at a sampling frequency of 16 MS/s and the quantization by an 8-bit A/D
converter resulting in 256 quantization levels. The lower and upper -3 dB cut-off frequencies
of the PD measuring unit at the most commonly used amplifications are correspondingly
400…700 kHz and 3…7 MHz. The upper cut-off frequency is somewhat too large
considering the power spectral density of the direct and reflected PD pulses related to
incipient faults. Above 1…1.5 MHz the PSD’s of the PD pulses decrease rapidly so that
between frequencies of 3…6 MHz the PSD is attenuated at least 30…40 dB compared to the
level at 1 MHz. Considering Equation 2.5 the upper cut-off frequency should be lower, but
considering the PSD’s of the incipient tree faults the aliasing should remain on a relatively
low level even with the dimensioning used in the pilot system.
The incoming signal can be sampled continuously for only a limited time determined by the
sampling frequency and the memory capacity of the measuring unit. In the pilot installation
the memory capacity reserved for the measured data is 960,000 bytes, allowing three 50 Hz
cycles to be sampled continuously at a sampling rate of 16 MS/s. The optical on-off signal
from the 50 Hz zero detector initiates the sampling. Thus, the first sample of the
960,000 sample chain is always taken at the same phase angle of the 50 Hz phase voltage.
The operation of the measuring unit is controlled by a BIOS (basic integrated operating
system) program, which controls e.g. the sampling and input/output functions. The BIOS is
programmed to EEPROMs (electrically erasable programmable read-only memories)
installed into sockets. Thus, program updates can be made by programming the EEPROMs at
the office and by changing them into the measuring units on-site. In the final implementation,
the digital signal processing, PD data analysis and communication (generation of alarms etc.)
to the network operations centre would all be performed by the DSP (digital signal processor)
of the PD measuring unit, and the application software would be on the EEPROMs. In the
pilot implementation, these functions are performed by a separate PC connected to the
RS-232 interface of the PD measuring unit. The DSP only controls the PD signal sampling,
PD data storage in the SRAM (static random access memory) memory and PD data transfer
to the PC via RS-232. This makes the updates of the signal processing and PD analysis
software easier, since there is usually no need to reprogram the EEPROMs of the PD
measuring unit. On the other hand, the transfer of the 960,000 samples of PD data from the
PD measuring unit to the PC via the RS-232 interface is relatively slow, taking approximately
5 minutes. This is clearly the bottleneck of the data processing in the pilot installation,
extending the interval between consecutive measurements of three 50 Hz cycles into
12 minutes. The CAN (controller area network) interface was used in the pilot installation to
synchronize the sampling between the measuring units of L1, L2 and L3. In the final
implementation, the CAN interface could be used for communication between the PD
monitoring unit and other substation equipment.
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5.4

Digital signal preprocessing

The digital data stream resulting from in the sampling and quantization process carries
information about the PD pulses potentially indicating a fallen tree on the line and the various
interference signals dealt with earlier in Chapter 2.5 of this work. The interference signals
superimpose on the PD pulses of interest distorting the shape of PD pulses and causing
additional error to the registration of the PD pulse magnitudes and phase angles or times of
occurrence. Small PD pulses may remain undetected due to disturbances increasing the
background noise level. As a result of these errors the PD data analysis may result in
erroneous diagnosis. To improve the reliability of the PD data analysis the interference
signals should be suppressed before the PD data analysis is performed.
Due to the short duration (a few microseconds at most) and somewhat rare occurrence of
detectable PD pulses (tens of pulses per power frequency cycle) in the incipient earth faults,
the percentage of the samples representing the PD pulses is only a fraction of the whole data
stream. In of incipient short circuit faults the number of detectable PD pulses is larger as
shown in Chapter 3.3 and later in this chapter, but the percentage of irrelevant samples may
nevertheless be estimated to be of the order of several tens of percent. Thus, a large
percentage of the data may be discarded after picking up only the relevant pulses from the
signal and after extracting the relevant parameters describing the pulse characteristics from
them.
The functions mentioned above can be called the preprocessing of the digital signal. The
preprocessing functions relevant in the IFD unit of the Forest-SAX line are presented in
Figure 5.18. Suppression of pulse shaped disturbances was not considered essential in this
application due to the relatively low sensitivity of the PD measuring unit and the rareness of
pulse shaped disturbances observed on the Forest-SAX trial line.
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Figure 5.18. Block diagram of the digital signal preprocessing implemented in the pilot installation.

Narrow band signals can be filtered relatively easily, since in frequency domain they appear
as narrow peaks in the power spectrum of the signal. In the pilot installation, the digital
suppression of narrow band interference is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method
described in Chapter 2.5. A detailed description of the implementation of the filtering in this
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particular application is presented in [Bjö01c, Pak02a] and an example of filtering results
obtained with the method in on-line measurements is presented in [Pak00a]. This filtering
method allows an unlimited number and width of stopbands. Generally, the S/N-ratio of the
PD signal can be improved with a negligible distortion in PD pulse shape.
After the suppression of narrow-band disturbances the measurement signal is composed of
the PD signal, potential pulse-shaped interference signals and continuous broadband noise. In
order to distinguish pulses from the signal, positive and negative threshold levels (Xp and Xn,
correspondingly) are defined to quantify the width and location of the background noise band
around the zero signal level. For the determination of these levels, the data stream of
960,000 samples (three 50 Hz cycles) is divided into 4,800 segments each 200 points wide
corresponding to a time window of 12.5 μs. Two extreme values are determined for each
segment:
1. xp(i), the largest positive sample value in the segment i. If there are no positive values
in the segment i, then xp(i)=0.
2. xn(i), the largest (by absolute value) negative sample in the segment i. If there are no
negative values in the segment i, then xn(i)=0.
The positive threshold level Xp is determined by increasing the level in steps of one
quantization level starting from zero until the number of xp values exceeding the threshold
level is less than or equal to a set reference value nref. The level obtained is then multiplied by
a “safety margin” factor P, to obtain the final threshold level Xp. In the pilot installation, the
value of nref = 500 and the value of the safety margin factor is P=2. The negative threshold
level Xn is determined correspondingly. It is possible to set a common minimum value for the
thresholds but in the pilot installation this option is not used, i.e. the minimum value is 0. The
method works comparatively well with the parametrisation presented, provided that the
number of pulses per data packet does not deviate greatly from those typical of incipient earth
faults.
The number of pulses picked up by the PD measuring units in the measurements during the
field test periods in November 2003 and June 2004 are presented respectively in Figures 5.19
and 5.20. All the measurements are conducted during incipient earth faults except that one
indicated by ‘CH’, which is an incipient short circuit fault caused by spruce no. 129. The
difference between the incipient earth faults and the incipient short circuit faults in the
number of pulses per data packet is much smaller in Figure 5.19 than would have been
anticipated based on the results of oscilloscope measurements presented in Chapter 3.3. This
is probably due to the operating principle of the pulse pick-up algorithm, which tends to lift
the threshold levels if the number of pulses in the signal is high. A table showing the number
of pulses picked up by each measuring unit in each individual measurement is presented in
Appendix B.
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Figure 5.19. Histogram of the number of pulses per data packet (packet of three consecutive power frequency
cycles) in the automatic measurements conducted by the PD monitoring units in November 2003.
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Figure 5.20. Histogram of the number of pulses per data packet (packet of three consecutive power frequency
cycles) in the automatic measurements conducted by the PD monitoring units in June 2004.

The parts of the signal exceeding the threshold levels Xp in the positive direction or Xn in the
negative direction are interpreted as pulses. Once a pulse is picked up, it has to fulfill a few
experimentally determined conditions before it is accepted as an individual pulse. These
conditions aim to ascertain that potential pulse reflections are not interpreted as individual
pulses.
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After the pulses have been picked up, the following pulse parameters are determined for each
pulse:
1. Position ip of the pulse peak (defined as the largest absolute value of the samples in
the pulse) relative to the first sample of the chain of 960 000 samples.
2. Pulse peak value Up, defined as the largest absolute value of the samples in the pulse.
3. Pulse peak-to-peak value Upp, defined as the difference between the largest positive
sample and largest (in absolute terms) negative sample of the pulse.
4. Pulse area Ap, defined as the sum of the absolute sample values above the level of
50 % of the pulse peak value.
These pulse parameters of each pulse are used as input data for the partial discharge signal
analysis presented in the following chapter. Thus, the original 960,000 signal samples and the
samples representing the waveform of the pulses picked up from the original signal may be
discarded from the further analysis.

5.5

Partial discharge signal analysis

The aim of the partial discharge analysis method developed in this work is to deduce whether
the analysed signal indicates normal operation of the line or an incipient fault on the line. The
discrimination between incipient earth faults and incipient short circuit faults was not within
the scope of this work.
The pulses picked up from the measured data are analysed by two different methods: on the
one hand based on factors related to the intensity of the discharges and on the other hand
based on the PRPDA and PSA patterns or graphs of the discharge, as shown in Figure 5.21.
The PD intensity factors can be determined on the basis of one data packet, i.e the pulses of
three consecutive 50 Hz cycles measured at a time. Thus the decision whether to signal an
alarm or not can be made instantaneously after the data packet has been analysed. The
PRPDA and PSA graphs, however, require a much larger number of pulses before the graphs
can be analysed and recognised using, for example, the methods presented in Chapter 2.6. For
incipient earth faults, the PD monitoring unit is usually able to pick up approximately
10….50 pulses per data packet and thus, several packets are required to achieve an adequate
sample for the PRPD or PS analysis. Considering that in the pilot installation of the IFD
system only 1 packet is accumulated in 12 minutes the decision for the pattern based alarm
usually takes from approximately half an hour to one hour.
This twofold fault detection algorithm including both the PD intensity and PD pattern based
analysis enables a rapid response in case of a high PD intensity and a reliable, although
considerably slower operation in case of a low PD intensity. Since the PD pattern based alarm
acts as a “backup” for low level PD’s, the alarm limits for the PD intensity based alarm can
be adjusted higher to prevent false alarms due to interference signals.
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Figure 5.21. Block diagram of the PD data analysis algorithm implemented in the pilot installation of the PD
monitoring system.

5.5.1

PD intensity analysis

The PD intensity analysis is performed if a predefined number of pulses (in the pilot
installation 10 pulses) in the data packet is exceeded. The analysis is based on the following
parameters characterizing the intensity of the partial discharges detected:
1. mean cumulative pulse area per cycle, Acycle
n

Acycle =

∑A
i =1

i
p

3

2. mean pulse area Amean
n

Amean =

∑A
i =1

i
p

n

max
of the n pulses
3. largest peak-to-peak value U pp

These PD intensity parameters are calculated based on the pulse parameters (PP’s)
determined in Chapter 5.3.1 for the n pulses picked up from the data of three consecutive
50 Hz cycles measured at a time. The alarm thresholds for these PD intensity parameters
were determined individually for each IFD unit on the basis of the measurement data
acquired during the first year of normal operation of the line. The thresholds were set at the
lowest possible level which did not produce alarms in two consecutive measurements.
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Occasional alarms in individual measurements, however, were allowed during the year.
These occasional alarms can be masked in the alarm decision part as shown in Chapter 5.5.4.
The alarm thresholds are presented in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Alarm thresholds for the parameters used in PD intensity analysis.
Parameter

Measurement station

Acycle

Noormarkku (MP 3)

Amean

max
U pp

5.5.2

L1
5.6

Alarm thresholds
L2
5.6

L3
7.0

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP 2)

5.6

5.6

7.8

Tuulikylä (MP 1)

30

8.5

26

Noormarkku (MP 3)

0.8

0.9

2.1

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP 2)

0.9

1.2

1.4

Tuulikylä (MP 1)

9.0

2.9

5.0

Noormarkku (MP 3)

0.16

0.33

0.20

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP 2)

0.16

0.16

0.19

Tuulikylä (MP 1)

0.37

0.16

0.28

PD pattern analysis

The PD pattern analysis requires a considerably larger number of pulses than the PD intensity
analysis in order to be reliable. Therefore, the pulses picked up from each measured data
packet are accumulated in a buffer memory of ten consecutive measurements on a FI-FO
(first in-first out) principle. The analysis is performed as soon as a predefined number of
pulses (100 pulses in the pilot installation) has been accumulated. Usually, this requires
measurement of several data packets of three 50 Hz cycles. The PD pattern analysis is based
on the method patented by the author and his colleagues Vesa Latva-Pukkila and Mats
Björkqvist [Bjö01c, Pak02a]. The PRPDA and PSA graphs as well as most of the diagnostic
parameters (DP’s) used in PRPDA are selected from those presented earlier in Chapter 2.6.
The DP’s used in PSA, the utilization of membership functions of fuzzy logic in the
description of the incipient fault in the PD database, the use of parameter specific weighting
factors as well as the implementation of parameter calculation in the absence of accurate
phase information of the 50 Hz phase voltage are results of the group work conducted by the
present author, Vesa Latva-Pukkila and Mats Björkqvist. The detailed implementation of the
algorithms was conducted by Vesa Latva-Pukkila.
The following PRPDA graphs are composed of the measured pulse data for the analysis
[Bjö01c, Pak02a]:
1. Qm(ϕ), maximum pulse amplitude in each phase window.
2. Qa(ϕ), average pulse amplitude in each phase window.
3. H(ϕ), number of pulses in each phase window.
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The feature extraction of the PRPDA patterns is implemented by the “statistical operators”
presented earlier in Chapter 2.6. Two additional operators, Phi + and Phi – are introduced to
characterize the inception phase angle of positive and negative PD pulses respectively
[Bjö01c, Pak02a]. In this thesis, a common term of diagnostic parameter (DP) is used for
both the statistical operators used in the PRPDA and the parameters used for feature
extraction of the PSA graphs. For the computation of these diagnostic parameters, the
computation windows corresponding to the positive and negative pulses must first be defined.
The definition of the computation window affects the values of most of the diagnostic
parameters and as such, the definition process should be as robust as possible. Furthermore,
the values of the higher moments of the distribution e.g. the skewness and the kurtosis are
sensitive to the location of the distribution in the computation window [Ber02a]. In this
particular application the phase voltage is not digitized and the phase angle of occurrence of
each partial discharge pulse is correlated to the phase voltage only via the starting point of the
sampling of each data packet of three power frequency cycles. Since the triggering of the
sampling is not necessarily stable (it may drift due to voltage waveform distortion, thermal
drift and aging of the components in the triggering circuit) and the relatively strong coupling
between the three phase conductors may cause the pulse trains to appear in “unexpected”
locations the computation windows for the DPs of positive and negative pulse trains are
determined by searching for pulse groups having a time interval between them matching the
50 Hz phase voltage cycles. In other words, it is assumed that the discharges occur
predominantly in one phase. To ensure the robustness of the determination of the skewness
and kurtosis parameters the computation windows are centred to the corresponding positive
and negative pulse train envelopes on the basis of discharge inception and extinction phase
angles. Due to the oscillating nature of the PD pulses recorded by the PD monitoring system
on the Forest-SAX trial line, the “pulse magnitude” referred to in Chapter 2.6 is defined as
the pulse peak-to-peak value according to Chapter 4.1.1.
The parameters Phi, Phi + and Phi – are only calculated for the Qm(ϕ) distribution, since the
result would be identical for Qa(ϕ) and H(ϕ) distributions. Thus a total of 30 DPs is included
in the PRPDA section of the incipient fault detection algorithm.
The pulse sequence analysis used in the PD monitoring unit is based on the following four
graphs composed of the measured pulse data [Bjö01c, Pak02a]:
1. H(du), a histogram of the inception voltage differences between consecutive pulses.
2. H(q, dt), a histogram matrix of the time differences dt between consecutive pulses of
equal magnitude q ± dq.
3. H(du(pos)), a histogram of the inception voltage differences between consecutive
positive pulses.
4. H(du(neg)), a histogram of the inception voltage differences between consecutive
negative pulses.
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Since the measured pulse data is usually accumulated from several individual measurements
of three consecutive 50 Hz cycles, the data stream is not continuous on time. In PRPD
analysis this does not pose actual problems in the data analysis, since PRPDA is based on the
magnitude and phase angle of the pulses relative to the 50 Hz voltage and does not make use
of the correlations between consecutive pulses. Thus, assuming that the PD phenomenon is
relatively stable, it is in principle irrelevant whether the pulses are sampled continuously or
intermittently. In PS analysis, however, there is a problem of handling the time discontinuity
and missing pulses between the last pulse of three cycle data packet n and the first pulse of
three cycle data packet n+1. Omitting the pulses occurring during the 50 Hz cycles between
the packets causes an error to the calculation of parameters such as the inception voltage
difference between the last pulse of the packet n and the following pulse, since the following
pulse is missing and either has to be replaced by the first pulse of the packet n+1 or the
analysis has to be limited to the pulses of one data packet. Since the number of pulses in one
data packet is typically of the order of 10…50 with clearly detectable incipient earth faults, it
was judged that the percentage of erroneous values is so small (usually less than 10 %) that
the advantages of a larger sample in statistical analysis outweigh the potential inaccuracy in
classification caused by the few erroneous values. Thus the individual consecutive data
packets are handled as continuous data in PS analysis.
For the feature extraction the H(du) graph is first filtered with an FIR filter and the following
DPs are calculated from the filtered histogram [Bjö01c, Pak02a]:
1. Pe, the number of local peaks in the histogram.
2. Do, the distance between the outermost peaks in the histogram.
3. D0avg, the average distance of the local peaks of the histogram from the zero of the
histogram.
4. Wavg, the average width of the local peaks of the histogram determined at the level of
50 % of the value of the local peak.
5. Wstd, the standard deviation of the width of the local peaks of the histogram
determined at the level of 50 % of the value of the local peak.
The feature extraction from the H(q, dt) graph is accomplished by determining the following
DPs from the matrix representing the graph [Bjö01c, Pak02a]:
1. Xmin, the smallest commonly occurring time interval in the graph. The value is
determined by searching the first column in the matrix from the left (starting from
zero), in which the set threshold value is exceeded in at least one matrix element.
2. Xmax, the largest commonly occurring time interval in the graph. The value is
determined by searching the first column in the matrix from the right, in which the
set threshold value is exceeded in at least one matrix element.
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3. Ymin, the smallest commonly occurring pulse peak-to-peak value in the graph. The
value is determined by searching the first row in the matrix from the bottom, in
which the set threshold value is exceeded in at least one matrix element.
4. Ymax, the largest commonly occurring pulse peak-to-peak value in the graph. The
value is determined by searching the first row in the matrix from the top, in which the
set threshold value is exceeded in at least one matrix element.
5. Gx, the x-coordinate of the centre of gravity of the H(q, dt) graph.
6. Gy, the y-coordinate of the centre of gravity of the H(q, dt) graph.
For the feature extraction the H(du(pos)) and H(du(neg)) graphs are first FIR filtered and the
following DPs are calculated from the filtered histogram [Bjö01c, Pak02a]:
1. Lpe, the location of the highest local peak on the voltage axis.
2. Wpe, the width of the highest local peak determined at the level of 50 % of the value of
the local peak.
Thus, a total of 15 DPs is included in the PSA section of the incipient fault detection
algorithm. The feature extraction method presented in this chapter is of a general nature and
could be applied, in principle, to any PD measurement application. To simplify the PD
database and to optimize the incipient fault detection algorithm for the detection of trees in
contact with the Forest-SAX line only a part of the DP’s presented above are used in the pilot
IFD system. The selection method of the relevant DP’s is presented in the next chapter.

5.5.3

PD database and classification of partial discharge sources

The structure of the PD database depends on the method used for the classification of the
partial discharge sources. The classification method used in this work can be considered as a
derivative of the recognition rate method described in Chapter 2.6.3. In the recognition rate
method the PD database is in a form which can be easily interpreted in terms of physical
quantities related to the partial discharge. However, the abrupt definition of DP ranges of
variation in the database of the method presented in Chapter 2.6.3 may be considered as
lacking physical grounds. Thus, for the method presented in [Bjö01c, Pak02a] and used in the
IFD system of the 110 kV Forest-SAX line, the recognition rate method was developed so
that the DP ranges are defined by membership functions of fuzzy logic. This allows a more
realistic modelling of the distribution of the diagnostic parameter values (DPV’s) typical of
each fault class represented in the PD database library. Additionally, DP specific weighting
coefficients were defined in order to increase the weight of the DP’s showing the best
capability for discriminating between the incipient faults and interference in the
classification.
The PD database was built up on the basis of the PD data collected of incipient earth faults
during the first three field test periods in September and November 2000 and March 2001.
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All incipient earth faults are presented as a single class in the PD database. This yields a
broad defintion of the class limits but, on the other hand, dividing the incipient tree faults into
several classes based on the relatively small number of test trees studied would have been
risky. Additionally, the lack of discrimination between the discharges originating from each
of the three phases and the effect of propagation attenuation on the PD patterns of incipient
tree faults occurring at different distances from the PD sensor increase the range of variation
of the DP’s. On the other hand, the rareness of interference signals caused by other partial
discharges than the incipient tree faults on the line decreases the need for an accurate PD
classification.
The relevant parameters used in the determination of the membership function and weighting
coefficient of the DP’s are shown in Figure 5.22. The figure presents, as an example, the
distribution of the Ku+ parameter values of the H(ϕ) graph obtained from the incipient earth
faults measured during the field test periods (upper part of the figure) and from the
measurements conducted during the normal operation of the line (lower part of the figure).
Due to the limited number of incipient earth faults measured during the field test periods a
simple trapezoidal membership function was selected to represent the distribution of each
DP. Compared, for example, to a simple triangular membership function it is more flexible in
modelling different DP distributions and does not greatly increase the complexity or memory
consumption of the PD database. In the PD database, the trapezoidal membership functions
of each DP are represented by the four corner points of the trapezoid. More complex forms of
membership functions could lead to more selective PD pattern recognition, but studying this
was out of the scope of this work.
The x-axis values of the corner points of the trapezoidal membership function are determined
by the following percentiles of the cumulative frequency distribution of DPV’s (the DPV
histogram) calculated from valid measurements:
x2.5
x10
x90
x97.5

the 2.5 % percentile
the 10 % percentile
the 90 % percentile
the 97.5 % percentile.

Corresponding membership functions were determined for each of the 30 DP’s used in the
PRPD analysis and 15 DP’s used in the PS analysis. However, it is likely that some of the
DPs are able to discriminate between the incipient faults and interference better than others
and, on the other hand, some of the DP’s may prove in some cases to be incalculable. Thus, it
may be useful to exclude some of the DP’s from the final analysis. The decision whether a
DP is used in the final analysis is based on the following two parameters:
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pta =

100 ⋅ ∑ f t ,i mi
i =1

ntt

( 5.1)

n

p nv =
where
n
ft,i
fn,i
mi
ntt
nnv

100 ⋅ ∑ f n ,i mi
i =1

nnv

( 5.2)

is the number of classes in the DPV histogram (in the pilot implementation
n=200).
value of class i of the DPV histogram composed of measurements conducted
during incipient tree faults.
value of class i of the DPV histogram composed of measurements conducted
during normal operation of the line.
the value of the membership function in the middle of class i of DPV
histogram.
the total number of measurements conducted during incipient earth faults.
the number of valid measurements conducted during normal operation of the
line, i.e. measurements from which the DPV can be successfully determined
with a result other than plus or minus infinity. Determined separately for
each DP.

The parameter pta indicates the capability of the DP to recognize an incipient earth fault. The
value is affected by the percentage of the DPVs in the area of the membership function of all
DPVs and the distribution of the DPVs on the area of the membership function. A high value
of pta indicates good capability.
The parameter pnv indicates the capability of the DP to discriminate between the incipient
earth faults and disturbances. The value is affected by the percentage of the DPVs on the area
of the membership function of all DPVs and their distribution in the area of the membership
function. A low value of pnv indicates good capability.
It should be noted that the feasibility of a DP in discriminating between incipient earth faults
and disturbances depends, among other things, on the implementation of the PD measuring
system and digital signal preprocessing, the determination of the DP values and the
characteristics of the incipient faults which should be recognised by the data analysis. For
example, the implementation of the PD measuring system and digital signal preprocessing
affects the IFD unit sensitivity and thus, the PD patterns. Therefore, the selection of the most
feasible DP’s is application specific.
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Figure 5.22. Trapezoidal membership function of a PRPDA parameter (Ku+ of the H(ϕ) graph) showing a
satisfactory discriminatory power between incipient earth faults and interference. The membership function
matches well with the upper histogram, which is composed of the DPV’s related to measurements conducted
during incipient tree faults. Conversely, the membership function shows a poor match with the lower histogram,
which is composed of the DPV’s related to measurements conducted during normal operation of the line (in the
absence of incipient tree faults). The parameter ntv is the number of valid measurements conducted during
incipient earth faults, i.e. measurements from which the DPV can be successfully determined with a result other
than plus or minus infinity (determined separately for each DP) and nnt is the total number of measurements
conducted during normal operation of the line.

In this work, the conditions for selecting a DP to be used in the PD pattern based analysis
were defined as follows:
pta ≥ 31.44
pnv ≤ 80
The threshold for pta was obtained from the equation
ntvmax
226
pta = 0.8 ⋅
= 0.8 ⋅
= 31.44
575
ntt

( 5.3)

where ntvmax = 226 is the largest ntv value (number of valid measurements) among all the
DP’s. In other words, the DP is selected on the basis of the pta value if the number of valid
measurements is greater than or equal to 80 % of the largest number of valid measurements
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among the DP’s. The factor 0.8 was obtained heuristically based on the ntv values of the
DP’s, as well as the threshold of pnv=80, based on the visual inspection of the DPV
histograms. As a result of these conditions, 9 PRPDA and 6 PSA parameters were selected.
The weighting coefficients for the selected parameters were determined from the following
equation:
wk =

100
p nv

( 5.4)

The weighting coefficients for the DP’s selected for the pilot installation of the IFD algorithm
are presented in Table 5-2. For the rest of the 45 parameters, the distributions of incipient
faults coincided with the distributions of backround noise so closely that the parameters were
disabled by setting their weighting coefficients at zero. An example of coinciding
distributions during incipient incipient earth faults and during normal operation of the line is
presented in Figure 5.23 in case of parameter Sk-.
Table 5-2. Graphs and diagnostic parameters used in the PD pattern analysis algorithm of the pilot installation
and the corresponding weighting coefficient.
Graph

Parameter

Description

Qm(ϕ)

Phi+
PhiPe+
PePe+
PeKu+
Pe+
PeXmin
Ymax
Gy
Wpe
Wpe
Wavg

PD inception phase angle
PD inception phase angle
Number of peaks in the graph of positive half cycle
Number of peaks in the graph of negative half cycle
Number of peaks in the graph of positive half cycle
Number of peaks in the graph of negative half cycle
Kurtosis
Number of peaks in the graph of positive half cycle
Number of peaks in the graph of negative half cycle
Smallest commonly occurring time interval in the graph
Largest commonly occurring pulse peak-to-peak value in the graph
Y-coordinate of the centre of gravity of the graph
Width of the largest local peak on the voltage axis
Width of the largest local peak
Average width of the local peaks

Qa(ϕ)
H(ϕ)
H(q, dt)
H(du(pos))
H(du(neg))
H(du)

Weighting
coefficient
1.29
1.32
1.66
1.68
1.59
1.66
4.30
1.79
1.90
1.55
28.92
2.10
2.49
1.45
2.86

The small number of parameters showing adequate discriminatory power may be related to
the small number of pulses (100…1000, usually closer to 100) used for the analysis, the lack
of suppression of pulse shaped disturbances and the lack of discrimination between the
discharges of adjacent phases of the 3-phase system. In the future, if the hardware and the
pulse pickup method allow accumulation of a larger number of pulses in a reasonable time,
the algorithm could be updated by reconstructing the PD database. The weighting coefficients
indicating the parameters which show the best discrimination power are updated in the same
process.
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Figure 5.23. Trapezoidal membership function of a PRPDA parameter (Sk- of the H(ϕ) graph) showing an
inadequate discriminatory power between incipient earth faults and interference. The membership function
easily covers both the DPV’s obtained during incipient tree faults (upper histogram) and the DPV’s obtained in
the absence of incipient faults (lower histogram).

The result of the PD pattern analysis is given in terms of a similarity index xp between the
measured PD pattern and the incipient fault p described in the PD database. The similarity
index xp is calculated as follows:
m

x p = ∑100
k =1

wk μ k , p (d k )
m

∑w
i =1

( 5.5)

i

where

μk,p(dk)
wk
wi
m

is the value of the membership function for parameter k of incipient fault
p at the DP value dk
is the weighting coefficient for parameter k
is the weighting coefficient for parameter i
is the number of DP’s

The value of xp is 0…100. An alarm is signalled on the basis of PD pattern analysis if the
value of xp exceeds a predetermined threshold value X. In the pilot installation X=80.
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5.5.4

Decision-making and communication

An alarm is signalled to the network operations centre if either the PD intensity or PD pattern
based analysis results in an alarm. Originally, an additional condition was set for the PD
intensity based alarm requiring two out of three consecutive measurements to cause an alarm
before it was signalled to the network operations centre. The purpose of this condition was to
mask the occasional alarms caused by interference pulses of high intensity. This condition
was later removed to obtain an early warning of a potential incipient fault as soon as possible
after the occurrence of an incipient tree fault on the line. Thus, the decision of the relevance
of the PD intensity based alarm based on its recurrence was left to the network operations
centre personnel. The alarm and an indication of the source of the alarm (PD intensity or PD
pattern) are transferred to the network operations centre via RTU of SCADA. A summary of
the essential alarm parameters is stored in a log file on the PC of the PD monitoring unit. The
information stored in the log file is presented in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3. Information stored in the log file of each PD monitoring unit generating an alarm (IF denotes
“incipient fault”).
Analysis

Parameter

PD intensity

Mean sum of pulse areas per cycle
Mean pulse area
Largest peak-to-peak value of pulses

PD pattern

Hardware status

5.6

Alarm
limit
exceeded
0/1
0/1
0/1

PD pattern similarity index
(similarity with most probable IF type)
PD pattern similarity index (similarity with IF 1)
PD pattern similarity index (similarity with IF 2)
Variable amplifier gain
A/D converter fault

Value

Acycle
Amean
max
U pp

Most
probable
IF type
-

0/1

0…100

p

0/1

0…100
0…100
0.4…14
-

-

Pilot installation on the Forest-SAX trial line

A pilot installation of the PD monitoring system described above was commissioned on the
Forest-SAX trial line during summer 2000. At first, the system was equipped with a simple
IFD algorithm based on PD magnitude. The IFD algorithm presented in Chapters 5.4…5.5
was installed in January 2002 and has been in use ever since.
A schematic diagram of the IFD system is presented in Figure 5.24. During the field test
periods and the normal operation of the line until autumn 2004, there were three PD
measuring locations on the line, each equipped with three PD monitoring units (one for each
phase). In November 2004, the measuring location in the middle of the line was dismantled,
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because on the basis of the field tests presented in this thesis an adequate monitoring of the
line can be accomplished with the two measuring locations at the ends of the line. Each PD
monitoring unit has its own PC for data analysis and storage. Alarm information is
transferred from the PC’s to the RTU by digital I/O and analogue voltage signals. At the
substation the system is powered from the low voltage network of the substation. The
incipient tree fault alarms, the self diagnostic alarms of the IFD system and the remote reset
commands between the SCADA and the PD monitoring units are signalled via the substation
RTU. In the middle of the line and at the branching point the IFD units are powered from the
public 20 kV network and they have their own RTUs.
400 / 110 kV
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110 kV covered conductor line

4.7 km

4.4 km

3-phase
PD monitoring

3

3-phase
PD monitoring

3
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PD monitoring
3
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1
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RTU
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Figure 5.24. Schematic diagram of the pilot installation of the PD monitoring system on the 110 kV Forest-SAX
trial line (MU = PD measuring unit, PC = personal computer, RTU = Remote terminal unit).

Figure 5.25 presents a timeline example of the detection of an incipient fault on the ForestSAX trial line in a case where the partial discharge magnitude is high enough to cause a PD
intensity based alarm. Assuming that the PD analysis result is available on average
10 minutes after the measurement has been started, the time from the tree fall to the first
alarm (ta) would be at least 10…22 minutes depending on the time of tree fall in relation to
the 12-minute operational cycle of the PD monitoring units. With PD pattern based analysis ta
would be at least 34…46 minutes, assuming that the minimum of 100 pulses required for the
PD pattern analysis would be accumulated in three consecutive measurements of three 50 Hz
cycles (Figure 5.26). The time tu from the tree fall to the de-energization of the line depends
on the time ta from the tree fall to the first alarm, the number of alarms required before the
network reconfiguration is started and the time required for the network reconfiguration. The
time required for the network reconfiguration depends largely on the network structure and
the level of network automation. On the Forest-SAX trial line the network operator initiates
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the network reconfiguration after the first alarm and after the second alarm the incipient fault
is considered to be verified and the network reconfiguration can be completed. Usually the
network reconfiguration is completed in approximately half an hour from the first alarm, after
which the Forest-SAX line can be de-energized. In other words, in the case of a PD intensity
based alarm the line could be de-energized in tu = 40…52 minutes from the tree fall at the
shortest and in the case of PD pattern based alarm in tu = 1 h 04 min…1 h 16 min at the
shortest. It is possible to reduce the average ta and tu by scheduling each of the 9 PD
monitoring units to make its measurement, for example, in 80 second intervals.
In the final stand-alone implementation of the IFD system slow data transfer between the
measuring units and the PC’s is not needed and the response time of the system is likely to be
considerably reduced. According to preliminary tests conducted with the IFD unit presented
in Chapter 5.3, the time interval tc between consecutive measurements could be reduced to
approximately 3…4 minutes by implementing the PD data analysis in the PD measuring unit.
First PD intensity based alarm
- preparation for network reconfiguration (backup connection)
Second PD intensity based alarm
- network reconfiguration

tf, time of tree fall

Third PD intensity based alarm
- network reconfiguration
ta

Fourth PD intensity based alarm
- de-energisation of the line
having the incipient fault

tu

tc = 12 min

Data transfer time
tpt= 5 min
Measurement time tpm= 60 ms

Reservation for signal analysis
(digital noise suppression,
pulse pick-up, PD data analysis)
tpa= tc - tpm- tpt = ca. 7 min

Figure 5.25. Timeline representation of incipient fault detection on a HVCC line by PD intensity analysis.
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First PD pattern based alarm
- preparation for network reconfiguration
(backup connection)
Second PD pattern based alarm
- network reconfiguration

tf, time of tree fall

Third PD pattern based alarm
- network reconfiguration

ta
tu

Fourth PD pattern based alarm
- de-energisation of the line
having the incipient fault

Data accumulation

tc=12 min

Data transfer time
tpt= 5 min
Measurement time tpm= 60 ms

Reservation for signal analysis
(digital noise suppression,
pulse pick-up, PD data analysis)
tpa= tc - tpm- tpt = ca. 7 min

Figure 5.26. Timeline representation of incipient earth fault detection on an HVCC line by PD pattern analysis.

5.7

Laboratory tests of the PD measuring system

The sensitivity of the PD measuring system was studied by measuring partial discharge
signals produced by a gap discharge source with different gap lengths in the laboratory. The
measurement configuration is presented in Figure 5.27.
0.7 / 300 kV

IMB 123
PD sensor +
analogue signal
processing card

10 mH

0...700 VAC

Coupling
capacitor 750 pF
Measuring
impedance
Haefely
TE-571

MU

PC

Figure 5.27. Test setup used in the laboratory tests of the PD monitoring system.

Gap discharge
source
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The magnitude of the discharge signal of the gap discharge source was measured in terms of
apparent charge according to IEC60270 [Iec00a] by a Haefely TE 571 partial discharge
analyzer simultaneously with a PD monitoring unit used in the pilot installation on the ForestSAX line.
The PD pulse trains of three consecutive 50 Hz cycles recorded by the PD measuring system
used in the pilot IFD unit of the Forest-SAX line are presented in Figures 5.28 and 5.29. The
figures represent the decimal values (0-255) of the 960,000 samples recorded during the three
50 Hz cycles (60 ms). According to Haefely TE 571 the apparent charge of the discharges in
Figures 5.28 and 5.29 was 1.1 nC and 3.9 nC respectively. On the basis of these
measurements partial discharges with an apparent charge greater than roughly 500 pC could
be detected from the measured waveform by visual inspection. The algorithm used for pulse
pick-up in the pilot installation of the PD monitoring system, however, usually cannot detect
pulses smaller than the noise amplitude multiplied by a factor of 2…3. In other words, only
pulses with an apparent charge of greater than 1…1.5 nC would be likely to be detected by
the IFD unit of the pilot installation.

Figure 5.28. PD pulse trains of a 1.1 nC gap discharge recorded by the PD measuring system of a Forest-SAX
IFD unit with the largest amplification setting during three consecutive 50 Hz cycles (60 ms).
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Figure 5.29. PD pulse trains of a 3.9 nC gap discharge recorded by the PD measuring system of a Forest-SAX
IFD unit with the second largest amplification setting during three consecutive 50 Hz cycles (60 ms).
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6 VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD DEVELOPED
The pilot installation of the IFD system and the IFD algorithm presented in Chapters 5.4 and
5.5 of this thesis have been in use on the Tuulikylä-Noormarkku Forest-SAX trial line since
the beginning of 2002. Generally, the reliability of the fault detection algorithm has been
good. The PD intensity based alarm has caused occasional false alarms in individual IFD
units during the 5 years of operation. Additionally, occasional software jams have occurred,
but these problems have been attributed mainly to the experimental nature and complexity
(transfer of PD data to external PC for analysis, application of GPS system for timing and
weather station) of the system in the pilot installation. These problems and potential targets
for development are addressed in Chapter 6.1.2. This chapter outlines the operation of the
IFD system in case of incipient tree faults due to natural causes and made during the field test
periods.
6.1.1

Operation in case of trees falling on the line due to natural causes

The operation of the IFD method and system developed in this work has been verfied twice in
case of trees falling on the line due to natural causes during the normal operation of the line.
The first incident occurred on Sunday, 24 April, 2002 when a pine fell on the line
approximately 2.3 km from the location of the Tuulikylä PD monitoring units. The respective
distances from the tree to the Pyntösjärvenaukee and the Noormarkku units were
approximately 2.1 km and 6.8 km. On the basis of the signals registered by the PD
monitoring units, the tree was estimated to have fallen on the line at approximately 9:15. The
first alarms were signalled by IFD units at Tuulikylä at 9:29, at Pyntösjärvenaukee at 9:44
and at Noormarkku at 10:01. Thus, the tree was detected at all three installation locations of
the IFD units. After network reconfiguration the Noormarkku substation was switched to the
20 kV backup connection and the 110 kV Forest-SAX line could be de-energized. The tree
was visible from a local road, which accelerated the location and clearing of the incipient tree
fault. After the tree had been removed the line could be re-energized, since no damage to the
conductor covering nor any other part of the line was sustained. The tree lay on the live line
for approximately 40 minutes. The customers did not suffer any supply interruption and the
whole process from the first alarm back to normal operation took about 1.5 hours.
The second incipient earth fault occurred during normal operation of the line on the 17th of
April, 2003 when a decayed spruce fell on the line approximately 3.5 km from the location of
the Tuulikylä PD monitoring units. The respective distances from the tree to the
Pyntösjärvenaukee and Noormarkku units were approximately 0.9 km and 5.6 km. In the data
measured and stored by the IFD units, the first discharges could be observed in the
measurement performed at 10:19. The first PD intensity based alarm was signalled by the
phase L2 IFD unit at Tuulikylä at 10:55. The second alarm was from Tuulikylä L2, as well;
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this was a PD pattern based alarm. In fact, during this incipient tree fault only the IFD unit of
Tuulikylä L2 was operating normally. All the other units were either undergoing maintenance
or had malfunctioned due to a software defect impeding the detection of the relatively weak
PD signals caused by this particular tree. In any case the incipient tree fault was detected and
the process of fault management was basically similar to the earlier case, but slower. In this
case the tree lay on the live line for approximately 2.5 hours. However, the conductor
covering withstood the partial discharge stress, the line could be de-energized in a controlled
manner and the customers did not suffer any supply interruption.

6.1.2

Operation during the field test periods

The operation of the incipient fault detection algorithm was tested off-line using the data
acquired by the pilot installation of the IFD system during the field test periods in September
and November 2000 and March 2001 as input data for the IFD algorithm and on-line during
the field test periods in November 17-24, 2003 and June 15-24, 2004. It should be noted that
in most of these tests the 110 kV disconnector at the Noormarkku substation was open
disconnecting the 110/20 kV transformer and most of the substation equipment from the line,
which was shown to decrease the measured PD magnitude considerably. This is likely to
impair the performance of the Noormarkku IFD units.
In the off-line tests, the PD intensity based alarm was set to signal an alarm if two
consecutive packets cross the alarm threshold. This setting was based on a test run conducted
using the data measured during normal operation of the line, where the PD intensity analysis
resulted in occasional alarms on individual data packets. These alarms could be prevented by
allowing an alarm to be signalled only if two consecutive packets crossed the alarm
threshold. Consequently, short tests resulting in only one measured data packet are excluded
from the table. The test results are presented in Table 6-1.
In all cases except one (tree ‘AB’), the first alarm would have been signalled after the second
measurement by at least one IFD unit. In these cases, the first alarm would have been based
on the PD intensity analysis. In case of tree ‘AB’ the first alarm would have occurred after 5
measurements and would have been signalled by the PD intensity analysis of Tuulikylä L1
unit and the PD pattern analysis of Pyntösjärvenaukee L1 unit. In tests with trees
‘AK’…‘AO’ the Noormarkku IFD units were not in use. The evaluation of the PD pattern
based alarm is meaningful only in case of trees ‘AA’…‘AH’ measured in September 2000,
since in the case of trees ‘AK’…‘AO’ measured in November 2000 only two data packets
were measured by the IFD units due to the short test time per each incipient tree fault and the
fact that in those tests the emphasis was on the measurements conducted with oscilloscopes.
In half of the incipient tree faults ‘AA’…‘AH’ the PD pattern based alarm would have been
signalled after 2 or 3 measurements and in the rest of the tests in 4 or 5 measurements.
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The potential of the PD pattern based alarm in detecting incipient earth faults with low PD
intensity is demonstrated in cases of trees ‘AB’ (Pyntösjärvenaukee unit L1), ‘AD’
(Tuulikylä unit L2) and ‘AE’ (Tuulikylä unit L3), where the PD pattern based alarm was
signalled as the only alarm or earlier than the PD intensity based alarm.
Table 6-1. Number of measurements needed for the first alarm in the off-line tests of the IFD algorithm
conducted using the data acquired during field tests in September and November 2000 (i = PD intensity based
alarm, p = PD pattern based alarm, ’-’ = no alarm, ’*’ = IFD unit not in operation).
Conductors in
Incipient contact with the
tree fault
tree
AA
L1,L2,gw
AB
L1
AC
L1,L2,gw
AD
L1,(L2),gw
AE
L3,gw
AF
L1,gw
AG
L3,gw
AH
L1,L2,gw
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO

L3,gw
L3
L3
L3,gw
L3

L1
Test site
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

i
5
2
2
4
5
*
*
*
*
*

Tuulikylä (MP1)
L2
L3
p
i
p
i
p
8
3
2
2
3
3
5
3
4
7
6
2
7
4
4
4
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP2)
L1
L2
L3
i
p
i
p
i
p
2
4
6
7
5
7
9
2
5
2
2
2
3
2
6
2
3
2
3
*
2
3
2
4
6
6
4
6
2
7
2
5
2
5
*
4
5
2
3

Noormarkku (MP3)
L1
L2
L3
i
p
i
p
i
p
7
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
*
4
5
2
2
2
5
2
6
2
4
7
2
5
2
2
4
2
4
2
-

2
-

-

-

2
-

-

2
2
2
2
-

2
-

-

2
-

-

2
2
2
2
2

-

The operation of the whole PD monitoring system was tested systematically on-line during
the field test periods 17-24 November, 2003 and 15-24 June, 2004, when a total of 17 trees
were felled on the line. On both occasions all the trees were felled on the line between the
Pyntösjärvenaukee and Tuulikylä measuring locations on the line portion starting
approximately 870 m and ending approximately 1 450 m south of Pyntösjärvenaukee
measuring location. In these on-line tests the PD intensity based alarm was set to signal an
alarm from the first packet crossing the alarm limits. This arrangement has the advantage of
giving the network operator an early warning of a potential incipient fault. If the alarm
remains active for two or more measurements, or if alarms are generated from IFD units from
several locations, the alarm is most probably caused by an incipient fault and actions for
network reconfiguration and de-energization of the Forest-SAX line are required. In
November 2003, the Pyntösjärvenaukee IFD units were not in operation, except in the case of
tree ‘CH’.
In 13 out of the 17 tests presented in Table 6-2 the first alarm was given after the first
measurement based on the PD intensity analysis. In three tests the alarm was given after the
second measurement and in one test after the fifth measurement. The PD pattern based alarm
was given after the second or third measurement in 12 tests. For trees ‘CA’, ‘CB’ and ‘DC’
the PD pattern analysis did not cause an alarm during the test. It should be noted that in test
‘DC’ only one measurement could be conducted due to breakdown in conductor covering in
21 minutes.
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Tree ‘CH’ is a special case, since it is an incipient short circuit fault. In this test, all the IFD
units signalled a PD intensity based alarm and 5 units out of 9 signalled an additional PD
pattern based alarm. In addition to incipient earth faults, the PD intensity based alarm is very
likely to react to incipient short circuit faults having a higher PD magnitude and PD repetition
frequency than the incipient earth faults. The reaction of PD pattern based alarm is possibly
due to the wide variation of the PD patterns of different incipient earth faults. Additionally,
the large number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle lifts the pulse pick-up threshold level and
therefore the smallest PD pulses are excluded from the analysis. This is likely to distort the
PD pattern and affect the PD pattern analysis.
Table 6-2. Number of measurements needed for the first alarm in the on-line field tests of the IFD system
conducted in November 2003 and June 2004 (i = PD intensity based alarm, p = PD pattern based alarm, ’-’ = no
alarm, ’*’ = IFD unit not in operation).
Conductors
Conductors in in contact
Incipient contact with the with each
tree fault
tree
other
CA
L3,gw
CB
L3,gw
CC
L3,gw
CD
L1,L2,L3,gw
CE
L1,L3
CF
L1,L3,gw
CG
L1,gw
CH
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L3
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
DG
DH
DI

6.1.3

L1,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,(L2),L3,gw
L1,(L2),L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L3,gw
L1,L2,L3,gw
L1,L3,gw

-

L1

Tuulikylä (MP1)
L2
L3

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP2)
L1
L2
L3

i
3
3
2
1

p
4
5
4
5
-

i
1
2
5
1
1
1
2
1

p
6
3
3
3
4
4

i
1
1
2
1

p
5
4
-

i

p

i

1

-

1

-

1

3

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

6
3
3
4
3
3
2
5

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6
2
4
3
3
2
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

3
4
3
2
-

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
-

3
3
3
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
4
1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

p

i

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

p
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Noormarkku (MP3)
L1
L2
L3
i
1

p
2

i
1

p
5
3

2
1

-

3
1

6
-

3
5
3
6
3
-

1
1
1
4
1
-

*
1
1
1
5
1
-

i
1
*
*
*

*
3
3
3
5
3
-

p
3

1
1
1
2
1
1

4
3
2
5
3
-

Future prospects

This thesis shows that it is possible to successfully apply continuous on-line partial discharge
measurements to the detection of trees falling on high voltage covered conductor lines. The
thesis also highlights a few important issues worth further research regarding the detection of
incipient tree faults on CC lines. The same issues are likely also to be relevant in many other
on-line PD measurements.
In the pilot installation of the IFD system, there is no information exchange between the IFD
units of the three phases and according to the test results the system could most probably be
operated as a single phase measurement i.e. using only one IFD unit per measurement
location. Such a system would be more sensitive to the tree contacts in the monitored phase
than to those in the other two phases, but due to the coupling between phases a functional
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system could likely be built by reducing the line length monitored by one IFD unit and by
verifying that the detection of incipient short circuit faults is still possible.
However, from the technical point of view, a three-phase IFD system has several advantages
over a single phase IFD system. The sensitivity is practically equal to tree contacts at all three
phases and the measurements of the pulse waveforms in the three phase conductors presented
in Chapter 3.6 indicate that a centralised analysis of the PD data measured by the units of the
three phases would most likely allow the discrimination of the PD pulses occurring in each
phase and analysis of the pulses of each phase separately. This would enable a more accurate
PD pattern analysis than that implemented in the pilot installation. Especially in the presence
of strong interference signals this would be a useful feature in improving the sensitivity and
interference tolerance of the IFD method. From the economic point of view the cost of a three
phase measuring system can be reduced to a very reasonable level by utilising the novel PD
sensor implementations presented in Chapter 5.1. A useful feature in the fault detection
algorithm would be the location of the PD source, which was tentatively studied in this thesis.
Such a feature would help both in verifying the correct recognition of the PD source and in
clearing the incipient fault. As a result, the duration of the planned interruption on the line
due to the tree removal would be shortened.
As shown in Chapters 4 and 5, the operation of the pulse pick-up method based on the
determination of the background noise level depends on the number of pulses in a 50 Hz
cycle and with the parametrization used in the pilot installation it works quite well with
incipient earth faults but tends to ignore an overly large part of the pulses in case of incipient
short circuit faults where the discharge activity and number of pulses per 50 Hz cycle is much
larger. The pulse pick-up method would clearly be worth studying further, especially if the
discrimination between incipient earth faults and incipient short circuit faults is high priority
or the method is applied to other PD monitoring applications, where the PD repetition rate
may be higher.
The time required for the PD data analysis and alarm decision on the pilot installation is
approximately 10-12 minutes, mainly due to the slow data transfer between the PD measuring
unit and the PC. According to preliminary tests, this time interval could be shortened to
approximately 3…4 minutes by implementing the PD data analysis in the DSP of the PD
measuring unit. This would be a considerable improvement compared to the response time of
the pilot installation and would reduce the PD resistance requirements of the conductor
covering. By redesigning the IFD unit the data processing time could be reduced even further.
For example, a PC based measuring system such as an oscilloscope card installed in an
industrial PC or a PXI rack would reduce the hardware development costs and offer an easily
scalable platform for the IFD system. In addition to the improved response time, such a
system would facilitate the implemetation of a centralised processing of the PD data in the
three-phase measurement, as well. In conjunction with the potential redesign of the IFD
system, it would be worthwhile to reconsider the frequency range, sampling frequency and
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the A/D converter resolution of the measuring unit and the design of the amplifier stages
preceeding the A/D converter in order to improve the sensitivity and dynamic range of the
measuring system.
The effect of signal attenuation and distortion caused by the propagation path (power line and
power apparatus connected to the line) on the PRPDA and PSA patterns and PD pattern
recognition has received very little attention in the literature, with only a few exceptions such
as the research conducted by Contin et al. [Con01a]. In the method described in this work this
problem has been overcome by defining the tree fault in the PD pattern reference library
broadly enough to cover the tree faults occurring at different distances from the PD
monitoring unit. Another possibility would be to define several tree faults, each covering only
a predetermined distance range from the measurement location. As a counterbalance to the
added complexity, this method would allow more accurate PD pattern discrimination. This
method would merit further study, if there is a need to improve the interference tolerance of
the IFD system against partial discharges closely reminiscent of the tree faults. The IFD
algorithm presented in this work has the advantage that a large part of the tree faults
potentially left unrecognised by the PD pattern based analysis will be detected by the PD
intensity based analysis, which causes an alarm independently of the PD pattern analysis.
From the viewpoint of on-line PD monitoring in general, the effect of different power
apparatus and line structures (overhead lines, cables of different kinds) on the attenuation and
distortion of the voltage and current waveforms of the PD pulses and disturbances
propagating in the power network would merit further study and at a wider frequency range
than what has been done in the conjunction with PLC systems. Additionally, it would be
important to study the issues related to the selection and location of the PD sensor at
substations. The PD sensor often has a profound effect on the sensitivity, reliability and the
installation and maintenance costs of the system. The analysis of the incipient fault detection
algorithm presented in this thesis indicates that in this IFD application the diagnostic
parameters of pulse sequence analysis (PSA) show a better ability to discriminate between
the incipient tree faults and the background noise than the DPs of phase resolved partial
discharge analysis (PRPDA). Although the result is likely to be affected by the small number
of pulses used for the PD pattern analysis, it stresses the importance of selecting a suitable
method and the correct diagnostic parameters for the recognition of the PD source. In the
future, it would be important to study the effect of factors such as the propagation attenuation
of the PD signal in the network, characteristics such as the bandwidth of the measuring
system and the interference signals on the ability of PRPDA, PSA and other potential
methods to produce repeatable and reliable results in PD diagnostics.
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7 SUMMARY AND THE MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS
The contribution of this thesis is to elucidate the aspects related to the detection of incipient
tree faults on high voltage covered conductor lines by on-line partial discharge
measurements, to characterize the related phenomena and to show that in this application a
functional incipient fault detection (IFD) system can be implemented. The main aims of this
thesis were:
1. To explore the relevant aspects and phenomena related to detection of incipient tree
faults on high voltage covered conductor lines by on-line PD measurements to enable
a coordinated design and implementation of the IFD method and system. In particular,
to explore the
a. variation of the PD magnitudes related to incipient tree faults
b. propagation attenuation of the incipient tree fault related PD pulses on the line
c. coupling of the PD pulses from the phase of discharge origin to the adjacent
phases
2. To explore the possibilty of locating the incipient tree fault by time domain
reflectometry (TDR) method
3. To explore different PD sensor solutions and their performance
4. To develop a functional and reliable method for the on-line PD monitoring of high
voltage covered conductor lines by which an alarm can be automatically generated if
a tree falls on the line
5. To verify the operation of the method by field tests in case of actual incipient faults on
a HVCC line and in case of normal operation of the line
6. To evaluate the future prospects of the method and to propose targets for future
development.
The economic feasibility of the incipient fault detection on a Forest-SAX line depends on the
additional cost it causes to the line in comparison with the costs of the rest of the line. Each
IFD unit in the IFD system is capable of monitoring a certain line length, which should be as
long as possible to reduce the cost of the IFD system per unit length of line. The maximum
line length which can be monitored with a single IFD unit can be simplified to depend on
three parameters: the PD magnitude at the location of the incipient tree fault, the propagation
attenuation of the PD pulses and the sensitivity of the IFD unit. As shown in this thesis, each
of these three parameters is affected by a number of statistically distributed factors and to
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understand their variation, characterisation of the PD phenomenon and wave propagation
phenomenon simply by the PD magnitude and propagation attenuation is not adequate; a
more extensive analysis of the phenomena and factors involved is neccessary.
This thesis presents an extensive analysis of partial discharges caused by trees falling on a
high voltage covered conductor line. The PD patterns, pulse shapes and PD magnitudes in
different environmental conditions and as a function of time during the incipient fault were
studied by extensive field tests. A total of 35 trees was felled on the Forest-SAX trial line to
imitate trees fallen on the line due to natural causes such as wind. Additionally, the PD
phenomenon was characterized by videorecordings, pulse shape and PD pattern
measurements in laboratory tests. The laboratory tests showed that there is a considerable
variation in the magnitudes, waveforms and rise times of the pulses related to incipient tree
faults, even for a single tree. In the field tests, the PD magnitudes related to incipient tree
faults showed considerable variation in both individual trees measured during one season and
the groups of trees measured during different seasons. In freezing conditions, the PD
magnitudes were smaller than in non-freezing conditions. The average PD magnitude in
March was approximately 18 % of the average PD magnitude in September and 30 % of the
average PD magnitude in November.
The PD magnitude seems to have a correlation with the resistance and earthing resistance of
trees although the variation in the PD magnitude was smaller than the variation in the
resistances. The resistance and the earthing resistance of trees measured in March was
approximately tenfold compared to the corresponding resistances measured in September and
November. The change in the top end resistivity of the trees was smaller than the change in
the bottom end resistances, which is likely to decrease the seasonal variation of PD
magnitude caused by a tree falling on the line. As a side result, this thesis provides novel
information about the resistivity of green wood in Finnish forests in different seasons.
Especially, the resistivity in freezing conditions has been very seldom studied, although it is
also useful information in the evaluation of tree faults on bare conductor lines equipped with
conventional earth fault relays.
The temporal variation of PD magnitude during the first couple of hours after the occurrence
of an incipient tree fault was relatively small and showed, typically, either a slightly
increasing trend or a negligible change. Some trees exhibited a low PD magnitude at the very
beginning of the test followed by a rapid increase in the PD magnitude during the first few
minutes and thereafter relatively stable behaviour. The low PD magnitude observed in some
cases during the first few minutes after the tree fall causes a small delay in the response of the
IFD system. However, its effect on the breakdown probability of the conductor and thus, the
usability of the IFD method is likely to be negligible, because the time required for the
controlled de-energization of the line is usually determined mainly by the network
reconfiguration tasks.
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An important contribution of this thesis from the practical point of view is the analysis of the
factors affecting the propagation of broadband PD signal on the Forest-SAX line. The
analysis of field test results shows that there is a large scatter in the propagation attenuation
of the travelling waves generated by the incipient earth and short circuit faults in terms of
pulse peak-to-peak-current. The attenuation at a distance of approximately 9.3 km was
0.4…3.7 dB depending on the incipient fault. The scatter is due to the large variation in the
power spectral densities of the pulses and due to the differences in the propagation modes of
the signal. The variation in the propagation mode of the signal originates from the differences
in the magnitudes of the pulses coupled from the phase of discharge origin to the adjacent
phases. The results of this thesis indicate that the attenuations measured or calculated for
narrow band signals representing the line and ground modes and having a suitable frequency
may be used as rough estimates of the extreme values of attenuation in case of incipient tree
faults. The suitable frequency is determined on the basis of the frequency content of the
incipient tree fault related PD signal and the frequency response of the measuring system.
The coupling of a PD pulse from one phase to another at the point of discharge origin is
likely to be affected by the geometry and distance between the tree lying on the line and the
phase conductors. As the PD pulse propagates along the line the pulse magnitude relations
between the phase conductors show a considerable change in case of incipient earth faults,
but only a minor change in case of incipient short circuit faults. This is attributable to the
different combinations of propagation modes involved, each having a different characteristic
attenuation. In case of incipient earth faults, the pulse magnitude of the two neighbouring
phases was in most cases 20…40 % of the pulse magnitude of the phase of discharge origin
at a distance of approximately 1 km from the incipient earth fault. At a distance of
approximately 10 km the pulse magnitude in the neighbouring phases increased to 30…50 %
of the pulse magnitude at the phase of discharge origin. In case of incipient short circuit faults
the pulse magnitude in the phase not involved in the direct contact between phases was of the
order of 20 % of the pulse magnitude in the two phases of discharge origin. Between
travelled distances of approximately 1 and 10 km the pulse magnitude relations showed only
a minor change in the order of 10 %. This suggests that the incipient short circuit faults
represent a low attenuation propagation mode, which may preserve its modal composition
even at long distances of travel. In principle, the coupling between phases allows the
detection of incipient faults with a single phase measurement (with a slightly decreased
detection sensitivity), but the large pulse magnitude differences between the three phases
would complicate the adjustment of PD intensity based alarm limits, especially in the case of
incipient short circuit faults.
The thesis has demonstrated that the current transformer used as a PD sensor in the pilot
installation, acts as a surge impedance discontinuity with a frequency dependent reflection
coefficient on the line. From a practical viewpoint, this has two important consequences: on
the one hand, at high frequencies the PD sensors along the line segment the line into shorter
portions, facilitating the fault location by the time domain reflectometry method. On the other
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hand, to fully utilize the segmentation in incipient fault location, an approximately 20 %
higher upper cut-off frequency of the measuring system should be used than that optimal for
the detection of the pulses. The observation emphasizes the frequency dependent behaviour
of the power apparatus as surge impedance discontinuities on the line. According to the field
test results, the TDR method would allow location of the incipient fault with an accuracy of
better than one line span with a measuring system having a sampling frequency in the order
of 10 MS/s.
The effect of termination of the line on the measured PD signal magnitude in the case of two
different PD sensors at the line end was studied. Disconnecting the 110/20 kV transformer
from the line end decreased the PD pulse magnitude to less than one third for an inductive
sensor measuring the current wave travelling in the phase conductor and increased the PD
pulse magnitude to 1.1…1.3 times for a capacitive sensor measuring the voltage wave
between the phase conductor and ground compared to the state of normal operation
(transformer connected to the line). In other words, the capacitive sensor was less sensitive to
the change in the termination impedance of the line caused by the disconnection of the
transformer. With the inductive sensor especially, the decrease in the signal magnitude in noload conditions has to be taken into account when operating the line without the terminating
impedance of the transformer. The change in signal magnitude especially affects the PD
intensity based detection of incipient faults.
The thesis presents the implementation of the hardware parts and the data analysis algorithms
of the pilot IFD system of the Forest-SAX line. The IFD algorithm may be divided into two
sections, both of which may generate an alarm independent of the other. The PD intensity
based algorithm reacts to high intensity partial discharges with a short latency time, while the
PD pattern based algorithm requires a longer time to respond, but can detect incipient faults
having a lower PD magnitude and with higher interference tolerance. A set of diagnostic
parameters (DP’s) is used to characterize the incipient tree fault and to extract the relevant
features from the measured data in the PD pattern based analysis. The characteristic values of
each DP are described as membership functions of fuzzy logic. The 9 DP’s based on PRPD
(phase resolved partial discharge) analysis and 6 DP’s based on PS (pulse sequence) analysis
showing the best discriminatory power between the incipient tree faults and the background
noise are given specific weighting coefficients according to their discrimination power. The
weighting coefficients determined for the DPs indicate that in this particular application the
parameters based on pulse sequence analysis (PSA) have a better discriminatory power than
those based on phase resolved analysis (PRPDA). The result may be related to the small
number of pulses used for the PD pattern analysis, but nevertheless, it supports the relevance
of the PSA method in on-line PD monitoring applications and underlines the importance of
studying the feasibility of the parameters selected for feature extractors in automatic
recognition of incipient faults.
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The operation of the system was verified by field tests and by two incipient earth faults,
which occurred due to wind during the approximately 5 years the line has been in normal
operation. Generally, the thesis shows that the incipient fault detection method works reliably
and could be implemented as a part of the Forest-SAX line concept. The line length which
can be covered by one fault detection unit depends on the seasonal conditions in the location
of the line, percentage of incipient faults required to be detected, the characteristics of the
incipient faults in terms of the propagation modes and pulse shapes, the background noise
level and the characteristics of the incipient fault detection system. A conservative estimate of
the line length covered by one IFD unit having a sensitivity of 40 mV is at least 30 km in
each direction from the unit, with a condition that at least 80 % of the faults occurring in nonfreezing conditions should be detected. Due to the relatively low attenuation of the line, the
sensitivity of the IFD unit and the distribution of the PD magnitudes related to the incipient
tree faults have a strong effect on the line length covered by one IFD unit.
The application presented in this work is an example of a functional on-line PD monitoring
system. Although the application is to some extent unique in terms of the magnitude of the
partial discharges and the relatively well defined fault types, it has provided a good
experimental field for the research of phenomena related to on-line PD monitoring and for the
development of apparatus and methods applied to it. It is obvious that the preconditions for
the successful operating of the system are in many ways favourable in this particular
application compared to many other on-line PD monitoring applications. Although the
potential incipient fault configurations are manifold, realistic incipient faults can easily be
produced for research purposes and for testing of the PD monitoring system. The magnitude
of the PD pulses generated by the incipient faults is large and the propagation attenuation
caused by the line is small. Furthermore, the level of most common disturbances such as
corona discharges is relatively low compared to the incipient fault related signal, thus
decreasing the requirements for the accuracy of the PD pattern analysis and the suppression
of pulse shaped disturbances.
Power networks, especially in developed countries, are arriving at a point of their life cycle,
where larger restoration actions are topical. This offers the network owners an opportunity to
reconsider the network topology and the realization of the lines. Changes in environment,
population distribution, electricity consumption and utilization of electric power place new
demands on power networks. On the other hand new technologies on the measurement, data
processing and communication allow novel solutions to the monitoring and operation of the
networks. Due to this evolution, the most feasible power network configuration and topology
in the future may be very different from that presently in use.
The two basic alternatives of power transmission and delivery applications in the future are
likely to be the same as today i.e. overhead lines and underground or overhead cables. It is
probable that overhead lines will maintain their position as the primary solution in long
distance power transmission and in power delivery in rural and sparsely populated areas. In
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these applications covered conductors offer an attractive alternative to build environmental
friendly, compact lines with improved reliability compared to bare conductor lines. This
thesis shows, that the incipient fault monitoring technology necessary for operating 110 kV
covered conductor lines on narrow right-of-ways with high reliability exists. If a conductor
covering capable of withstanding the partial discharge stress for a few hours with acceptable
probability can be found, such a line can be an attractive alternative in the construction of
future power networks. Based on preliminary tests conducted on 20 kV CC lines, the
incipient fault monitoring method is likely to work at lower voltages as well. For example, at
52…72.5 kV system voltages the conductor coverings presently available are likely to
withstand the PD stress caused by the incipient fault longer than at 110 kV system voltage.
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APPENDIX A: LOCATIONS OF TREES FELLED ON THE LINE

The locations of the trees felled on the line at tests sites 1…4 are presented in Figures
A.1…A.5. The locations of the poles are indicated by ‘+’. The locations of the two trees
fallen on the line due to natural causes are indicated in Figures A.1 and A.5 by hollow circles.
In Figures A.1…A.3 trees that caused a breakdown of the conductor covering are marked
with letter ‘b’ after the reference number of the tree.

Figure A.1. Location of test trees felled on the line in September 2000…March 2001 at test site 1 and location
of the tree fallen on the line due to wind in April 2002.
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Figure A.2. Location of test trees felled on the line in September 2000…March 2001 at test site 2.

Figure A.3. Location of test trees felled on the line in November 2000…March 2001 at test site 3.
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Figure A.4. Location of test trees felled on the line in November 2000…March 2001 at test site 4 between poles
23…26.

Figure A.5. Location of test trees felled on the line in November 2000…March 2001 at test site 4 between poles
26…28. The spruce indicated by a hollow circle was blown onto the line by wind during normal operation of the
line. The trees severely or moderately decayed by a rot fungus are indicated by suffix ”R” and ”r”, respectively.
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APPENDIX B: PD MAGNITUDE AS A FUNCTION OF SELECTED
PARAMETERS OF THE IEF’S

Figures B.1…B.3 present the PD magnitude of the incipient earth faults (IEF’s) of test site 2
as a function of relative humidity of air, earthing resistance of tree and tree top resistivity.
The PD magnitudes were measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee at a distance of 104…210 m from
the incipient earth faults.

Figure B.1. PD magnitude as a function of the relative humidity of air. Trees were located at test site 2
(Pyntösjärvenaukee) and PD magnitude was measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee 104…210 m from the incipient
earth faults.
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Figure B.2. PD magnitude as a function of the earthing resistance of the tree. Trees were located at test site 2
(Pyntösjärvenaukee) and PD magnitude was measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee 104…210 m from the incipient
earth faults.

Figure B.3. PD magnitude as a function of treetop resistivity. Trees were located at test site 2
(Pyntösjärvenaukee) and PD magnitude was measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee 104…210 m from the incipient
earth faults.
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APPENDIX C: PD MAGNITUDE OF SELECTED INCIPIENT FAULTS
AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
Figures C.1…C.4 present the PD magnitude of the incipient earth faults at test site 4 as a
function of time. The PD magnitudes were measured at Pyntösjärvenaukee at a distance of
877…979 m from the incipient earth faults.
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Figure C.1. PD magnitude trend of incipient earth fault ‘CB’ (spruce no. 133) located at test site 4. Measured on
18 November, 2003, air temperature +1.7 °C, relative humidity of air 95 %. The dots of graph ‘mean’ represent
the mean values of the parameter determined from each group of 800 pulses captured with one sequence
triggering shot, the dots of graphs ‘f 2.5 %’ and ‘f 97.5 %’ represent the 2.5 % and 97.5 % percentiles and the
dots of graph ‘max’ represent the maximum value of the distribution of the parameter determined from the
group of 800 pulses.
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Figure C.2. PD magnitude trend of incipient earth fault ‘CC’ (birch no. 134) located at test site 4. Measured on
18 November, 2003, air temperature +1.1 °C, relative humidity of air 91 %. The dots of graph ‘mean’ represent
the mean values of the parameter determined from each group of 800 pulses captured with one sequence
triggering shot, the dots of graphs ‘f 2.5 %’ and ‘f 97.5 %’ represent the 2.5 % and 97.5 % percentiles and the
dots of graph ‘max’ represent the maximum value of the distribution of the parameter determined from the
group of 800 pulses.
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Figure C.3. PD magnitude trend of incipient earth fault ‘CD’ (spruce no. 138) located at test site 4. Measured on
18 November, 2003, air temperature +0.8 °C, relative humidity of air 91 %. The dots of graph ‘mean’ represent
the mean values of the parameter determined from each group of 800 pulses captured with one sequence
triggering shot, the dots of graphs ‘f 2.5 %’ and ‘f 97.5 %’ represent the 2.5 % and 97.5 % percentiles and the
dots of graph ‘max’ represent the maximum value of the distribution of the parameter determined from the
group of 800 pulses.
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Figure C.4. CG PD magnitude trend of incipient earth fault ‘CG’ (pine no. 131) located at test site 4. Measured
on 19 November, 2003, air temperature +0.3 °C, relative humidity of air 93 %. The dots of graph ‘mean’
represent the mean values of the parameter determined from each group of 800 pulses captured with one
sequence triggering shot, the dots of graphs ‘f 2.5 %’ and ‘f 97.5 %’ represent the 2.5 % and 97.5 % percentiles
and the dots of graph ‘max’ represent the maximum value of the distribution of the parameter determined from
the group of 800 pulses.
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLES OF PD PULSE TRAINS OF INCIPIENT
TREE FAULTS
Figures D.1 and D.2 show two examples of the 20 ms PD data streams measured from phases
L1 (CH1), L2 (CH2) and L3 (CH3). The noise level parameters referred to in Chapter 4.2
were determined and the pulses used in the signal propagation studies were picked up from
these or corresponding datastreams.
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Figure D.1. PD data stream of the incipient earth fault ‘DG’ measured at Tuulikylä. The red lines represent the
mean value and the red broken lines the 90 % percentile of the peak-to-peak voltages of the 4000 time windows.
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Figure D.2. PD data stream of an incipient short circuit fault ’DK’ measured at Tuulikylä. The red lines
represent the mean value and the red broken lines the 90 % percentile of the peak-to-peak voltages of the 4000
time windows.
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APPENDIX E: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF THE NOTCH FILTER

Figure E.1. Schematic diagram of the notch filter used in the pilot installation.

Figure E.2. Amplitude and phase responses of the notch filter in the frequency range 100 kHz…100 MHz.
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APPENDIX F: RESULTS OF PD PATTERN ANALYSIS IN THE FIELD
TESTS

The number of pulses picked up by the PD monitoring units and the results of PD pattern
analysis in the measurements conducted automatically during the field test periods in
November 2003 (incipient faults ‘CA’…‘CH’) and June 2004 (incipient faults ‘DA’…‘DI’)
are presented in tables F-1 and F-2. For each measuring unit, the table presents on the
ordinally numbered rows the number of pulses n picked up by the measuring unit and the
similarity index x1 between the measured PD fingerprint and incipient fault 1 in the database
(the incipient earth fault). The cumulative number of pulses and the average value of the nonzero similarity indices in the measurements conducted during each incipient fault are
presented on rows “tot, avg” with a grey background.
The data packets with pulse number 0 indicate that the measuring unit has not been connected
to sensors (for example, due to measurements conducted with oscilloscope) and data packets
with blank pulse number and PD analysis result indicate that the measurement unit has not
been in operation.
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Table F-1. Number of pulses picked up by the PD monitoring units (n) and the PD pattern analysis results in
terms of the similarity index (x1) in the measurements conducted during the field test period in November 2003.
Incipient
fault

Meas.
no.

CA

1
2
3
4
5
6
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
tot,avg

CB

CC

CD

CE

CF

CG

CH

L1
n
1
2
0
1
0
0
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
4
5
8
8
7
7
4
6
7
57
1
2
6
1
3
2
5
4
24
2
5
8
4
6
10
10
7
52
1
4
3
1
2
2
5
4
22
51
52
59
57
219

x1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
95.6
92.4
89
92.4

Noormarkku (MP3)
L2
L3
x1
x1
n
n
9
0
19
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
0.0
6
0.0
9
0
0
0
12
0
2
0
7
0
0
0
17
0
3
0
8
0
2
0
10
0
2
0
8
0
2
0
71
0.0
11
0.0
8
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
13
0
1
0
6
0
2
0
9
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
80
0.0
3
0.0
15
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
32
0
4
0
23
0
3
0
24 84.7
5
0
26 78.9
3
0
35 74.4
4
0
32 80.5
3
0
30 78.3
3
0
38 76.5
3
0
283 78.9 28
0.0
22
0
2
0
22
0
10
0
28
0
8
0
33 31.4 11
0
27 32.5 10
0
23 17.5
7
0
30 24.2
9
0
22 10.4 10
0
207 23.2 67
0.0
17
0
3
0
28
0
4
0
30
0
7
0
31 18.1
7
0
29 22.7 10
0
33 27.4 12
0
36 75.9 11
0
31
75
10
0
235 43.8 64
0.0
6
0
0
0
16
0
1
0
17
0
1
0
18
0
1
0
14
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
21 30.8
2
0
17 25.3
2
0
127 28.0
7
0.0
46
0
45
0
44
0
44
0
46 93.8 49
93
42 96.7 46 90.1
178 95.3 184 91.5

L1
n

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP2)
L2
L3
x1
x1
x1
n
n

51
47

0
0

44
142

0
0.0

12
23
20
19
74

0
0
0
0
0.0

51
45

0
0

41
137

92.8
92.8

L1
n
2
5
0
4
0
0
11
0
2
0
3
2
3
3
13
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
4
13
33
31
36
37
0
0
0
41
37
228
9
26
32
32
39
33
36
34
241
12
37
27
27
38
36
0
40
217
7
20
36
20
28
29
22
23
185
63
63
56
60
242

x1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
97.7
89.4
89.4
89.4
89.4
91.9
91.8
91.3
0
0
0
0
94.8
93.2
94.2
94.3
94.1
0
0
0
100
87.8
89.5
89.5
92.9
91.9
0
0
0
0
89.1
88
90.6
92.6
90.1
0
39.9
40.9
33
37.9

Tuulikylä (MP1)
L2
L3
x1
x1
n
n
38
0
21
0
43
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
27 79.8 24
0
0
79.8
0
0
0
79.8
0
0
108 79.8 72
0.0
15
0
4
0
12
0
5
0
10
0
5
0
14
0
7
0
13
0
5
0
13
0
4
0
12
0
7
0
89
0.0
37
0.0
17
0
5
0
20
0
11
0
20
0
10
0
19
0
11
0
18
0
13
0
18 81.8 13
0
18 79.7 12
0
21 80.2
9
0
151 80.5 84
0.0
42
0
3
0
30
0
15
0
40 89.7
8
0
39 88.5
9
0
49 87.3 14
0
0
87.3
0
0
0
87.3
0
0
0
87.3
0
0
39 88.3 14
0
53
87
14
0
292 87.8 77
0.0
28
0
17
0
37
0
38
0
43 87.7 27
0
42 84.8 35
71
42 92.7 31 86.5
45 95.8 39 90.4
38 92.4 34 88.4
38 89.9 35 88.8
313 90.6 256 85.0
29
0
22
0
37
0
29
0
35 93.7 32
0
43
94
31
91
42 84.9 36 92.2
41 81.1 39 89.6
0
81.1
0
0
42 91.7 34 83.9
269 87.8 223 71.3
17
0
0
0
28
0
3
0
34
0
1
0
29
90
5
0
32 83.6
4
0
28 87.4
3
0
25 88.1
7
0
27 93.8
5
0
220 88.5 28
0.0
13
0
68
0
33
0
65 46.2
33
0
61 41.6
29 96.8 63 34.7
108 96.8 257 40.9
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Table F-2. Number of pulses picked up by the PD monitoring units (n) and the PD pattern analysis results in
terms of the similarity index (x1) in the measurements conducted during the field test period in June 2004.
Incipient
fault

Meas.
no.

DA

1
2
3
4
5
6
tot,avg
1
2
3
tot,avg
1
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
tot,avg
1
2
3
4
5
6
tot,avg

DB

DC
DD

DE

DF

DG

DH

DI

L1
n

x1

0
44
43
44
41
172
25
36
24
85
0
0
31
36
35
35
30
29
196
27
25
22
16
25
115
39
53
46
44
43
225
20
21
20
0
38
34
133
39
41
37
32
33
0
42
224
8
13
10
13
16
14
74

0.0
0.0
0.0
68.8
67.7
68.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
95.1
94.4
92.4
92.4
93.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
97.2
97.2
0.0
0.0
93.8
90.9
90.7
91.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
92.4
92.4
0.0
0.0
96.0
95.8
94.9
94.9
94.9
95.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Noormarkku (MP3)
L2
L3
x1
x1
n
n
7
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
33
0.0
0
0.0
36
0.0
0
0.0
34 72.6
0
0.0
32 91.2
0
0.0
142 81.9
0
0.0
30
0.0
0
0.0
32
0.0
0
0.0
34
0.0
0
0.0
96
0.0
0
0.0
0
22
51
58
55
49
49
284
38
38
24
37
30
167
54
36
54
50
29
223
16
19

0.0
0.0
97.4
90.0
85.8
87.3
90.1
0.0
0.0
97.7
96.6
94.9
96.4
0.0
0.0
97.7
96.6
94.9
96.4
0.0
0.0

0
34
28
34
44
44
37
221
42
41
34
44
31
192
50
51
55
38
37
231
25
26

0.0
0.0
0.0
94.1
94.9
94.9
94.7
0.0
0.0
95.8
93.5
95.3
94.9
0.0
85.7
95.1
94.9
94.9
92.6
0.0
0.0

0
32
38
105
41
33
40
45
36
0
36
231
11
11
13
15
16
19
85

0.0
0.0
94.9
94.9
0.0
0.0
96.1
96.0
94.8
94.8
96.5
95.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
34
29
114
44
32
29
23
23
0
21
172
17
18
19
18
18
19
109

0.0
0.0
95.4
95.4
0.0
0.0
97.7
92.7
95.4
95.4
93.0
94.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
70.2
70.2

L1
n

Pyntösjärvenaukee (MP2)
L2
L3
x1
x1
x1
n
n

44
42
45
40
171
0
39
39
78
43
43
30
30
36
50
24
27
197
37
7
22
10
0
76

0.0
0.0
81.8
75.9
78.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
80.9
88.8
77.3
82.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

20
25
13
28
86
0
22
24
46
27
27
36
42
32
39
35
33
217
24
19
21
25
0
89

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
81.8
74.4
76.3
82.6
78.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

23
13
23
59
7
19
18
44
31
31
37
31
40
33
41
33
215
43
36
29
34
1
143

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
88.8
90.4
86.4
75.9
85.4
0.0
0.0
89.0
89.2
89.3
89.2

36
34
23
29
122

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

41
32
32
35
140

0.0
0.0
87.2
93.3
90.2

53
32
43
32
160

0.0
0.0
97.3
94.5
95.9

33
37
32
38
34
174

0.0
0.0
94.6
81.0
78.1
84.5

21
25
26
21
23
116

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
73.1
73.1

36
37
41
30
10
154

0.0
0.0
91.3
91.9
86.7
89.9

32
32
29
26
24
31
174
10
9
11
14
20
20
84

0.0
0.0
0.0
84.1
84.0
0.0
84.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

33
34
41
34
32
35
209
19
15
17
18
15
18
102

0.0
0.0
95.4
99.5
86.3
87.2
92.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.4
24.4

23
32
24
26
25
24
154
16
16
24
18
17
19
110

0.0
0.0
0.0
88.9
77.3
89.7
85.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
81.7
81.7

Tuulikylä (MP1)
L2
L3
x1
x1
x1
n
n
n
46
0.0
28
0.0
42
0.0
49
0.0
37
0.0
46
0.0
45 73.2 34
0.0
35 97.1
54 72.2 33 76.1 39 94.0
42 75.5 30 75.5 38 92.4
55 91.8 35 92.4 39 92.4
291 83.6 197 83.9 239 92.4
39
0.0
21
0.0
47
0.0
40
0.0
35
0.0
35
0.0
39 90.5 10
0.0
43 92.6
118 90.5 66
0.0 125 92.6
60
0.0
32
0.0
37
0.0
60
0.0
32
0.0
37
0.0
47
0.0
55
0.0
53
0.0
39
0.0
47 86.1 46
0.0
48 92.2 47 88.6 49 90.0
52 94.2 54 87.3 47 95.6
52 92.4 43 91.7 46 94.9
47 92.4 45 86.9 48 93.7
285 92.8 291 88.1 289 93.6
37
0.0
39
0.0
48
0.0
34
0.0
33
0.0
45
0.0
27
0.0
24
0.0
45 95.1
38 98.7 38 94.2 40 94.7
33 97.3 27 92.4 39 92.4
169 98.0 161 93.3 217 94.1
39
0.0
39
0.0
45
0.0
54
0.0
33
0.0
50
0.0
51 100.0 45 90.7 45 95.1
42 95.0 48 91.4 54 94.7
43 94.3 38 92.4 49 92.4
229 96.4 203 91.5 243 94.1
43
0.0
36
0.0
39
0.0
37
0.0
36
0.0
36
0.0
42 95.1 32 97.7 34 93.5
50 98.9 33 95.3 39 96.4
46 97.3 38 94.9 39 92.4
43 95.8 32 92.4 30 91.7
261 96.8 207 95.1 217 93.5
50
0.0
51
0.0
34
0.0
54 97.6 56 98.5 38
0.0
49 97.7
0
98.5 29 100.0
53 96.8 44 96.5 33 99.1
46 94.9 37 92.8 34 92.8
44 94.9 39 95.8 32 95.8
57 94.9 43 97.3 34 97.3
353 96.1 270 96.6 234 97.0
23
0.0
15
0.0
20
0.0
20
0.0
16
0.0
23
0.0
27
0.0
19
0.0
24
0.0
26
0.0
21
0.0
23
0.0
31 89.5 33 88.2 37 83.8
44 89.7 28 88.7 33 88.3
171 89.6 132 88.5 160 86.1
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